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Cxceltronix
Exceltronix Computer Division

computers atabl by Moe
prices!unbeat

41 6) 9Z1 -894 Order Modem
(Datalitlf

(416)921-40130 Baud)
Multifiex Drive ecitelir*For your APPLE** 59

wooWith shamrock
controller $399
With Rana controller
(can handle up to 4 drives) $42

FEATURES:
*SA400L base drive. APPLE compatible. Complete with
case. 120 day warranty.

The MULTIFLEX APPLE -compatible disk drive is a
standard Shugart SA400L which has been modified to
work with the APPLE 11/11 + Ile computers. It is compati-
ble and handles all the special protection disk operating
systems that are in use (including those that use
"half -tracking"). This drive, in a case, com-
plete with a 120 day warranty is avail-
able with or without a controller
card. Thousands already
sold.

Joysticks
Apple II© Compatible
Econo Model $19.95

Self -Centering
With two adjustable controls
Super offer $59.95

TG Joysticks
De Luxe Model 565.00

TG Paddies
De Luxe Model $64.95

Monitors
BMC BM-12AU: $125
A 12" green phosphor monitor with
a 12 MHz bandwidth, which
is ideal for the APPLE computers (in
either 40 or 80 column
mode).

ZENITH ZVNI-121:
A 12" green phosphor monitor with
and a 40/80 column screen width selector switch works
with just about any home microcomputer on the market
today.

EW
Multiflex Slimilne

Double Sided Disk Drive
Apple® compatible

Introductory Price 5359
With shamrock Controller5449

16K RAM Card

$67.95
Expand you 48K APPLE to 64K. The
MULTIFLEX 16K RAM Card allows other
languages to be loaded into your APPLE from
disk or tape. Allows APPLE CP/M users to run
CP/M 56.

Proto Boards 515.95

5" Green Screen
Monitors. $59

Open frame. RequIrles 12V. Ideal for
6502 computers.

Requires Sync Seperator
Board Kit $9.95

a 13
$149

MHz bandwidth

AMDEK COLOUR -1 5449
A 13" medium resolution, composite video colour monitor
with a built-in speaker, which gives a great colour picture
with just about any computer.

AMDEK AMBER:
4mber display

$248

Z80 Card Assembled & Tested. No
software included. $59.00

Floppy Controller Card 586.95

RF Modulators Econo Model
(No sound) $18.95

De Luxe Model (With sound)
$21.95

Diskettes
51/4": per box of 1
Maxell MD -1 (SSDD) $51.95
Maxell MD -2 (DSDD) 64.00
Wabash (SSDD) 29.95
Verbatim (SSDD) 39.95
Control Data (SSDD) 30.89

8":
Control Data (SSDD)
Control Data (DSDD)
Maxell FD -1 (SSDD)
Maxell FD -2 (DSDD)
Ectype (SSDD)

Quantity discounts available

570.00
95.00
80.00
99.00
65.00

80 -Column Card
FEATURES:
Gives 80 columns and upper/lower case on your APPLE II/11 +
/Ile computer.
*Works with PASCAL and CP/M.
'Auto -switch between 40 columns and 80 columns.
*Full inverse video.

The MULTIFLEX Video -80 card allows the user of an APPLE II
computer to have an 80x24 text display with upper and lower case
characters. This board allows the user to switch from a 40 column
display to an 80 column display, and run PASCAL, CP/M and show
APPLESOFT programs in 80 columns. $89

PRICE POLICY

Remember that at E.celtionn, alt prices are

negotiable
quantity purchases

you cannot

quantities on you, own how about

al* cod large
staihng a Co op

ONTARIO. CANADA. M5T 1S2 (416) 921-5295

ALL PRICES ARE IN CANADIAN
FUNDS. 9% FEDERAL SALES TAX INCLUDE

319 COLLEGE STREET. TORONTO

MAIL ORDERS

Send a certii ied
cheque OF money

older 100 not

send cash) Minimum
order is StO plus 53 1 or ship.

Ding
Ontario residents

must add 7°° proyint,at

sales tax Visa.
Mastercard and American Ekpress

accepte
nature ekp

d send card No . sigir y dare

and name ol bank

Circle No. 7 on Reader
Service Card.



You can't beat the best!
xcel tron ixComponent/

& Computing in
921-8941

PRINTER SPECIALS
Gemini lox

81/2", Dot Matrix, 80 Col-
umn, 100 C.P.S. Regular
price $615.

Gemini 15 $729
15", Dot Matrix, 132 column, 100 c.p.s.

E PSON MX8OFT $795
81/2", Dot Matrix with GRAFTRAX +

E PSON MX100 $1099
15", Dot Matrix with GRAFTRAX +

I
A120 day

EPSON FX80 (NEW) $899
81/2", Dot Matrix, 80 column, 160 c.p.s.

SMITH CORONA
Daisy Wheel

TTX PRINTER
Daisy Wheel

$769

$850

Don't hesitate to contact us on our price hotline 921-8941 for the most
competitive prices in Canada!

Memory Chips
4164 - 150 ns (1x64k single ( + 5V)
supply) 8.95
4116. 150 ns (1x16k) 1.99
2114L-200 ns(1kx4 static) 2.49
6116.150 ns (2kx8 static RAM) 8.95
(Pin compatible with 2716 uses
negligible amount of power)
2016.150 ns (2kx8 static)
2102L-200 ns (1kx1 static)
5101-CMOS RAM
2708-(1kx8)EPROM
2716-(2kx8 EPROM single + 5V)
2732-(4kx8 EPROM single + 5V)
2532-(4kx8 EPROM single 5V)
2764-(8kx8) EPROM single 5V)

8.75
1.95
3.85
6.75
5.95
8.69
8.95

12.95

PAPER
For your printer

Control Data, 91/2" x 11" plain,
500 sheets

Other sizes available.

$11.95

Modems
ECONO MODEM
300 baud, acoustic coupler, attractively
packaged, (uses + 5, + 12, -12 voltages
from your computer).
Limited time offer only: $59
EMP 310 MODEM
300 baud, attractively packaged, ready to
use. Normal price $199.
Special price: With Phone:

$169 $179

OSBORNE
COMPUTER

New model on sale now

$2289
With 12" Zenith green screen +
adapter $2395

Multlflex EPROM
Programmer $79
FEATURES:
*EPROM programmer for APPLE
computers.
*Programmes 2716, 2732, 2732A,
2764.
*ZIF socket for the EPROM.
*Complete with software.
*Built-in programming supply.

If you haven't seen a
copy of our catalogue
(published in May ETI
and Computing Nowt)
send For one now.

Order By Modem!

Our own ordering
bulletin board. Call

(416) 921-4013
300 BAUD

PRICE POLICY
Send a Certified

cheque or money order (do not

MAIL ORDERSRemember
that at Exceltronix

all prices are send cash) Minimum
order is SIO

plus S3 for ship

negotiable for
quantity purchases

If you cannot ping Ontario residents
must add r. provincial

afford large quantities
on your own

how about sales lax VMasterCard
and American

Express

319 COLLEGE
STREET. TORONTO,

ONTARIO. CANADA,
MST 1S2 (416) 921-5295

starting a Co OP

and name of bank

accepted
send card No signature

expiry dale
masse, MarALL PRICES ARE IN CANADIAN

FUNDS. 9° FEDERAL SALES TAX INCLUDEDCircle No. 7 on Reeder Service Card.

921.8941



(Kit)

SURPLUSTRONICS
6502 System OIL

on peripheral cards
(approx.)

Complete Kit: $649
Assembled & Tested: $748

Includes PCB, complete set of parts (including blank
EPROMS) power supply, case, keyboard and blank Z80 card PCB.

There is simply no comparison between the obsolete 48K
board & the new all Canadian designed and manufactured

high quality 6502 board read ETI May 83 review for details
This 6502 board is a vast improvement on others available:

64K RAM (8.4164 chips)
80 x 24 video included on board
Floppy Disk Controller included
FIVE additional slots
Z80 blank PCB included
Powerful power supply
(5V 5A, +12V 2 up to 3A peak, -5V 0.5A, -12V 0.5A)
Superb quality plastic case
Excellent keyboard including numeric keypad
EPROMS (blank) included
Full service facilities: normal maximum charge $50 on properly
assembled kits as described in our service pamphlets.

This board in all honesty far exceeds our original expectations and demand
is spectacular. This board will also fit the older/cheaper cases and
keyboards.

Mail Orders add $3.00 for handling. Ontario residents add 7%
P.S.T. Visa, Mastercard and American Express cards accepted:

send card number, expiry data, name of bank and signature. Send
certified cheque or money order, do not send cash.

51/4" Disk Drives
Attractively packaged, ready to plug in.
Extremely reliable.

$279

12" Zenith Monitor
Ready to use; switchable for 40 or 80
characters. 90 day warranty.

$137

Parts for Z80 Card
Fills up the supplied PCB; enables you
to run CPIM software.

$49

PCB only $57
Parts Complete $255
Gemini 10X printer . . .$489

Surplustronics, 310 College Street, Toronto, Ontario, M5T 1S3 (416) 925-8603.

Circle No, 22 on Reader Service Card.
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Designer's Notebook: Thyristors
SCR's and triacs for solid-state power switching.

Bob Stephens and SETI
A dedicated man and a remarkable scientific
project that scans the cosmos for artificially -
made radio waves. By Roger Allan.
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ADVERTISERS' INDEX

Our Cover
An artist's concept of a satellite used
in relaying military communications;
the entire network could be paralysed
by an EMP pulse. See Page 39 (Il-
lustration courtesy U.S. Air Force.)
At bottom: the Radio Shack MC10 is
tested by Steve Rimmer. See page 36
(Photo by Bill Markwick.)

36 Computer Review: TRS-80 MC10 Col-
our Computer
Steve Rimmer reviews the low-cost latest from
Radio Shack.

39 Military Communications: The Chaos
Factor
Roger Allan looks at the fearsome consequences
of a nuclear explosion above the atmosphere.

45 Inside Memory Systems
A tour of the various circuits used to keep your
computer remembering, by Gary Branscombe.

94 Computer aided design and manufacturing may
mean that factories won't need big lunchrooms.
By Eric McMillan.

58 EPrai cy MTVcMPilliarnacvyiews the intricacies of fooling
around with corporate telecommunications.

Projects
11

Designing NDFL
Nested Differentiating Feedback Loop theory
shows how to get rid of those last pesky bits of
audio distortion.

17
60 Watt NDFL Amp
A practical power amp project to go with the
theory. Build it and throw a Free -From -
Distortion -At -Last party.

2 50 Automatic Greenhouse Sprinkler
Once you have the greenhouse constructed, this
little timer will run things for you and you never
have to go inside until the kumquats are ripe.

5q
Satellite TV, Pt. 2
Ron Coles continues with the various circuits re-
quired to turn your antenna signal into a TV pic-
ture.
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NEWSSTAND DISTRIBUTION:
Master Media, Oakville, Ontario

SUBSCRIPTIONS
$18.95 (one year), $33.95 (two years). For US add
$3/yr., other countries add $5/yr. Please specify if
subscription is new or a renewal.

BINDERS
Binders made especially for ETI are available for
$8.00 including postage and handling. Ontario
residents please add provincial sales tax.

BACK ISSUES AND PHOTOCOPIES
Previous issues of ETI Canada are available direct
from our offices for $3.00 each; please specify by
month, not by feature you require. See order card for
issues available.

We can supply photocopies of any article
published in ETI Canada; the charge is $2.00 per arti-
cle, regardless of length. Please specify both issue
and article.

Colurnns,News and
Information

Into Digital
For Your Information 6 Fun of Electronics 60 Classifieds
Next Month 21 Order Form 6r ETI Specials
Computing Today 52 Subscriptions 62 Tech Tips

63
66
67
68

COMPONENT NOTATION AND UNITS
We normally specify components using an interna-
tional standard. Many readers will be unfamiliar
with this but it's simple, less likely to lead to error
and will be widely used everywhere sooner or later.
ETI has opted for sooner!
Firstly decimal points are dropped and substituted
with the multiplier: thus 4.7uF is written 4u7.
Capacitors also use the multiplier nano (one
nanofarad is 1000pF). Thus 0.1uF is 100nF, 5600pF
is 5n6. Other examples are 5.6pF = 5p8 and 0.5pF

Op5.
Resistors are treated similarly: 1.8Mohms is 1M8,
56kohms is the same, 4.7kohms is 4k7, 100ohms is
100R and 5.60hms is 5R6.

PCB Suppliers
ETI magazine does NOT supply PCBs or kits but we
do issue manufacturing permits for companies to
manufacture boards and kits to our designs, Con-
tact the following companies when ordering boards.

Please note we do not keep track of what is
available from who so please don't contact us for in-
formation on PCBs and kits. Similarly do not ask
PCB suppliers for help with projects.

K.S.K. Associates, P.O. Box 266, Milton, Ont. L9T
4N9.
B-C-D Electronics, P.O. Box 6326, Stn. F,
Hamilton, Ont., L9C 6L9.
Wentworth Electronics, R.R.No.1, Waterdown,Ont.,
LOR 2H0.
Danocinths Inc., P.O. Box 261, Westland MI 48185,
USA.
Arkon Electronics Ltd., 409 Queen Street W., Toron-
to, Ont., M5V 2A5.
Beyer & Martin Electronic Ltd., 2 Jodi Ave., Unit C,
Downsview, Ontario M3N 1H1.
Spectrum Electronics, 14 Knightswood Crescent,
Brantford, Ontario M3R 7E6.

POSTAL INFORMATION
Second Class Mail Registration No.3955. Mailing
address for subscription orders, undeliverable
copies and change of address notice is:
Electronics Today International, Unit 6,
25 Overlea Blvd., Toronto, Ontario, M4H 1B1.
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for your iliormatiott
New Digital Multimeter
B&K-Precision have just introduc-
ed their 31/2 digit, auto or manual
ranging digital multimeter, model
2807. Meeting a wide variety of ap-
plications, the 2807 is a full func-
tion, handheld DMM that provides
0.5% DCV accuracy, overload &
transient protection and conve-
nient single rotary switch. Among
other features, this DMM has a
wide AC & DC voltage measure-
ment range as well as a varied Ohm
range.

B&K-Precision is represented
in Canada by Atlas Electronics
Limited, 50 Wingold Avenue,
Toronto, Ontario, with branch of-
fices in Montreal, Ottawa, Win-
nipeg, Calgary, and Vancouver.

ETI Magazine is Published by:

Electronics Today International
Editorial and Advertising Offices
Unit 6. 25 Overlea Boulevard,
Toronto, Ontario, M4H 1B1
Telephone (416) 423-3262

Publisher
and Editor: Halvor W. Moorshead
Assistant Editor: Steve Rimmer
Editorial Assistant: Bill Markwick

R. Allan Ryan
Production Manager:Ann Rodrigues
Production: Cindy Baker
Subscription Department: Bebe Lall

Diane Neill
Accounts Department: Pi rjo Dunphy
Advertising
Manager: Senga Harrison
Advertising
Representatives: Omar Vogt

Rick May
Advertising Services: Carolyn Wyatt

Sharon Cernecca

COPYRIGHT
All material is subject to worldwide
copyright protection. All PCB patterns
are copyright and no company can sell
boards to our design without our permis-
sion.

UABILITY
While every effort has been made to en-
sure that all constructional projects refer-
red to in this magazine will operate as in-
dicated efficiently and properly and that
all necessary components are available,
no responsibility whatsoever is accepted
in respect of the failure for any reason at
all of the project to operate efficiently or
at all whether due to any fault in the
design or otherwise and no responsibility
is accepted for the failure to obtain com-
ponent parts in respect of any such pro-
ject. Further no responsibility is accepted
in respect of any injury or damage caused
by any fault in design of any such project
as aforesaid.

Editorial Queries
Written queries can only be answered
when accompanied by a self-addressed,
stamped envelope. These must relate to
recent articles and not involve the staff in
any research. Mark such letters ETI-
Query. We cannot answer telephone
queries.

New Catalogue
Active Components newly revised
and illustrated 80 -page Spring/
Summer catalogue is now
available. In it you'll find the most
complete selection of semiconduc-
tors, memories and
microprocessors, passive electronic
components and microcomputer
systems and peripherals. For a free
copy contact: ACTIVE COM-
PONENTS, 237 Hymus Blvd.,
Pointe Claire, Quebec H9R 5C7
Tel. No. (514) 694-7710.

GUALITY ACTIVE. YOUR
55/VICE 40 NUMBER ONE
AALASILTPt CHOKE

ActiveCamponents
We we the largeer becalms. wrgt *r the 1141.

s. MIN* yucl. ItIoe woo., my
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ma. as dm, rel MO PIO,

160..C1111.101Ind. a a arr., ao pfeeMweeOWS

Heathkit's Spring/Summer 1983
Catalogue has been released and is
available from Heathkit Electronic
and Computer Centres in Van-
couver, Edmonton, Calgary, Win-
nipeg, Mississauga, Ottawa and
Montreal or from Heath Com-
pany, 1020 Islington Ave., Toron-
to, Ont. M8Z 57,3. Telephone
(416) 23212686.

100R`2000 
$ -0,6

-1.44
/ IpCt Fts

150

Electronic Buzzers
Star Micronics announces a new
series of panel -mount electronic
buzzers. The FMB Series is
available in two voltage ranges 4-9
Volts and 8-16 Volts. The FMB has
a powerful 94 dB signal available
either in continuous or pulsing
tones. Terminations are .250"
quick -disconnect tabs. The series
FMB is ideal for any warning
system such as security, process
controls, computer peripherals and
medical equipment.

For further information, re-
quest from Doug Pettifer, Len -
brook Electronics, I 1 I Esna Park
Drive, Unit 1, Markham, Ontario.
L3R 1 H 1 . Telephone (416)
477-7722.
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Smith -Corona introduces the first printer
with real character at the unreal price of $1095.

The Smith -Corona DaisyWheel Printer
Until now, if you wanted to include a reasonably -

priced printer as part of your computer or word processing
system, you had to use a dot matrix printer. Daisy wheel
printers were just too expensive.

Not anymore. Now Smith -Corona* offers a daisy
wheel printer at such an incredibly low price, you can't
afford not to include it. That means that even the
smallest installation or business can now have letter quality
printing capabilities at every work station.

The Smith -Corona printer operates with micro-
processor -controlled daisy wheel technology, and is
available with industry standard serial or parallel data
interfaces.

Best of all, it produces results identical to those of our
very finest office typewriters - printing with real character.
So it can be used to create letters or documents that have
to look perfect. As well as financial statements, inventory
reports, direct mail campaigns - anything that requires
quality printing.

And it's easy to use-just turn on the power, load the
paper and away it goes. (It works equally beautifully with
letterhead bond or fanfold paper.) There are drop -in ribbon

cassettes and a choice of easy -to -change, snap -on daisy
print wheels for a variety of fonts.

So why not get your hands on a real bargain: letter-
perfect printing at an amazingly low price. Because,
thanks to Smith -Corona, a printer with real character is no
longer expensive.

Ask for it by name. Smith-Corcna
DIVISION OF 40,0 (CANADA) LIMITED'suggested retail price

r
Please send me more information on the Smith -Corona daisy

wheel printer.
Name

Title

Company Name
Business Address
City Prov Postal Code
Type of Business

Mail coupon or call:
Education Director,

Smith -Corona
29 Gervais Drive, Don Mills, Ontario M3C 1Z1

(416) 449-0164
ETI-JL

Circle No. 27 on Reader Service Card. ETI-AUGUST-1983-7



ORION ELECTRONICS COMPUTER ROOM ORION ELECTRONICS COMPUTER ROOM

Assembled $69.00
The ZX81's advanced
capability.
The ZX81 uses the same fast
microprocessor (Z80A), but in-
corporates a new, more power-
ful 8K BASIC ROM - the
"trained intelligence" of the
computer. This chip works in
decimals, handles logs and
trig, allows you to plot graphs,
and builds up animated
displays. And the ZX81 incor-
porates other operation
refinements - the facility to
load and save named programs
on cassette, or to select a pro-
gram off a cassette through
the keyboard.

New, improved specification.
Unique 'one -touch' key word
entry: eliminates a great deal
of tiresome typing. Key words
(PRINT, LIST, RUN, etc.) have
their own single -key entry.
'Unique syntax -check and
report codes identify program-
ming errors immediately. 'Full
range of mathematical and
scientific functions accurate

lo eight decimal places.
Graph -drawing and animated -
display facilities. 'Multi-
dimensional string and
numeric arrays. 'Up to 26
FOR/NEXT loops. 'Randomize
function. Programmable in
machine code. 'Cassette
LOAD and SAVE with named
programs. '1K -byte RAM ex-
pandable to 16K. 'Full editing
facilities. 'Able to drive the
new Sinclair ZX Printer (to be
available shortly).

If you own a ZX80...
The new 8K BASIC ROM as us-
ed in the ZX81 is available as a
drop -in replacement chip.
(Complete with new keyboard
template and operating
manual). With the exception of
animated graphics, all the ad-
vanced features of the ZX81
are now available on your ZX80
- including the ability to drive
the Sinclair ZX Printer.

MEMOPAK 64K MEMORY EXTENSION
The 64K Memopak extends the memory of the ZX81 by 56K,
and with the ZX81 gives 64K, which is neither switched nor
paged and is directly addressable. The unit is user transparent
and accepts commands such as 10 DIM A(9000).
Breakdown of memory areas ... 0-8K Sinclair ROM. 8 -16K -This
area can be used to hold machine code for communication
between programmes or peripherals. 16 -64K -A straight 48K for
normal BASIC use. $199.00

MEMOPAK 32K $139.00 and 16K $69.00
MEMORY EXTENSIONS
These two packs extend and complete the Memotech RAM
range (for the time being!) A notable feature of the 32K pack is
that it will run in tandem with the Sinclair 16K memory exten-
sion to give 48K RAM total.

Sinclair's new 8K Extended Basic offers features found
only on computers costing three or four times as much.
'Continuous display, including moving graphics. 'Multi-
dimensional string and numerical arrays.  Math and
scientific f unctions accurate to 8 decimals. 'Unique one
touch entry of "key words" (i.e. basic and system corn -
mends). 'Automatic syntax error detection. 'Randomize
function. 'Built-in interface for ZX Printer. 'Connects to
standard TV and cassette recorder. '164 page manual
included. 'Power supply (9V at 650 ma) optional for
$14.95. '1K of memory is included.

ZXI311

$149.00
Designed exclusively for use with the ZX81 (and ZX80
with 8K basic ROM), the printer offers full
alphanumerics and highly sophisticated graphics.
COPY command prints out exactly what is on screen. At
last you can have a hard copy of your program listing
and results. Printing speed is 50 characters per second,
with 32 characters per line and 9 lines per vertical inch.
Connects to rear of ZX81 - using a stackable connector
so you can use a RAM pack as well. A 65 ft paper roll, in-
structions included. Requires 9 volts, 1.2 amp power
supply (option extra).

Printer Paper
Single Roll C751 per roll 6 95
Package of 3 16.95
Power Supply (500 mA) $9.95
Power Supply (650 mA) $14.95
Power Supply (1 Amp) $19.95

Memopak  
MEMOPAK CENTRONICS TYPE
PARALLEL PRINTER INTERFACE
Main Features -  Interfaces ZX81 and parallel printers of
the Centronics type  Enables use of a range of dot matrix
and daisy wheel printers with ZX81  Compatible with ZX81
Basic, prints from LLIST, LPRINT and COPY  Contains firm-
ware to convert ZX81 characters to ASCII code  Gives lower-
case characters f rom ZX81 inverse character set $149.00
POWER SUPPLY 500ma $14.95
POWER SUPPLY 1A $19.95 (FOR PRINTER)

MEMOPAK HIGH RES GRAPHICS PACK
HIRG Main Features -  Fully programmable Hi -Res (192 x
248 pixels)  Video page is both memory and bit mapped and
can be located anywhere in RAM  Number of Video pages is
limited only by RAM size (each takes about 6.5K RAM)  Ins-
tant inverse video on/off gives flashing characters  Video
pages can be superimposed  Video page access is similar to
Basic plot/unplot commands  Contains 2K EPROM monitor
with full range of graphics subroutines controlled by machine
code or USR function $199.95

Books
COMPLETE ZX81 BASIC COURSE  dm 2
tapes 3995
NOT ONLY 30 PROGRAMS: 1K 16.95
MACHINE LANGUAGE MADE SIMPLE 1995
UNDERSTANDING 2X81 ROM 19.95
T/S 1000: PROGRAMS. GAMES and
GRAPHICS 16.95
LEARNING TIS BASIC 2195
THE BASIC HANDBOOK 29.95
09 EXPLODING GAMES 1995
COMPUTER FOR KITS SINCLAIR EDITION 8.95
MASTERING MACHINE CODE ON YOUR ZX81 24.95
PS 1000 USERS GUIDE (Vol I) 16.95
EXPLORERS GUIDE TO THE 2%81 16.95
ZX81 POCKET BOOK 16.95
GETAWAY GUIDE 16.95
GETTING AOUAINTED WITH YOUR ZX81 16.95

Hardware
1X81 Ass. 69.00
ZX Print 149.00
64K. RAM (Memotech) 199.00
32K RAM (Memotech) 139.00
161( RAM (Memotech) MOO
16K RAM (Sinclair) 5900
16K RAM (Kit no PC board) 09.00
Power Supply 1650 M.A.) 14.95

Power Supply It AMP) 1995
Keyboard (uncased)  07 Keys. Assembled
no soldering req. 109.95
Metal Case for above 29.95
Memopak High Res. Graphics Pack 199.95
Memopak Centronics Type Parallel Punter
interlace 149.00
Memopak 2%81 Keyboard 139.00
Memo Cale 79.95

Interface for any serial printer 8 csette
recorders; Includes plugs. cords and a detasailed
manual.

CP-100-A Seikosha
Graphic Printer

$450

 5x7 Dot Matrix  8 Bit ASCII
 Parallel Printer  80 Columns
Interface Cards & Cable For
Apple II $119.00
Memotec Interface for
Sinclair $149.00 Cable $35.00

Electrohome Monitors
& Accessories

EDM926IB&W
9" Black & White monitor

EDM926/P31
9" P31 Green Monitor

EDM1226IB&W
12" Black & White Monitor

ORION ELECTRONICS COMPUTER ROOM

EDM12261P31
12" P31 Green Monitor

ECM1302-1
13" Color RGB Monitor

ECM1302-2
13" Color RGB Monitor Hi Rez.

$189.50

$389.00

S450.00

1-1302 $ 69.50
NTSC Interface for ECM1302 for Apple II Computers
(1 year warranty from Electrohome)

MP-1302APL
$159.50 RGB Card for Apple II or Franklin 100

$169.50
Zenith 12" Green

A MDECT Colour 13"

ORION ELECTRONICS

$179.50

$199.00

$165.00

$449.00

COMPUTER ROOM .
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$1595.00
A Professional Computer For the

Price of a Personal Computer.

A

INCLUDES ALL THESE FEATURES.

 Controller card capable to handle 4 DS/DD Drives
8" or 51/4" drives any combination

 CP/M 2.2. Micro Computers control program by
Digital Research

 64K RAM Memory
 70 x 80 Character display 80 column
 B/W Graphics 160 Horz. x 72 Vert.
 256 Colours
 Full keyboard with numerical keypad
 Real Time Clock

 Runs on Z80 Based CP/M  S100 Bus with four additional slots  Serial Parallel 0/P

CALL FOR MORE DETAILS

NUTRON!
Fully Assembled 100% Soft & Hardware Ap-
pleTMll plus Compatible Computer 549.00
(AMB-1 + Keyboard + Case + Power Supply
and Speaker, Fully Assembled & Tested)

Same Computer with 1 Drive, 1 Controller and
9" Green Electrohome Monitor $995.00

C)
O
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m

00

WOWIEI LOOK AT THIS!
ABB-2 $55.00
Has on -board provision for 64K RAM 80x24 Video, Flop-
py Controller and 6 slots.

AMB-1 $325.00
Mother Board, APPLE II Compatible, Assembled &
Tested clw Basic ROMS, 48K RAM, Made in Japan
ABB-1 S 45.00
APPLE II Compatible, Motherboard (no components)
6502 Board Kit
Includes all parts
AEB-1
EPROM Burner Card
AIC-1
Integer Card
AEC -1
80 Column Card
AZC1
Z80A (CPM) Card
APC-1
Parallel Printer Card
ASC-1
Serial Printer Card

ALC-1
16K RAM (Language) Card

$250.00

$119.00

$99.00

$99.00

$99.00

$99.00

$99.00

6502 BOARDS & ACCESSORIES

AGC-1 $149.00
Graphics Parallel Printer Card

S109.95
Keyboard; replacement for APPLE II
AC -1 $79.00
Beige APPLE II Case (No keyboard)
APS-1 S 99.00
Switching Power Supply for APPLE II; +5V @ 5 amps,
+ 12V a 1 amp, -5V @ 1 amp, - 12V a 1 amp
APS-2 $109.00
Switching Power Supply for APPLE II; +5V @ 3 amps,
+ 12V g 2 amps, - 5V @ 1/2 amp, - 12V @ 1/2 amp; clw
on -off switch & connecting wires

AAA -2
Disc Drive, 51/2", APPLE II Compatible, Excluding
Controller Card $349.00
with controller $398.00

ADC -1 $75.00
Disc Drive Controller Card for two drives; Apple II Com-
patible

$79.00 APPLE II is a registered trade mark of Apple Computer
Inc.

Orion Electronic
Supplies Inc.

40 Lancaster Street West
Kitchener, Ontario N2H 4S9

(519) 576.9902

Master Charge & Visa, COD, Cheque,
Money Orders accepted. COD's, shipp-

ing & insurance extra. Write for our
FREE FLYER.

Prices subject to change without
notice.
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Low Cost
Personal Computer
Video Technology introduces their
new VZ200 microcomputer for
under $200. It features 4K of RAM
expandable to 64K, Microsoft
Basic, a full-size moving -key
keyboard, nine colours, single key
word entry, full editing, and a
peripheral expansion bus. The
VZ200 is distributed in Canada by
Rocelco Inc., 24 Viceroy Road,
Unit 1, Concord, Ontario L4K 2L9
(416) 738-0737.

If you're in the market for elec-
tronic components, hardware,
books, computer parts, etc., a

catalogue is available from J&J
Electronics, P.O. Box 1437, Win-
nipeg, Manitoba R3C 2Z4. Send
$1.00 to receive the current
literature and to be placed on the
mailing list for future publications.

Plug -In Transformers
A 20VA, plug-in, Class 2
transformer has been introduced
by FROST. It plugs directly into a
standard household outlet and
supplies energy limited power via
screw terminals. A brochure is
available detailing the six most
popular output voltages as well as
other specifications and options.
Please direct inquiries to:
Susan Blasko
L.H. FROST LIMITED
1130 8th Line
Oakville, Ontario
L6H 2R4.

for your idormation
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Communications Panels
From one communications panel
you can dial, talk, ,and conference
on POTS/Keyset lines, interbay
trunks, and 4 -wire test trunks. The
new WILTRON 9820A and 9821
Communications Panels can out -
dial using dial -pulsing (DP), MF,
or DTMF. The Model 9821, in ad-
dition, features a repertory dialer
that stores sixteen 36 -digit
numbers and a 12 -digit LED
readout that displays the number
dialed and the time of day.

Both the 9820A and 9821
vide the flexibility needed for test -
position communications. A built-
in speaker is included for monitor-
ing test circuits or telephone lines. sal

The 4x4 keypad provides all
MF/DTMF tone pairs, including
those used for coin collect/return
and TSPS and CAMA trunks. For
operator trunks, a fast -dial func-
tion provides 20 pps pulsing.
Front -panel controls allow easy
adjustment of MF/DTMF level,

',MON

and the headset output has in-
dependent receive and transmit
level adjustment. For additional
information, contact: Wiltron In-
struments Ltd., Suite 2, 880 Lady
Ellen Place Ottawa, Ontario, KIZ
5L9. Telephone: (613) 725-1006.
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COMPLETE
SATELLITE

SYSTEM

$1,995
MINI -SAT II

24 CHANNEL RECEIVER
 120° LNA
 RF MODULATOR

Computer Printout - for you
Satellites

SATELLITE
HANDBOOK

- $5.00

 2 METER DISH
TRUE POLAR MOUNT
 100 FEET OF CABLES

r location for all

BRANCH OFFICES: Montreal
Edmonton, Seattle

$19.95
, Toronto, Winnipeg,

SOME DEALER AREAS STILL AVAILABLE

CVIIIIU ;. 1

(604) 430-4040 SATELLITE SYSTEMS LTD.
5330 Imperial Street, Burnaby, B.C. V5J 1E6.

techniccl house
canadian made computers

Peach Microcomputer $950.00
Orangepeel Micro $799.00
MIcro-Scl disk drive $390.00
Vista disk drive $390.00
TEAC slimline disk drive $399.00
Peach dual disk controller $100.00
RANA quad drive controller 8157.00
RS232C serial interlace $125.00
UnItron 16K RAM card $100.00
Orange 16K RAM card (1 yr. wrnty) $129.00
TYMAC parallel Interface $175.00
Grappler + gratin Interface $189.00
Wizard gratis Interface $189.00
Apple Dumpling gratis interlace $199.00
Wildcard disk copy Interface 1175.00

MONITORS
Zenith 12" green phosphor $189.00
Synco 12" amber phosphor $225.00
Arndek 13" colour monitor $499.00

PEACH

and

ORANGEPEEL

PRINTERS
Saikosha gratlx/test tractor 5399.00
Gemini 10 I rictlonitractor $519.00
Prowriter I rIctIon/tractor $699.00
Smith Corona daisy wheel $799.00

DISKETTES
Verbatim Detente ss/dd $ 39.95
Verbatim ssldd carton of 100 $325.00
Verbatim dsldd box 0110 $ 59.95
Elephant ss/dd box of 10 S 39.95
3M high quality bx/10 ss/dd S 35.95
3M bulk (no box) pkg.25 ssldd $ 83.75
3M bulk diskettes each S 3.45

SOFTWARE
Call us and ask for best price on new brand
name software. We glue 15% or more discount
and 48 hour delivery. All major brands carried.

PEACH MICRO is fully compatible with: APPLE II + TM software and hardware
(48K -64K) ORANGEPEEL COMPUTER is compatible with: APPLE II + TM software
(64K) (does not have colour video) ALL HARDWARE LISTED (EXCEPT TOMCAT) IS
APPLE II + COMPATIBLE. APPLE II + is a registered trade mark of Apple Com-
puters Inc.

MAIL ORDERS: Certified Cheque, M/O, Visa, Mastercard. Ont. Residents add 7%
P.S.T. add 3% Delivery charge. We ship most efficient method.

Circle No. 13 on Reader Service Card.

techniccl house
2nd

0 Somerset St. W.,

Ottawa, Ontario K2P 0J9.(613) 236.6433
Circle No. 11 on Reader Service Card.



Designing NDFL Amps
The use of nested differentiating
feedback loops (NDFLs) is a new
technique for reducing audible -
frequency distortion in an
amplifier to a vanishingly low
level. As the name implies,
NDFLs rely on negative feedback,
but they use it in a new way. Ed-
ward M. Cherry explains the
theory involved.

IN ORDER TO understand just how far
the new NDFL technique can improve an
amplifier, we first need to know the fun-
damental limits to the reduction of distor-
tion that can be achieved with conven-
tional techniques. To begin with, we
survey familiar negative -feedback theory.

Figure 1 is a block diagram of an
amplifier with negative feedback. In this
diagram, the forward path corresponds to
the amplifier before feedback is applied,
and its gain is traditionally designated by
the Greek letter u. The feedback network
returns a fraction B of the output to the
input circuit, where it is in some way sub-
tracted from the true input to provide the
actual input to the forward path.

In many practical amplifiers, the sub-
traction is accomplished by applying the
input and feedback signals to the two in-
puts of a balanced differential first stage
of the forward path. Figure 2 is an outline
practical circuit. In this circuit the feed-
back factor B is the attenuation of the net-
work comprising RF, and RF2

RF1

RF, RF2

A typical value for an audio power
amplifier might be 1/20. The forward -
path gain u in Fig. 2 corresponds to gain
from input to output when the feedback
network is removed. A typical value for a
simple audio power amplifier might be
1000.

For Fig. 1, the overall closed -loop
gain A is given precisely by

A - Output
Input

The quantity uB is called the loop gain.
Physically, loop gain is the gain that
would be observed if the feedback 'loop'
in Fig. 1 was cut at some point, a signal
was injected into one side of the cut, and

the resulting signal at the other side of the
cut was measured.

If the values of u and B are such that
loop gain is small compared with unity,
the closed -loop gain is very nearly equal to
the forward path gain (that is, the gain
without feedback)

A -
< 1

However, if loop gain is large compared
with unity, the closed -loop gain ap-
proaches the reciprocal of the feedback
factor and becomes almost independent
of the forward -path gain

A- 1/0
ii0

The quantity 1/B is often called the
demanded gain, as it is the value the
overall closed -loop gain would take in
ideal circumstances.

As a numerical example, if we
substitute the above values u = 1000 and
B = 1/20 into Equation 2, the gain of our
`typical' audio power amplifier works out
as A = 19.6. The approximate Equation 4
predicts A 20, within 2% of the correct
answer.

SUBTRACTOR

INPUT +

FEEDBACK

FORWARD
PATH

FEEDBACK
NETWORK

13

OUTPUT
r

Fig. 1 Block diagram of a feedback amplifier.

The quantity 1 + uB occurs often in
feedback theory. It is called the return dif-
ference F.

F = 1 + µf3

Physically, return difference has the
significance

forward -path gainF - closed -loop gain

For values of loop gain greater than about
10, loop gain and return difference are
almost equal - in our 'typical' example
the values are 50 and 51 respectively.

Simplified treatments of feedback
theory show that, if the distortion

generated in the forward path (that is, the
amplifier without feedback) at a par-
ticular output signal amplitude is D., then
the resulting closed -loop distortion DA at
the same output signal amplitude is

DA = D/F

Distortion is improved when feedback is
applied to an amplifier by a factor equal
to the return difference. In our 'typical'
amplifier, F = 51; if the distortion
without feedback happened to be 10%,
then feedback should reduce the distor-
tion to 0.196%.

More rigorous treatments of feed-
back theory show that Equation 7 is no
more than a poor approximation to the
truth. In the first place, real amplifiers are
far more complicated than Fig. 1 suggests,
because several different feedback paths
(not all intentional!) can be identified. For
example, the collector -base capacitances
of transistors inevitably provide some
unintended feedback at high frequencies.
There is a very real problem in inter-
preting just what loop gain and return dif-
ference mean when there is more than one
feedback loop. Once the correct inter-
pretation is established, return difference
invariably turns out to be a function of
frequency, and the reduction of distortion
corresponding to Equation 7 depends on
the value of return difference at the fre-
quency of the distortion, not the frequen-
cy of the input. Feedback therefore, does
not reduce all distortion components
equally.

Finally, it is found that the closed -
loop distortion of an amplifier can con-
tain new components that were not pre-
sent in the distortion that existed in the
forward path before feedback was ap-
plied. These new distortion components
initially increase as loop gain is increased,
but they fall away again towards zero as
loop gain is made large.

Despite all these complications, the
fact remains that adequate negative feed-
back, properly applied, does reduce
distortion. Why, then, do amplifier
designers not simply apply some arbitrar-
ily large amount of feedback and reduce
amplifier distortion to the vanishing
point?

TIM, IIM, PIM, . . .

In the last 10 years or so, readers of audio
magazines have been made aw;te of a
conjecture that goes something like this:

ETI-AUGUST-1983-11



Designing NDFL Amps

"Harmonic distortion and the usual
intermodulation distortion decrease
with increasing feedback. Transient
intermodulation distortion (TIM)
increases with increasing feedback,
and is approximately directly pro-
portional to the feedback. There-
fore, there is an optimum value for
the feedback at which the subjective
distortion sensation is least. This
optimum feedback is unlikely to ex-
ceed about 20 dB."

More recently, there has been conjec-
ture that heavy overall feedback should be
applied with caution if interface inter -
modulation distortion (IIM) is to be
avoided. An amplifier should provide a
low open -loop output impedance so that
the need for feedback -generated loud-
speaker damping is minimised.

There has also been conjecture that
negative feedback, which reduces the
usual intermodulation distortion, may in-
crease phase intermodulation distortion
(PIM) by converting amplitude non-lin-
earities into phase non-linearities.

Unequivocally, none of these conjec-
tures has any basis in the new NDFL amp-
lifiers. As an aside, there is a substantial
body of opinion that none of these con-
jectures has any basis, full stop.

Instability And Oscillation
A fundamental limit to the amount of
feedback that can be applied to an ampli-
fier is set by the onset of instability and
oscillation.

If the magnitudes of the forward -
path gain and demanded gain of the
idealised Fig. 1 are plotted versus angular
frequency w (in radian/second) on
logarithmic scales, the resulting graph
looks something like Fig. 3. The 3 dB
bandwidth of the amplifier without feed-
back is 1/r., and the gain -bandwidth pro-
duct (at which gain drops to unity) is Ur,.
12-AUGUST-1983-ETI

Fig. 2 Outline circuit of
an audio power
amplifier.

Because the graph is on logarithmic
scales, the separation between the curves
of forward -path gain and demanded gain
is the loop gain (remember then, to divide
two numbers, you subtract their
logarithms; if you divide u by 1/B, you get
uB). The magnitude of loop gain falls to
unity at the frequency 1/rx where the
curves intersect and their separation is
zero (remember that the logarithm of uni-
ty is zero).

By a similar argument, return dif-
ference is the separation between the
curves of forward -path gain and closed -
loop gain, as indicated in Fig. 3.

We could make a similar graph to
Fig. 3, showing the phases of u and 1/B.
Again, the phase of loop gain would turn
out to be the separation between the two
curves. However, there is a remarkable
piece of mathematics due to Bode, who
used a transformation evolved by Hilbert
(1862-1943), which shows that there is a
relation between the magnitude and phase
of the response of any linear system. Sub-
ject to some qualifications, our proposed
graph of the phases is completely predic-
table from Fig. 3 and contains no new in-
formation.

As an example, many readers will
know that, if the forward -path in Figs. 1
and 3 has a high frequency cut-off rate
variously described as single pole, 20

Fig. 3 Logarithmic plots
of gain versus frequency
for Fig. 1.

dB/decade, or 6 dB/octave, then its phase
shift is 45 ° at the 3 dB cut-off frequency
l/ru, and is asymptotic to 90° at very high
frequencies.

In 1932, Nyquist applied a theorem
which dates back to Cauchy (1789-1857)
to drive the condition for a feedback
amplifier to be stable and free from
oscillation. If a polar plot is made of the
magnitude and phase of return difference
as frequency is varied, a vaguely 'snail -
shaped' curve results. Such a polar plot is
called a Nyquist diagram. Subject again to
some qualifications, the stability criterion
for a feedback amplifier is that its polar
plot of return difference should not
enclose the origin. Figure 4 shows one ex-
ample each of a stable situation and an
unstable situation.

Because the phase of return dif-
ference can be predicted from Fig. 3 via
Bode's result, a Nyquist diagram can also
be constructed from Fig. 3 and the onset
of instability can be predicted. In 1945
Bode showed that Nyquist's criterion
could in fact be expressed in terms of the
gradients of the curves in Fig. 3, thereby
eliminating the work of finding the phase
explicitly and plotting the Nyquist
diagram. Bode's exact rule is complicated,
but a useful paraphrase is

"If in graphs such as Fig. 3 the
separation between the forward -
path gain and demanded gain
decreases toward zero at a rate not
exceeding 30 dB/decade, the ampli-
fier is unlikely to oscillate."

This paraphrase makes no allowance
for the tolerances on components. It
assumes, in effect, that everything about
the forward path is well known and cons-
tant. In the audio context, the paraphrase
takes no cognizance of the fact that the
capacitance of the leads that connect an
amplifier and loudspeaker is anything but
well known. A more conservative rule, ap-
pllicable to the audio context, is therefore

In graphs such as Fig. 3, the separa-
tion between the forward -path gain
and demanded gain should not
decrease towards zero at a rate ex-
ceeding 20 dB/decade."

The practical consequence is that the
forward path of an audio amplifier with

GAIN
(LOG SCALE)

ACTUAL CURVE

3dB
FORWARD -PATH GAIN

ASYMPTOTE

DEMANDED GAIN

FREQUENCY (LOG SCALE)



conventional resistive feedback should
have a single dominant pole which sets the
fall -off of gain at frequencies above Uri,.
The second and subsequent poles should
lie at frequencies substantially above 1/rx
(the frequency where the separation
reaches zero), because each pole con-
tributes a 20 dB/decade downwards slope
to the graph of forward -gain path.

Maximum Available Feedback
In Fig. 2, the first stage is a differential
amplifier with a current mirror at its out-
put; the input and feedback signals are ap-
plied to the two bases to perform the sub-
traction process of Fig. 1. The second
stage provides a large voltage gain, and
the lag compensating capacitor C provides
the dominant pole of the forward path
corresponding to 1/r. in Fig. 3. The third

Fig. 4 Nyquist's stability criterion. The curves
are polar plots of return difference for chang-
ing frequency.

stage is a complementary class -B emitter
follower whose function is to transfer the
output voltage from the second stage to
the loudspeaker load. In practice, the
transistors in the second and third stages
are often Darlingtons, and the input tran-
sistors are often replaced by FETs.

In any similar amplifier, there is at
least one pole associated with the finite
transit time of electrons through each
transistor. The transit time for typical
small -signal transistors is a fraction of a
nanosecond, but for power transistors of
the ubiquitous 2N3055 class the transit
time may be as long as a few tenths of a
microsecond. Thus, the output stage of
Fig. 2 may have a pole in the vicinity of 1
MHz.

As we saw in the previous section, the
unity -loop -gain frquency 1/rx in Fig. 3

must be substantially less than the fre-
quency of all poles except the dominant
pole 1/r. if an amplifier is to be stable. If
the power transistors are of the 3055 class,
then no matter how fast the other tran-
sistors may be, there is going to be one
pole at about 1 MHz. Therefore, 1/rx
must be chosen to correspond to
something like 200 kHz. Even with more
modern power transistors, 1/rx is
restricted to about 1 MHz. The art of
designing a stable power amplifier in-
volves choosing the lag compensating
capacitor C such that 1/Xx is appropriate
to the transistors actually used.

The geometry of Fig. 3 is such that,
no matter how u, B and r,, are separately
chosen, the return difference F(w) at any
angular frequency w cannot exceed

F(w) .4 1 him

Thus, if 1 /rx is designed to correspond to
200 kHz, return difference at 20 kHz can-
not exceed 10 ( = 20 dB), and cannot ex-
ceed 200 (=46 dB) at 1 kHz. An amplifier
that boasts 80 dB of feedback (F = 10,000
at low frequencies) must have 1/r. cor-
responding to about 20 Hz; return dif-
ference must begin falling above 20 Hz,
and the former values at 1 kHz and 20
kHz (46 dB and 20 dB) still apply.

Returning now to Equation 7, the ef-
fectiveness of feedback in reducing distor-
tion is set by the frequency of the distor-
tion, not the frequency of the input. The
audible frequency range is generally
reckoned to extend to about 20 kHz and,
with the foregoing constraints, return dif-
ference at this frequency cannot exceed
10. Remembering that 20 kHz is the third
harmonic of 6.667 kHz, we see that feed-
back cannot reduce offensive odd -
harmonic distortion of mid -treble input
signals by more than a factor of 10.
Remembering too that 20 kHz is the
seventh harmonic of 2.857 kHz, we see
that feedback cannot reduce crossover
distortion of mid -range input signals by
more than a factor of 10.

Until recently there has been no way
around this problem except to increase the
unity -loop -gain frequency 1/rx, and this
demands that the frequencies of the tran-
sistor poles must be increased if stability is
to be preserved. Fragile, expensive power
transistors, with narrow bases to achieve
short transit times, become mandatory.

The NDFL Approach
There is, however, another solution to the
stability problem. If the forward -path
gain has two dominant poles, so that its
gain falls at 40 dB/decade, the rate of
closure between the graphs of forward -
path gain and demanded gain would still
be 20 dB/decade provided the demanded
gain itself were to fall at 20 dB/decade. In
essentials, this requires that the usual
frequency -independent resistive feedback
factor B should be replaced by something
having a frequency dependence of the
form wrF (remember that the demanded
gain is the reciprocal of the feedback fac-
tor). Mathematicians tell us that a linearly
rising frequency response corresponds to
differentiation with respect to time and, in
hardware terms, a capacitive feedback
network will perform just this action.

Figure 5 shows the outline of an
amplifier incorporating nested differen-
tiating feedback loops. Notice first that
the forward path has been separated into
a number of stages, whose mid -frequency
gains are u, to tiN respectively. The
variable s is what mathematicians call
complex frequency; for sinusoidal signals
its magnitude is equal to the angular fre-
quency w of the sinusoid. Factors of the
form (1 + srx represent a frequency
response that rises proportional to fre-
quency above the frequency 1/rx - that
is, they represent a zero. Similarly, factors
of the form 1/(1 + sr) represent a fre-
quency response that falls inversely pro-
portional to frequency above the frequen-
cy Ur° - that is they represent a pole.
Thus, the stages in Fig. 5 have special fre-
quency responses: all stages except the
first have a pole at 1/r, and all except the
first and last two have a zero at 1/rx.

Notice also that there are differen-
tiating feedback networks, each denoted
by ST,, linking the output back to various
points in the forward path. The resulting
feedback loops are arranged one inside
another, like a nest of Chinese boxes -
hence the name nested differentiating
feedback loops.

The amplifier is completed by an
overall resistive feedback network B.

If we removed all the feedback from
Fig. 5, the forward -path gain would be
shown in Fig. 6: constant up to the fre-
quency 1/To, then falling at an
N -1) -pole rate (20(N-1) dB/decade) up

Fig. 5 Block diagram of an NDFL
amplifier.
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01..NN

GAIN
(LOG SCALE)

GAIN WITH OUTER FEEDBACK

GAIN WITHOUT
ANY FEEDBACK

( N-1 )
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Fig. 6 Logarithmic plots of gain versus frequency for Fig. 5.
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Fig. 7 The inner loop of Fig. 5.

NN -20N-1

rx

I +Sr.
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1 + Sto

GAIN
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RETURN I

DIFFERENCE:
(N-21th LOOP
(N -11th (INNER) LOOP

, (LOG SCALE)

r 02

GAIN WITHOUT
FEEDBACK/ INNER LOOP ONLY

'o

BOTH LOOPS

Fig. 8 The (N-2)th loop of Fig. 5.
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to 1/Tx, and finally levelling off
somewhat to a two -pole rate (40
dB/decade).

If we now applied just the overall
resistive feedback B, the return difference
would be as shown in Fig. 6. Distortion
would be reduced by a constant large
amount, approximately u,, U2 . . . uN B,
at all frequencies up to 1/To. Choosing
1/To to correspond to 20 kHz would vir-
tually eliminate audible -frequency distor-
tion. But the amplifier would be unusable
because of oscillation.

The rate of closure of the forward -
path gain and demanded gain curves
breaks the rule of 20 dB/decade. Let us
see how inclusion of the nested differen-
tiating feedback loops solves the problem.

Figure 7 shows just the last two stages
and the inner differentiating feedback fac-
tor. This 'clump' is a feedback amplifier
in its own right, and Fig. 7 shows its
forward -path gain (that is, the gain of the
last two stages without any feedback), the
demanded gain, and the resulting closed -
loop gain. Although the forward -path
gain falls at a two -pole rate (40
dB/decade), the demanded gain falls at a
one -pole rate (20 dB/decade), the
demanded gain falls at a one -pole rate (20
dB/decade), and their rate of closure is 20
dB/decade. By itself, this 'clump' is
stable.

Figure 8 shows what happens when
we add the antepenultimate stage and
another differentiating feedback factor.
Again this 'clump' can be considered as a
feedback amplifier in its own right. Pro-
vided we choose

I.LN -2 = TO/TX

the various gains line up as shown. The
forward -path gain is the combined gain of
stage (N-2) and stages (N-1) and N with
their local feedback, and this is the middle
solid curve in Fig. 8. The demanded gain
is the dashed curve passing through 1/TF.
Once again the forward -path gain and
demanded gain close at 20 dB/decade, so
the stability criterion is satisfied for this
larger 'clump'.

And so it goes on. We can add more
stages and differentiating feedback fac-
tors, and each time the curves line up as
required for stability provided we choose

AN- ANB (TO/TX)2/

TF OTX,

= r Tx for 2 -4 k N - 2.
Figure 9 shows the gain curves for the
complete amplifier.

In designing an NDFL amplifier, the
starting point is to choose the frequency
1/Tx so that the various transistor poles
are sure to lie at substantially higher fre-
quencies. Next choose the frequency 1/To
up to which the return difference should
remain constant; 20 kHz is a suitable
value for audio amplifiers. After this, the
circuit more or less designs itself via Equa-
tions 9-11 above.
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Fig. 9 Complete plots of gain versus frequency for Fig. 5.

Outline Practical Circuit

Figure 10 shows how an amplifier of the
basic topology of Fig. 2 can be modified
to include two NDFLs.

Notice first that the lag compensating
capacitor, C, in the penultimate stge of
Fig. 2 has been removed in Fig. 10. In its
place are two capacitors (C) linking the
output back to various points in the for-
ward path. These capacitors are the feed-
back networks of the nested differen-
tiating feedback loops.

The output stage has been changed to
include a modified form of Thiele's load -
stabilising network. Some form of LRC
filter is required to locate one of the poles
correctly, and with the circuit shown we
get double value from the components.

The input stage itself is unchanged,
but an inexpensive small capacitor in the
overall feedback network B can be used to
correct the group delay and improve the
reproduction of transient waveforms.

Fig. 10 Outline circuit for an
NDFL amplifier.

Another essential addition is an
amplifying stage between the two nested
differentiating feedback factors. This
rather peculiar circuit (which dates back
to Rush in 1964) seems largely to have
been forgotten. It uses one NPN tran-
sistor and one PNP to provide a well-
defined gain (13).

As already suggested, once the
demanded gain 1/B and the critical fre-
quency 1/Tx are chosen, the circuit
almost designs itself. The equations are:

RF1

Rn RF2
0/

RC = NTx,
RN. Cy = Tx ,

Ti = (V3 - 1 ) .

All stage gains and poles and zeros
automatically look after themselves.

Figure 11(a) shows the 5 kHz square -
wave response of Fig. 10 as built from
5% -tolerance resistors, 20% -tolerance

capacitors, and unselected production
transistors. Evidently the circuit is
`designable'; Equations 12-15 really do
predict component values for good tran-
sient response.

A nice feature of the modified Thiele
circuit in Fig. 10 is that, when theload is
made capacitive (a well-known source of
high -frequency oscillation in amplifiers),
the voltage waveform at the FEEDBACK
POINT is the waveform the amplifier
would have delivered into its nominal
resistance load. Figures 11(b) and (c) il-
lustrate this; the violent ringing in Fig.
11(b) is simply an LC resonance between
the filter inductor and the load
capacitance, and is in no way indicative of
approaching instability.

Figure 12 shows details of the 1 kHz
sinusoidal response under overdrive con-
ditions. Note the quick, clean recovery.

An amplifier has been built in which
the circuit can be switched from Fig. 2 to
Fig. 10, to illustrate the improvement in
performance of adding two NDFLs.
Figure 13 compares the measured third -
harmonic distortions of 1 kHz. Notice
how the distortion of Fig. 10 drops away
to below three parts per million at small
signal amplitudes. Such behaviour is more
typical of class -A amplifiers than class -B
amplifiers, and may account for the clean
sound of NDFL amplifiers.

Crossover distortion associated with
incorrect bias of the output stage is one of
the most audibly annoying forms of
distortion. Audio amplifiers based on Fig.
2 sometimes have a type of crossover
distortion that does not show up in nor-
mal measurements. Correct biasing of the
output stage relies on close tracking of the
thermally - compensated biasing device
and the power transistors. At best the
biasing device can be thermally bonded to
the power transistor case. More usually it
is bonded to the heatsink, but there is no
way it can simultaneously sense the actual
junction temperatures of all the power
transistors. Under rapidly -fluctuating
dynamic signal conditions, the junction
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Designing NDFL Amps

(a) 8 ohm resistance load. (c) waveform at feedback point for
(b).

(b) 8 ohm and 2uF parallel load.

Mg. 11 5 kHz square wave response of Fig. 10.

temperatures may be wildly different from
each other and from the case or heatsink
temperatures, and therefore the biasing
may be wrong.

Figure 14 compares the static cross-
over distortion of Figs. 2 and 10 when the
bias is deliberately set OV5 too low.
Dynamic mistracking of the biasing circuit
should not introduce audible crossover
distortion in an NDFL amplifier.

One final point. The NDFL techni-
que maximises the return difference (and
hence minimises distortion components)
at frequencies up to 1/To Above this fre-
quency the return difference falls away
rapidly, and distortion rises. Choosing
1/ To to correspond to 20 kHz minimises
audible -frequency distortion, but does not
minimise ultrasonic distortion.

For example, a common specification
for audio power amplifiers is their THD at
20 kHz. The harmonics of 20 kHz lie at 40
kHz, 60 kHz, 80 kHz, and so on. All are
ultrasonic (and hence inaudible) and the
NDFL technique does not minimise them.
A measurement of THD at 20 kHz may
therefore give a quite misleading indica-
tion of an NDFL amplifier's audible per -

Fig. 14 2 kHz crossover distortion when bias is
set wrongly.

(a) Fig. 2 (conventional amplifier).

,..a...

(b) Fig. 10 (NDFL amplifier).

formance. Valid objective tests include
the SMPTE and CCIF tests for two-tone
intermodulation distortion, the proposed
IEC test for TIM, Cordell's proposed
three -tone test for TIM and the pro -

0 1

001

I
1

1- 0.001

Fig. 12 Detail of output waveform
from Fig. 10 under overdrive.

4

0 1 10

RMS OUTPUT VOLTS

 FIGURE 2 (CONVENTIONAL AMPLIFIER)
 FIGURE 10 (NDFL AMPLIFIER)

Fig. 13 1 kHz harmonic distortion.

posed test for input-output intermodula-
tion distortion IOD. The distinguishing
feature of all these tests is that they
measure the distortion at audible frequen-
cies. CO3
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60W NDFL Amp
To accompany the article on
nested differentiating feedback
loops, here is a practical amplifier
design, presented as a module,
with very low distortion. Design
by Edward M. Cherry.

THIS AMPLIFIER will perhaps be of
most interest to home constructors who
want to rebuild an existing system and
upgrade its performance without the ex-
pense of new major components. The
power output transistors employed are the
well-known types MJ802 and MJ4502
which have been around for several years
and have proved their reliability. Indeed,
the whole design is mature and home con-
structors should have no difficulty in
making it work.

Grounding
In any amplifier where the basic distortion
has been reduced to a few parts per
million, several distortion mechanisms not
ordinarily considered may become signifi-
cant. One such mechanism is associated
with currents circulating in the ground
leads and power -supply wiring.

Figure 1 explains the origin of this
distortion. The current in each power
transistor of a class B stage is a half -wave
rectified version of the output. The two
currents, drawn alternatively from the
positive and negative supplies, are
equivalent to a circulating full -wave rec-
tified current and this is basically an even -
harmonic distortion of the signal output.
If there is any mutual inductance between
the power -supply wiring (including the

Figure 1 Circulating even -harmonic current in
a Class -B output stage.

grounds) and the signal wiring (also in-
cluding the grounds), then an even -
harmonic distortion is induced in the
amplifier and feedback is powerless to
correct it.

The circuit board has been laid out so
as to minimise this effect. The areas
enclosed by some tracks are critical, and
home constructors making their own
PCBs are cautioned to follow the layout
exactly, using the accompanying foil pat-
tern.

Note that the circuit uses three
distinct ground symbols.

a)

b)

c)

1=11
4MW

is the quiet ground track
on the circuit board (one
per channel).
is the noisy ground track
on the circuit board (one
per channel).
is the metal chassis
ground (there are six
connections to the
chassis in total).

Each channel is connected to chassis
ground at two points. The input socket is
connected to the chassis (rather than in-
sulated from it), the input lead from
socket to circuit board is shielded, and the
quiet ground track is connected to chassis
ground at the input socket via the screen.
Similarly, the ground output terminal is
screwed into the chassis, the leads from
the circuit board to the output terminals
are a twisted pair and the noisy ground
track is connected to chassis ground at the
output terminals via the ground output
lead. The remaining two connections to
chassis are in the power supply (Fig. 5).

Note that a 10 ohm resistor, R31,
links the quiet and noisy ground tracks.
This resistor is short circuited at low fre-
quencies by the input shielding and
neutral output wiring to chassis ground.
However, the resistor takes over at high
frequencies where wiring inductance
become significant.

The 15uH filter inductors in the sup-
ply rails are also for suppressing cir-
culating currents (R6 and R7 represent the
winding resistances of L1 and L2).

This amplifier employs only two
nested differentiating feedback loops and
its distortion is not down to the ultimate
limit. The benefit of including the filter
inductors is therefore marginal. The
author is not blessed with 'golden ears'
and cannot hear the effect of removing
the filters, although the difference is clear-

ly measurable. The filters should certainly
be included in amplifiers that use three or
more NDFLs. As the inductors must be
home-made, and therefore cost nothing
but time, and as they do make a measur-
able (if small) improvement, most home
constructors will probably wish to include
them. Winding data is given in Table 1.

The precise values of inductance and
resistance are not important - ± 50% is
good enough - but do not use the 1.25
mm wire from L3 as something like 0.1
ohm series resistance is essential. For a
similifs reason, do not parallel the 470uF
bypass capacitors C9 and C10 with high -
frequency types. Brass or steel mounting
screws are perfectly satisfactory for the
filter inductors, as linearity is not impor-
tant.

Critical Components
The majority of the components in this
amplifier are not critical. Almost any
small -signal diodes will do, such as the
1N914 and 1N4148. Q1 and Q2 should be
high -gain, low -noise types - BC109 and
BC549 are among the cheapest available.
The others could be almost any small
signal types: BC107 and BC547 are readily
available NPN types, the BC177 and
BC557 are suitable PNPs. The driver and
output transistors should be the types
shown: TIP29C and TIP30C for the
drivers, MJ802 and MJ4502 for the power
transistors. The biasing transistor, Q11,
could be any NPN in a TO -126 pack that
can be mounted on the heatsink: the
TIP29C is a readily available type that
would suit.

Unless the contrary is indicated on
the Parts List, resistors can be standard 1/2
W types and the capacitors can be the
lowest available working voltage. A few
components, however, do require special
mention. A feedback amplifier cannot be
more linear than its feedback network, so
the various components that constitute
the feedback network should have small
voltage coefficients.
Specifically:
a) The overall feedback resisitors R11 and
R12 should be high -stability types, such as
metal oxide or metal film;
b) C4,C6 and C8 should be NPO
ceramics, not high -K types (NPO means
negative -positive zero, a low -K capacitor
with a very low temperature coefficient;
metallised plate ceramics, for example.
Silvered mica capacitors are also suitable);
c) C5 and C14 should be polycarbonate,
polystyrene or polypropylene types, but
not polyester (eg. mylar types);
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Figure 2 Circuit diagram of the 60 W power amp. Components marked with a single asterisk are not mounted on the PCB.

d) C3 should be an ordinary cheap
aluminum electrolytic, definitely not one
Of the relatively expensive resin -dipped
tantalum types (this is not a misprint!)

The 6u8 H inductor (L3) needs to be
home-made. Winding data is given in
Table 1. The bobbin should be mounted
on the circuit board with a nylon screw;
brass or steel must not be used, because of
non-linear eddy current losses.

Figure 3a Square wave response of the amp
without group -delay compensation.

Figure 3b Square wave response of the amp
with group -delay compensation - note the im-
provement over Fig. 3a.
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Construction
Assembly of the PCB is quite straightfor-
ward. It is probably best to commence by
soldering all the resistors in place. Note
that R32 could be either a 2 W type (not
common) or two 1 W resistors (15R and
18R) in parallel. Note that the emitter
ballast resistors of Q16 and Q17 (R29 and
R30) should have very low inductance and
if you have trouble with high frequency
instability, these resistors are likely to be
the culprit. The best solution may be
several carbon resistors in parallel. Mount
R29 and R30 a few millimeters above the
board.

Assemble the diodes next, making
sure you get them all the right way round.
Install the links next. Follow with the
capacitors. Note that C5 and C14 must be
polycarbonate types and C4,6 and 8 must
be NPO ceramics. None of the other
ceramic capacitors should be hi -K types,
as mentioned earlier. When mounting C9
and C11, see that there is three or four
millimetres between the capacitor body
and the adjacent 5 W resistors (R29 and
R30)

The transistors may be mounted
now. See that each is oriented correctly.
Wind L3 next and mount it on the board.
Details are given in Table 1. It is not
necessary to strictly follow the former
dimensions given, but the inductance
needs to be close to 6u8 H and wound
from 1.25 mm wire at least, for low
resistance.

Assembly of the components mount-
ed to the heatsink comes next. The heat -

Figure 4 Circuit for compensating low frequen-
cy group delay: (a) basic uncompensated cir-
cuit; (b) compensated circuit.

Figure 5 Suggested PSU for the amplifier.

sinks in the original were a standard type
sold by many companies. Each heatsink
has a thermal resistance to ambient of
about 1 °C/W, and other types could, of
course, be substituted. The specified ther-
mal resistance permits continuous opera-
tion at full power: smaller heatsinks (up to
2 °C/W) could be substituted if the
amplifier is to be used only for domestic
sound reproduction. Use one heatsink per
channel.
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TABLE 1

Formers
If a suitable type is not at hand, these may
be turned from 25 mm diameter polystyrene
rod to give 12 mm internal bobbin diameter
with 7.5 mm winding space between cheeks.
Wire & Winding L1,2
Take two 1680 mm lengths of 0.75 mm
diameter enamelled copper wire and wind
onto each former leaving 20 mm or so lead
length at start and finish.
Wire & winding L3
Take a 1190 mm length of 1.25 mm
diameter enamelled copper wire and wind it
onto the former. Leave 20 mm or so lead
length at start and finish.

Three small components are mounted
on the heatsink adjacent to the transistors
to keep certain leads short: R28, Cl2 and
C13. Construction is very much simplified
if a 4 -way terminal strip is installed under
one of the collector mounting bolts of
Q16 and a 5 -way strip under one of Q I7's
mounting bolts. Figure 8 shows details.

The collector and emitter leads from
each power transistor to the circuit board
should be twisted. The base leads to Q14
and Q15 could be twisted in with the cor-
responding collector and emitter leads
(although this is not necessary) and the
base lead of Q11 can be kept separate.
Note that all transistors must be insulated
from the heatsink. Note also that the
TIP30C specified for Q10 needs its leads
dressed to fit the board.

Quiescent current in the power tran-
sistors should be set to 40-60 mA by PR1.
Be warned that this quiescent current is
almost zero until PR1 is about three-
quarters of its maximum resistance, after
which the current increases very rapidly;
be sure that PR1 is set to minimum
resistance when the amplifier is turned on
for the first time.

A convenient way to check the quies-
cent current is by means of the voltage
drop across R29 and R30; this should be
40-60 mV (total) for zero signal input to
the amplifier.

Figure 6 Showing the
general technique for con-
necting inputs, outputs and
grounds to a stereo pair of
modules.

HARMONIC ANALYSIS AT 6 kHz

Rated output -20 dB
Harmonic 21V9 60 W 2V19 600 mW

2nd 115 ppm 40 ppm
3rd 100 25
4th 32 15

5th 40 9
Harmonics higher than the 3rd are
ultrasonic and hence inaudible.
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60W NDFL Amp

PARTS LIST

Resistors

(all 1/2W, 5% except where stated)
RI I k0
R2 47k
R3,13,14 33k

R22,23
R24,25
R28
R29,30
R31
R32

8k2
100R
47R
OR47, 5 W
1OR
8R2, 2 W or 15R//18R,
each 1 W

R4,5 330R 2%
R6,7 see text Potentiometer
R8-10 4k7 PRI 2k2 miniature vertical preset
R11 470R metal oxide or metal

film Capacitors
R12 15k metal oxide or metal CI 4u7 axial electrolytic

film C2 680pF ceramic
R15 I k8 C3 47uF axial electrolytic
R16 33R C4 33pF 100 V NPO ceramic
R17 68R C5 1u5 polycarbonate
R18 220R C6,8 68pF 100 V NPO ceramic
R19,26,27 470R C7 470pF ceramic
R20 3k9 C9,10 470uF 63 V axial electrolytic
R21 1k0, 1W C11 100uF 63 V axial electrolytic

C12,13 33pF 100 V ceramic
C14
Inductors
L1,2
L3 6u8 H (see TAble 1)

Semiconductors
Q1,2 BC109, BC549 etc.
Q3,4,8,12 BC107, BC547 etc.

BC177, BC557 etc.
TIP29C
TIP30C
MJ802
MJ4502

Q5-7,9,13
Q11,14
Q10,15
Q16
Q17
D1-3 1N4148, 1N914, etc.
ZD1,2 15 V 400 mW zener
Miscellaneous
F1,2 2 A standard fuse
PCB; one 4 -way and one 5 -way terminal
strip; heatsink to suit (see text); PCB
stakes; bobbins for inductors; wire, etc.

100nF 100 V polycarbonate

15uH (see text and Table 1)

HOW IT WORK@
Figure 2 is the complete circuit of one chan-
nel of the amplifier; equations referred to in
the explanation refer to last month's
feature. The circuit is clearly based on Fig.
10 (in the theory article), with major
parameters 1/B = 32.9

rx = 800 nS
The value of B is set by the overall feedback
resistors R11 and R12 (470R and 15k - see
Equation 1). rx is set by:
a) R4 and R5 (33R) plus C6 and C8

(68p) in conjunction with the chosen
value of B (see Equation 13);

b) R15 and C7 (1k8 and 470p - see
Equation 14);

c) R32 and C14 (8R2 nd 100n) plus the
8 ohm nominal load and L3 (6u8 H);

d) R12 and C4 (15k and 33p) via the
other constants in Equation 15.

The first stage requires little comment.
Q1 and Q2 operate at 1.5 mA each, Q3 is a
current source, Q4 is a common -base stage
to equalise the quiescent voltages on Q1 and
Q2; Q5 and Q6 constitute a current mirror.
RI and C2 form a 200 kHz low-pass filter
against RF interference.

The current amplifier operates at 3
mA, set by R18, and it incorporates a cat-
ching diode (DI) to accelerate recovery
from overdrive. The pre -driver, Q10,
operates at 8 mA; Q9 protects the stage
against damagingly large currents under
fault conditions. Driver quiescent current is
25 mA, set by R28.

Transistors Q12 and Q13 provide
short-term protection for the power tran-
sistors. Short-circuit current is limited to
about 4 A, and peak signal current is
limited to 7 A. Long-term protection is pro-
vided by 2 A fuses in each supply rail; these
should be 'ordinary' types, rather than
delay or quick -blow. In the unlikely event
of transistor failure, these fuses limit the
loudspeaker current to 2 A, corresponding
to 32 W into 8 ohms.

The common alternative of a single
fuse in the loudspeaker lead is less satisfac-
tory: it provides less protection for the
amplifier; it provides less protection for the
loudspeaker as the fuse must be rated to
carry the full signal current, and it in-
troduces distortion on large -amplitude,
low -frequency signals.

Low Frequency Compensation
A feature of Fig. 2 not discussed so far is a
low -frequency compensating circuit, R13
and C5.

Amplifiers of the basic circuit topology
of Fig. 2 (theory article) have a group delay
which is different for different signal fre-
quencies. Some frequencies take longer or
shorter times than others to pass through
the amplifier. High -frequency group delay
in NDFL amplifiers can be corrected, as
described last month, by a small capacitor
in the feedback network (See Equation 15).
Errors in low -frequency group delay, in
both Figures 2 and 10 (theory article) are
associated with the input coupling capacitor
and the capacitor in series with RFI. Low -
frequency square -wave inputs are repro-
duced with a 'tilt' as in Fig. 3a.

One approach to this problem is to use
a truly direct -coupled amplifier, with no
capacitors in series with the signal path;
commercial audio power amplifiers of this
type appeared in the 1970s. Unfortunately,
such amplifiers are prone to drift. A signifi-
cant DC voltage may appear at the output
even when there is no input. Although it is
possible to reduce drift in a power amplifier
to an acceptable level, it is not possible with
today's technology to build a system that is
truly direct -coupled from pick-up input,
through the RIAA network and the power
amplifier.

In the last few years a generation of
amplifiers has appeared which include some
form of servo amplifier to correct the drift.
All circuits known to the author re-
introduce the problem of group delay,
albeit in a lesser form.

The approach adopted in the design is
to retain the coupling capacitors and
thereby eliminate drift, but include a group -
delay correcting circuit. Figure 4 shows the
outline. Group delay is optimally compen-
sated if:

RF3 = 2RRF2. (16)
RF2CF2 = RF1CF1 (17)

Figure 3b shows the improvement in
square -wave response.

Low -frequency group -delay compen-
sation could well be included in audio
power amplifiers and pre -amplifiers other
than NDFL types.

Figure 8 Wiring diagram for the components
mounted on the heatsink.

HARMONIC ANALYSIS AT lkHz

Rated output -20 dB
Harmonic 21V9 60 W 2V19 600 mW

2nd 19 ppm 5 ppm
3rd 14 3.5
4th 2.5 2.5
5th 3.0 1.5
6th 1 1

7th 1.8 1.8
8th 1 1

9th 1.0 1

10th 1.8 1

Notice how the harmonics drop away at
small signal amplitude. In this regard a
class -B NDFL amplifier is more like a con-
ventional class -A amplifier than a class -B
amplifier.
1 ppm = 0.0001%
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es ne 0 e ot:)k Thyristors
And so to solid state switches. In
this month's Designer's Notebook
Ian Sinclair looks at the basic
techniques involving the thyristor
and its close relatives.

TECHNICALLY, the thyristor is a four -
layer diode, but as far as we are concern-
ed, it's a silicon diode that is switched into
conduction by a signal at a third elec-
trode, the gate, as shown in Fig. 1. In
many respects, however, the action is very
much that of a normal silicon diode; for
example, it will not conduct in the reverse
direction (cathode positive), and it has
about OV6 forward drop across the anode -
cathode terminal when it conducts. The
distinguishing feature is that the start of
forward conduction only occurs when the
trigger pulse arrives at the gate and fires
the thyristor. Whatever you subsequently
do to the gate, the thyristor will continue
to conduct until the forward current falls
below a value known as the holding cur-
rent, at which point the thyristor will turn
off. However, while the thyristor is on, it
is as fully conducting as a silicon diode
would be.

Triggers Fingered
One point that is not always sufficiently
understood is that the triggering re-
quirements can vary enormously from one
type of thyristor to another. A lot of small
thyristors will trigger for a gate current of
only a fraction of a microamp, so that in-
terference signals will trigger the thyristor
if the gate terminal is not grounded to the
cathode by a low -value resistor. A lot of
false triggering of burglar alarms seems to
be due to thyristor circuits in which the
gate has too high a resistance to the
cathode, making the gate circuit a very ef-
ficient aerial for any radiated energy!
Even when quite low resistance values are
used, thyristors can trigger in lightning
storms or because of static discharges, so
that some careful design of the gate circuit
and extensive testing is needed if you are
in the alarm business. The combination of
low resistance and a suppressor ferrite
bead placed at the gate terminal helps a
lot! Large thyristors need rather more in
the way of gate current, but even these can
be triggered by a fraction of a milliamp.

Thyristors are most at home in cir-
cuits which use DC or unsmoothed (but
rectified) AC. The use of rectified AC is
particularly popular (Fig. 2) because the
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Figure 1. The thyristor: (a) circuit symbol, (b)
arrangement of semiconductor layers.

thyristor will switch off each time the sup-
ply voltage reaches zero, and all that we
need to concentrate our attention on is the
triggering which switches it on again.
Where a thyristor is used in a DC circuit,
there is the extra complication of reducing
the voltage across the thyristor to zero in
order to switch it off (Fig. 3).

A Passing Phase
Down to configurations. The most useful
basic triggering circuit is the phase -
controlled thyristor fed with rectified AC
as illustrated in Fig. 4. The load can be
placed in the leads to the bridge rectifier,
in which case the thyristor will control the
average power dissipated in the load,
despite the fact that the load is working on
AC and the thyristor is controlling a rec-
tified supply. An interesting option is to
place a reservoir capacitor on the cathode
side of the thyristor, giving a low-cost and
low -dissipation form of voltage regulation
(Fig. 5). The gate control can be obtained
from a charging capacitor, as demon-
strated in Fig. 6, or from a zener diode as
in Fig. 5 - remember that there is no trig-
gering until the gate voltage is about OV6
above the cathode voltage.

Simple triggering from a charging
capacitor is never entirely satisfactory,
because the thyristor cannot be relied
upon to fire at exactly the same stage of
charging in each cycle. To get round this,
the simpler circuits make use of a trigger
diode or diac which ensures more reliable
triggering. The trigger diode has the
curious characteristic that it will remain
non -conducting while the voltage across it
in either direction builds up, suddenly
conduct at some voltage level which is
determined by its construction, and re-
main fully conducting until the voltage
across it has dropped almost to zero (Fig.
7). A diac wired between a charging
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Figure 3. Turning off a thyristor which is
operated from DC. Pressing the switch will
discharge the capacitor, pulsing the anode of
the thyristor and so stopping the current. This
is enough to prevent conduction until the gate
is pulsed again.

capacitor and the gate of the thyristor,
with a load of a few hundred ohms con-
nected between the gate and the cathode
to avoid unwanted triggering will serve
nicely to make the triggering much more
reliable. What you then have to be sure of
is that you have enough voltage around to
operate the diac - depending on type,
you may need up to 15 V across it before it
starts to conduct.
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Figure 2. Elementary swit-
ching circuit for use with rec-
tified AC. When the switch is
on, current will flow through
the load.



Figure 4. Basic cicruit
for thyristor control of
an AC circuit, using a
bridge rectifier to supp-
ly the thyristor. The
load, however, operates
from AC.

The very simple phase -control system
operates well enough for a lot of applica-
tions, particularly for light dimming, but
more care is needed where electric motors
are being controlled, mainly because of
the back-EMF that motors of the AC/DC
type will generate. When any motor of
this type is spinning, it will act as a
generator of DC (even if the supply to the
motor is AC), and the thyristor must be
capable of withstanding a reverse voltage
which consists of the peak reverse AC plus
this additional voltage generated by the
motor.

The methods that are used for
thyristor control of the larger motors,
larger than your domestic power
drill/food mixer motor, are a lot more
specialised. For these circuits, charging
capacitors are simply not precise enough
as a method of triggering the thyristor at
the correct point in the waveform: more
elaborate trigger circuits, synchronised to
the mains frequency, have to be used.
These pulse -generating circuits can be
coupled to the thyristor circuitry by using
small pulse transformers, so that the tim-
ing circuits need not be connected to the
circuits that the thyristor controls. This is
particularly important when thyristors are
used in high -voltage three-phase circuits,
because the thyristors may be operating at
voltages well above or below ground, yet
the control box needs to be grounded.

Radio interference is a continual
problem for any thyristor circuit which
makes use of phase control. Because the
thyristor is being switched on when there
is a substantial voltage across it, there are
large current pulses which can be devas-
tating for radio or TV receivers in the
neighbourhood and which can also trigger
other thyristors. It's essential, therefore,
to design really effective pulse -transient
suppression into the gate and anode cir-
cuits, and to ensure in the practical con-
struction that the suppressors are placed
as close as possible to the terminals of
each thyristor. In general, small series in-

ductors and parallel capacitors will do all
that is needed, but they have to be capable
of taking high peak currents, and must be
wired close enough to prevent any wiring
from acting as a radiating aerial.

The Zero Option
The other way of controlling thyristors in
energy -control circuits is seen much less in
the small-scale circuits that we tend to be
more familiar with. This alternative is
zero -voltage switching, and it involves
switching the thyristors on at the instant
when the voltage between anode and
cathode is zero. This has the advantage of
generating no more interference than a
silicon diode would, which is very much
less than is generated by the phase -control
circuit: but it can be used only with loads
like water -heaters which have very long
time constants. If you switch your electric
drill motor on for 100 mS in each second,
the speed will be rather erratic to say the
least, but a water or room heater switched
in this way does not cause noticeable fluc-
tuations of temperature because the
temperature does not shoot up rapidly
when the heater is on, nor shoot down
when the heater is off. Figure 8 shows an
outline of a typical zero -voltage control
circuit - there is an IC which can be used
to govern the whole operation.

Figure 5. A thyristor regulator. This
makes a very useful pre -stabiliser cir-
cuit, or can be used as a stabiliser in
its own right where very precise
stabilisation is not needed.

Figure 6. A typical phase
control circuit for AC. The

thyristor will conduct on
only half of the input

wave, so that a 'power -
doubler' circuit, which

switches a diode across the
thyristor in the reverse

conduction direction may
be needed for a larger

range of power control
(shown dotted).

For My Next Triac . . .

The triac is a two-way equivalent of the
thyristor, with the main circuit terminals
labelled MT1 and MT2 rather than anode
and cathode, since current can flow in
either direction through the triac. Like the
thyristor, the triac remains non -conduc-
ting until it has been triggered by a pulse
at its gate terminal; the pulse can be of
either polarity, but the minimum ampli-
tude for firing is not the same for the two
possible polarities. Again like the
thyristor, the triac ceases to conduct when
the current through it becomes too low to
sustain conduction. Triacs are extensively
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Figure 7. The diac, and its typical characteris-
tic.

used to switch raw AC because a triac cir-
cuit represents a considerable saving on
components as compared to a small
thyristor circuit, even if the equivalent
triac is more expensive than two
thyristors. Figure 9 shows a typical triac
circuit for AC use that can operate using a
very small triggering input, such as from a
microphone or photocell. The trans-
former supplies a low voltage for the gate
circuit, and the rectifier bridge is arranged
so that an unsmoothed full -wave rectified
voltage is fed to the transistor amplifer
circuit. When the transistor conducts, the
current flowing in the bridge rectifier will
also flow through the gate of the triac,
triggering the triac on each half -cycle. The
trigger current is AC because the gate is
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Figure 9. Using a
triac in a circuit

where the switching
signals are very

small. Note that the
whole circuit is live

to the line.

Figure 10. Isolating the line part of the circuit
from the control part by using a pulse
transformer.

wired in the AC side of the transformer.
Note that the whole circuit is connected to
the line - if an isolated low -voltage cir-
cuit is needed, then the gate must be trig-
gered by a circuit using a pulse
transformer rather than directly as in this
example, and the part -circuit shown in
Fig. 10 is needed.

Figure 8. Principles of
zero -voltage switching cir-
cuits. The controller
(usually an IC) will switch
the thyristor on at the
point when the AC wave
passes through zero. This
ensures minimal RF in-
terference, unlike the
phase -control method.

Triggering thyristors or triacs via a
pulse transformer needs a fairly sharp
spike waveform, and one of the devices
that has traditionally been used to provide
this type of waveform is the unijunction.
As the name suggests, this uses one junc-
tion on an N -type silicon base whose dop-
ing normally ensures that the conductivity

is low (resistance high). The junction is
placed so as to provide an emitter ter-
minal, and when the emitter voltage is
raised to the conducting level, the injec-
tion of holes into the bar will make it
highly conductive. This is the triggered
stage, which can be maintained only if a
current continues to flow through the
emittter. Unijunction circuits are arrang-
ed so as to prevent this continuous cur-
rent, so ensuring a clean sharp pulse.

A unijunction `one-shot' pulse
generator is illustrated in Fig. 11. With the
switch open, the emitter of the unijunc-
tion is grounded, and the device is non-
conducting. Closing the switch contacts
changes the voltage on one side of the
capacitor from ground to the positive sup-
ply voltage, and the voltage on the other
side will increase similarly, so triggering
the unijunction. The conducting unijunc-
tion generates a positive -going spike at the
grounded end of its circuit, and also
charges the capacitor so that the end of
the capacitor connected to the emitter is at
about ground voltage. This process is very
brief, and when the switch opens again,
the emitter of the unijunction is protected
from negative pulses by a diode.

The triggering voltage for a unijunc-
tion is a fixed fraction of the total voltage
applied across the main terminals - the
fraction is known as the 'intrinsic stand-
off ratio,' and is usually around 0.6, im-
plying that the device will trigger when the
emitter voltage is about 60 per cent of the
supply voltage. Because this ratio is fixed,
changes in the supply voltage do not make
much difference to the frequency of the
output.

Figure II. The unijunc-
lion connected to pro-
vide a short pulse when
a switch is pressed.
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A summer plant -saver that works
automatically, triggered by the
falling moisture level in a plant
pot.

by Owen Bishop

THE HOT sunny days that we hope to be
having from now until September can
play havoc with plants in a greenhouse.
You need only to forget to water them
once, or forget to open the windows on a
warm day, and the plants are soon in a
sorry state. Last minute watering might
revive them but, on the other hand, it
might not! This device not only warns you
when the plants are beginning to need
some water, but actually does the water-

ing for you. You might need to supple-
ment its action each evening by using the
old-fashioned watering -can, but it will
take care of those times during the day
when a light sprinkling makes all the dif-
ference to the health of the plants.

The circuit consists of two sections.
One part is concerned with sensing the
water state of the plants and sounding an
alarm when it gets too low. The other part
turns on the pump to sprinkle the water.
If you simply need a warning and are
prepared to do the sprinkling yourself,
there is no need to build the pumping sec-
tion. If you are going to include the
pump, you will certainly want the warning
device, too. This sounds for about 30 sec-
onds before the pump is turned on.
Should you or the family happen to be ad-

miring the tomatoes as the soil goes dry,
the warning gives you plenty of time to
retreat - out of the range of the
sprinkler. The warning period can be ex-
tended if 30 seconds is not long enough.

Anyone who has ever watered a pot-
ted plant knows that it is effective to
water for a short period, and then stop
and allow the water to soak in before
repeating the watering. The sprinkler
works in this fashion too. The pump is
turned on for 30 seconds, off for 30
seconds, repeating until the soil has been
moistened to the right degree.

The Circuit
The amount of water in the soil is sensed
by a circuit which measures the resistance
of the soil between two metal rods buried
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Figure 1 Block diagram of the Auto Sprinkler.

in the soil (the probe). If we pass a direct
current through the soil, the water and
dissolved salts in the soil act as an elec-
trolyte. In a few minutes, polarisation oc-
curs and the resistance changes. Instead,
we use an alternating current, to avoid
polarisation. This is generated by a 1 kHz
oscillator (IC1) in the sensor circuit. The
alternating potential is rectified by a diode
(D1) and smoothed by a capacitor (C7) to
give a steady potential. As the soil
becomes drier, its resistance increases.
This gives the alternating voltage greater
amplitude and so the steady DC potential
rises. This rising potential eventually trig-
gers a Schmit trigger (IC3) causing its out-
put to change abruptly from low to high
(0 V to 12 V). The level at which this
change occurs can be controlled by ad-
justing the 'Set Level' control, RV1.

The output of the sensor is combined
with the output from the 1 Hz timer (IC2)
by a NAND gate. When the output of the
sensor is low (moist soil), the output of
the gate is steady at 12 V. When the soil
dries, the output begins to alternate be-
tween 0 V and 12 V at a rate of 1 Hz.
These pulses switch an audible warning
device on and off, providing a bleeping
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Figure 2 The timing diagram shows: (a) Output
from ICI; (b) Waveform at the 'live' pin of the
probe; (c) Junctions of DI and C7; (d) As (b)
but with wetter soil; (e) As (d) with wet soil -
the average level is lower so the alarm is not
triggered.

tone. The pulses are counted and, after a
fixed number (say 32), the selected output
of the counter goes to 12 V. This switches
on the pump. The output alternates from
0 V to 12 V regularly at (say) 1/32 the rate
of the time, giving periods of sprinkling
followed by equal periods during which
the water soaks into the soil.

When the soil is sufficiently wet, the
reverse actions occur. As the soil
resistance drops, the DC potential falls
and the Schmitt trigger output (IC3, pin
10) goes low, stopping the alarm. The
low -going edge triggers a pulse generator
(two gates of IC4) which sends a single
high pulse to the reset input of the
counter. This makes all its outputs go low,
so turning off the pump.

Power Supplies
Before going on to constructional details,
we must consider the matter of power sup-
plies. The circuit uses an unregulated 12 V
DC supply. This is best taken from a
power -pack located indoors, with a light -
duty lead to carry the current to the device
in the greenhouse. The pump is a wind-
shield -washer pump, which needs at least
2 A. A circuit for a suitable power -pack is
given later. If you have decided to use this
only as a warning device, the power re-
quirements are much less. Without the
pump and its relay, the circuit uses only
about 45 mA and almost any small power -
pack can be used to provide this. Then it
would be more suitable to locate the cir-
cuit indoors, with a lead running to the
probe in the greenhouse. A low -current
power supply could easily be fitted into
the case.

Construction
The circuit is best built and tested stage by
stage, beginning with the sensor circuit.
The 1 kHz oscillator based on ICI is the
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first part to assemble, including C6. If an
earphone is connected between the free
terminal of C6 and the 0 V line, a high-
pitched tone should be heard, indicating
that the oscillator is working. If all is in
order, wire up RV1, DI, C7 and the
probe. In the prototype, the probe is a
2 -pin 5 -amp mains plug of the old type,
which was found in the scrap box. The
essentials are two stout metal rods,
preferably of brass or some other
corrosion -resistant metal or alloy. They
should be about 1.5 cm long and mounted
on an insulating base about 1.5 cm apart.
Connect these to the circuit board with or-
dinary lighting wire. While testing, you
need a potted plant, or at least a pot of
moist potting compost or good loamy
soil. The probe can be simply pushed into
the soil when testing. Later, when the
system is in use, it is better to bury the
probe one to 2 cm deep in a pot of soil or
the greenhouse bed. Place it on its side, so
that the base does not prevent water from
reaching the soil surface directly above the
rods.

If you have an oscilloscope or FET
voltmeter, the rectifying stage can be
tested by connecting the probe of the
scope to the junction of DI and C7. As
RV1 is turned, the voltage should range
from about 1 V to about 10 V. Pulling the
probe slightly out of the soil (simulating
drying out) results in a rise in output
voltage. Incidentally, the circuit does not
work unless there is at least some conduc-
tion across the probe, so remember to
water the plant occasionally, or your tests
(and the plant) will probably fail.

Next build the Schmitt trigger circuit
(IC3). Its output should flip neatly from 0
V to 12 V as RV1 is turned from one ex -

Figure 4 A simple turbine sprinkler: (a) cutting
the wheel from a disc of sheet aluminum; (b)
the turbine in operation. Note that the jet
should be quite narrow or the plants will be
flooded.

treme to the other (with the probe in the
plant -pot).

The next stage is to build the 1 Hz
timer, based on IC2. Unless there is effec-
tive decoupling of the supply line between
IC1 and IC2, the timer is triggered by
noise from ICI. Decoupling capacitor
(C5) was therefore placed as close as
possible to the terminals of IC2. Too large
a capacitor affects the operation of the
sensor circuit, so keep to the value

specified. The remaining gate of IC3 may
now be wired in. With RV1 at one ex-
tremity (minimum resistance), the output
of pin 4, IC3b, should be 12 V. At the
other extremity it should alternate from 0
V to 12 V at approximately 1 Hz (the exact
frequency does not matter).

One gate of IC4 simply inverts the
output from IC3, so there should be no
problems here. The other two gates form
the reset pulse generator. This is not need-
ed if you want only a warning, and no
water pump. The pulse generator should
normally have a low output which goes
high very briefly when the output from
IC3 goes low (i.e. when the soil has been
watered enough). This pulse can be
detected as an upward kick of the needle
of a voltmeter connected to pin 3, IC4a.

The pump is controlled by the
counter (IC5). First check the connections
from IC3 and IC4. The output from IC5,
pin 4, has 1/64 the frequency of the input
and with a 1 Hz input, the output is low
for 32 S and high for 32 S. This gives 32 S
warning - to evacuate the greenhouse. If
you think this is more than enough, take
the output from pin 5 (as in Figure 3),
which gives a 16 -second warning. Since
your timer may not be running at 1 Hz
anyway, the best thing is to test the output
from the various pins - dotted lines on
the component overlay - and find the
one which gives the timing you prefer.
Mount the relay with its protective diode,
D2, and the switching transistor Q2. Join
the base of Q2 to the selected output pin
of IC5 by way of RIO. The tracks to which
the relay switch terminals are soldered
were made as short as possible but, since
they are to carry heavy current, it is ad-
visable to run a thick coating of solder

Figure 5 The component ovenay. may ne inctuaea to aamp out surges in me power suppiy causea oy me operauon 01 me reiay. ruts mum are colour -
coded for convenience; the green link sets the warning time, as described in the text.
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Auto Sprinkler

along them to aid conduction. Finally,
mount the circuit board, RV I and the
pump in the case.

Installing The Sprinkler
The case housing the circuit should be
sited well away from any area of the
greenhouse which is to be sprayed or drip-
ped on. A few trials may be needed to
establish optimum operating conditions
and methods, so perhaps it is best to
mount the case temporarily, to begin
with. The probe should be buried in a pot
of soil. Preferably, this should have a
plant in it too, to ensure that the soil loses
water at the same rate as the soil in other
pots. The probe can be buried in a bed if
preferred, but it should be placed where it
will receive an average amount of water
and where it is likely to lose water at an
average rate (i.e. not in the sunniest or
shadiest part of the greenhouse).

The pump needs a supply of water.
This is best held in a tank inside the
greenhouse, so that the water is at the cor-
rect temperature. The tank should be
covered, if possible, to exclude light,
which encourages the growth of algae,
and to exclude soil and dead leaves, which
might clog the pump. Alternatively, the
pump may be fed from a covered rain-
water barrel or other tank outside the
greenhouse. There could be an application
here for those 'water level detector'
devices which are so often featured in
books of simple electronic projects.
Mount one in the tank to warn you when
the tank needs topping up!

WARNING: do not run the pump
unless it has a supply of water. Without
water, it .draws excessive current, which
could burn out the power supply.

There are several ways in which the
water can be distributed to the plants.
You may prefer to irrigate from below, in
which case the tube from the pump bran-
ches to the trays or troughs in which the
plants are standing. The trays are flooded
repeatedly until the soil becomes saturated
to the right amount. If you are using this
system, it is advisable to bury the probe
nearer to the bottom of its pot. Another
method of distribution is to run lengths of
tubing above the bench, suspended from
the frame of the roof. The tube is per-
forated at intervals, so that water rains
down on the plants beneath. A turbine
sprinkler like that illustrated in the draw-
ing scatters the water over a wider area.
With all methods, you will probably need
to use fine jets on the end of the tube, or
screw clips on the tube to restrict the flow.
Another point to be considered is what
becomes of the water after it has drained
away from the pots. If you have troughs
on your bench, you could arrange for the
water to drain back into the tank. This is
more economical of the water and useful,
should you want to leave the greenhouse
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Figure 6 A power supply suitable for driving the complete unit, including the pump. Note that the
output is a nominal 12 V.

Resistors
(all 1/4 W, 5% carbon)
R1,2,3 10k
R5 1M
R6,7 10M
R8,9,10 10k

Potentiometers
RV1 100k carbon track, linear

Capacitors
(all polyester, except where indicated)
CI 47n
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6,7
C8
C9

10n
47u 16 V electrolytic
IOn
4n7 polycarbonate
100n
4u7 16 V electrolytic
10u 16 V electrolytic

Semiconductors
DI 1N4148
D2 1N4001
Q1,2 2N3904 or other general pur-

pose transistor
IC1,2 555 timer
IC3 CD4011BE quad 2 -input

NAND
IC4 CD4001BE quad 2 -input NOR
IC5 CD4020BE 14 -stage binary

counter

Miscellaneous
RLA1 12 V miniature PCB relay

PCB; 1 mm terminal pins; Knob for RV1;
12 V audible warning device such as Radio
Shack 273-065; PCB mounting; 12 V
automobile washer pump unit; ABS case,
approx. 180 mm x 110 mm x 50 mm;
materials for making the probe (see text);
bolts and nuts for mounting board and
pump; plastic tubing and t -joints (standard
5 mm aquarium aerator tubing is suitable);
water tank; materials for making the ir-
rigating devices; connecting wire, solder.

unattended for several days.
Whatever methods you adopt, you

will need to experiment with the
distributing system to get it just right. You
will need to find out which is the best posi-
tion for the sensor and which is the best
setting of the level control (RV1) of the
sensor. Eventually you should be able to

The Auto Greenhouse Sprinkler PCB pattern. The
large ares of copper are present to improve stability
- they can be omitted if you include C9 on the
board.

arrive at just the right system for your
greenhouse and the particular plants you
are growing.



Only NRI Gives You This Kind of Training and Equipment.
Only NRI Gives You So Much Professional Preparation

For a Ill/Audio/Video Servicing Career.

Build this 25" Heath/Zenith color
TV with infrared remote control
and in -set space phone.

Perform state-
of-the-art experiments
using your NRI
Discovery Lab®.

Only NRI gives you so much of this
kind of practical training with equipment
you learn on and keep. Learn by doing.
That's the way to make it interesting, that's
the way to make it enjoyable, that's the way
to get the hands-on experience and
know-how you need.

Hands -On Training For Real
Bench Experience and Priceless

Confidence
You start with experiments and demon-

strations on the unique NRI Discovery
Lab. You learn basic circuit wiring and
soldering techniques, and then quickly
move on to more advanced concepts as
you come to understand electronic theory,
solid-state devices, digital systems, and
microprocessors. You learn by actually
building and observing the action of cir-
cuitry you'll be working with in real -life
situations.

Exclusive NRI Training on
VideoTape

In addition to profusely illustrated les-
sons, you get NRI's Action Audio cassette
to "talk" you through the use and opera-
tion of the professional digital multimeter
you receive as part of your equipment.
Even more exciting are your NRI Action
Video cassettes . . . videotaped lessons
that show you graphic presentations of
electronic systems, vivid closeups of ser-
vicing techniques and professional
"shortcuts" to study and replay as often as
you want.

Learn servicing with remote
control videocassette re-
corder and NRI Action Video
tapes.

You Get a TV, VCR, DMM and More
Equipment To Keep

You also build your own 25" Heath/
Zenith color TV, a state-of-the-art unit
that includes infrared remote control, a
Time Control Programmer and the incred-
ible Advanced Space Phone that lets you
telephone from your chair. Using the vid-
eocassette recorder that's included as part
of your training, you learn how to adjust,
service and repair these fast -selling units.
Your front -loading VCR features up to
6 -hour recording capacity, remote control,
and programmable touch -button tuning.

The digital multimeter you receive is a
truly professional instrument you use in
experiments throughout your course and
as a key servicing tool on the job. Using it
along with the NRI Discovery Lab, you'll
learn how to measure voltage, current,
and resistance and how to use it to diag-
nose all types of servicing problems.

Advanced Systems Demand
Advanced Technicians for
Service and Maintenance

The art of TV/Audio/Video servicing
has taken quantum leaps into the future.
Now, successful technicians must under-
stand advanced concepts like digital con-
trol, electronic tuning, laser video discs,
microprocessors and more. NRI gives you
the training you need for success.. .
state-of-the-art concepts and practical,
hands-on experience working with the
kind of equipment you'll encounter on the
job.

Learn how to diagnose
problems using a professional

31/2 -digit multimeter.
Exclusive NRI Action

Audio instructions.

Get complete in-
struction in TV,
VCR, video disc
players, audio

equipment, home
video cameras,

and more with 68
easy -to -digest
bite -size lessons.

7 Decades of Teaching
Electronics Skills At Home

NRI is the oldest, largest, and most
successful school of its kind in the world.
It has pioneered and refined the teaching
techniques that make learning at home the
NRI way one of the most economical and
effective methods ever conceived. You
learn at your convenience as a class of
one, backed by skilled NRI instructors and
carefully designed lessons that take you a
step at a time toward your goal. No time
away from your job, no night school grind,
no classroom pressures. Yet your training
is thorough and complete, with a founda-
tion of hands-on experience unequalled by
any other training organization.

Send For Free Catalog Covering
12 Electronics Courses

Our 104 -page catalog gives you all the
details. In it, you'll find a summary de-
scription of every lesson and photos and
specifications for every item of equipment
included in your course. You'll also learn
about other fascinating career opportuni-
ties in the world of electronics . .. Mi-
crocomputers, Industrial Electronics in-
cluding robotics, Communications, and.
more.

Mail the postage -paid card today for
your free copy. See how completely and
how thoroughly NRI gets you started on
your tomorrow today.

NRI Schools
McGraw-Hill Continuing

Education Center
330 Progress Avenue
Scarborough, Ontario M1P 2Z5
or telephone (416) 293-8787
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Bob Stephens And SETI
The Search For Extra -Terrestrial Intelligence

Bob Stephens. Photo by Bill Markwick.

Tilting at the windmills
bureaucracy, Bob Stephens hopes
to rejuvenate an astronomical
observatory and continue a
serious scientific quest.

by Roger Allan
ONE OF THE oldest questions in intellec-
tual history, dating no doubt as far back
as man's first conscious thoughts about
the night sky, is "is there life out there?"
Nowadays, in part due to the recent
popularization of the subject by the media
and successful feature films, and in part
due to astrophysicists' recognition that
there is in fact no logical reason to believe
that we are the only intelligent life form in
the universe, the subject of SETI, the
Search for Extra -Terrestrial Intelligence,
has taken on something akin to a new
respectability - a transition from the
fuzzy -minded wide-eyed fringe to
something akin to peripheral mainstream,
if highly underfinanced, scientific
thought. After all, even NASA has a SETI
project, as do the Russians and Austra-
lians and goodness knows who else.
Everyone seems to have an opinion, one
way or another, as to whether or not there
is extra -terrestrial life.

It is a reality in contemporary
science, unfortunately, that the knife edge

of

of scientific advancement is undertaken
only by specialists, who by the very nature
of their specialization, in the words of one
wag, "learn more and more about less
and less, until they know absolutely
everything about nothing." SETI, seem-
ingly, should be no exception. The search
involves astrophysics, the mathematics of
which is abstruse even by university stan-
dards. It involves physical plants, the
antennae, computers, coding, engineers,
specialists of a refined and rarefied breed.
Any attempt by an amateur would seem-
ingly be doomed to failure by the very
nature of the problem to be solved - if
not because they do not have the time,
then because they do not have the train-
ing; if not the training, then lack of the
necessary equipment; if not the equip-
ment, then lack of the running finances -
they are not specialists with all that that
implies.

Yet every once in a while, the
dynamics of society spins off an in-
dividual who seemingly runs counter to
the accepted realities of the "way of doing
things", and while not always achieving
success, nonetheless comes sufficiently
close to the mark that the individual's
very efforts are remarkable in themselves.
Fools though they may be called, even by
their fathers in this case, or Don Quixote
tilting at windmills by the more literary -
minded spectators, their very attempt is
worthy of a cheer. It is therefore even
more remarkable and worthy of con-
sideration when one of these societal spin-
offs actually appears to be "pulling it

off", as it were, and while still far from
achieving success, appears to have as good
a chance as any specialist of answering the
millenia-old question of "is there life out
there".

The name of the man in question is
Bob Stevens, age 29, unmarried, based in
Edmonton, middling height, shortish
hair, reasonable build, though he looks as
if swimming a few laps might do him
good; three piece business suit, non-
smoker, soft spoken. Wide-eyed fanatic is
one label which would not stick to him,
though upwardly -mobile CPA might.
Education: largely self taught, though
there were a few courses some years ago at
the Northern Alberta Institute of
Technology in video electronics, and a
motley collection of night courses. Per-
sonal finances and income: currently
none.

About two years ago, Stevens, then
working for CN Telecommunications,
became interested in optical astronomy.
Within six months his interest led him to
radio astronomy, particularly to the ques-
tion of extra -terrestrial intelligence.
Recognizing that in Canada there was no
SETI project, Stevens decided that he
would set one up - not just a little
backyard job, but a proper, long term
project with the right equipment. Rather
an ambitious plan, fully steerable, decent -
sized 20 to 30 meter radio dishes costing
what they do. But nonetheless -

The first thing Stevens needed was
some practice, so he obtained two radio
dishes which he set up in his backyard.
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Fig. 1. The front end of the receiving equipment. All technical drawings courtesy of Bob Stephens.
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One is a six ft. steerable dish on a north -
south axis, automatically covering five
minutes of arc per sweep. It is connected
to an eight channel Beckman Type -R
Dynograph ink -type strip chart recorder,
which he uses for continuous analog
monitoring of receiver inputs. It is in com-
bination with a 40 GHz Polarad spectrum
analyzer forming the back -end monitor-
ing for his home observatory. It operates
on the 21 cm line. Further, he has erected
a ten ft. horn wave guide operating at the
hydrogen emission line of 1420 mHz.
This, plus a basement full of bits and

end of DEWDROP was no longer needed,
a point to point microwave system having
been installed. CN had now found them
redundant and they were slated for dem-
olition. Enter Stevens and a purchase
price: $1. CN agreed, with the proviso
that they be removed within a year, sub-
ject to monthly extensions. Hay River is
located at the terminus of the only rail line
in the NWT, so removal and shipment
south would not be a major problem if
Stevens had the money, which he hasn't.
He has arranged two temporary storage
sites, one in Edmonton and one in
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Fig. 2. The block diagram of the receiver bay.

pieces provided him with some hands-on
experience.

But six footers aren't sufficient for a
decent SETI search; one needs profes-
sional quality and size equipment located
in a quiet area, which suburban Edmon-
ton certainly is not.

Mark Twain once remarked that he
always found it surprising how lucky
those people were who worked the
hardest. Stevens worked hard.

The background: In the 1940s and
50s the American armed forces erected a
series of large radar stations across nor-
thern Canada as their Distant Early Warn-
ing System (DEW Line). To get the signals
south to their command structure re-
quired a series of repeater stations - big
ones, four in number, at three locations,
known as the DEWDROP Line. The
southernmost end of DEWDROP, where
it interfaced with ground lines, is at Hay
River, North West Territories (NWT). It
consists of two 60 x 60 foot troposcatter,
S -Band parabolic antennas. They had
been turned over to CN Telecommunica-
tions some years ago when the southern
32-AUGUST-1983 ETI

Calgary, but other than stripping the
antennas of their feedhorns and associ-
ated waveguides, the antennas just sit
there - owned and essentially ready for
use by an amateur radio astronomer, but
currently just gathering rust. An attempt
was made to raise some money through
Alberta's New Employment Expansion
Development Program (NEED) which
would provide some $200 a week for the
hiring of workers and $125 a worker for
tools, but the application was turned
down. Apparently, the Alberta govern-
ment will not spend such monies on hiring
Alberta residents if the money is to go out
of province, such as the southern end of
the North West Territories.

It was about this time that Stevens
created the Amateur Radio Astronomy
Observatory, a non-profit, charitable
organization to get the SETI project off
the ground and viable. The first step was
to apply to the Canada Council for a
grant - not a large one, but enough to
pay the postage, Steven's finances having
fallen (since he'd quit his job to devote
himself full time to the project) to the
level of selling off the video test equip-
ment used when he was in business. The
application was denied. Apparently, if
ARAO had been interested in painting egg
shells with goose quills, or covering
bridges with Saran Wrap, he'd have had a
chance, but not if his project involved
some creativity and potential usefulness.
A second application to the National
Research Council is pending. They are not
quite sure what to do with it, as it is the
first time that an amateur has applied for
help. Hardly surprising, as it is also the
first time that an amateur radio astron-
omer has two 60 x 60 foot antennas ready

The antenna array at Hay River, NWT, donated to the project by CN.



to be fitted together into an enormous
troposcope for use by amateur radio
astronomers.

Enter Mark Twain's dictum again. In
Algonquin Park is found the Algonquin
Radio Observatory, consisting of the well
known 46 meter single dish facility.
Stevens found that a mile away is a sixty
foot dish owned by the University of
Toronto. It is a fully steerable azimuth -
elevation (AZ -EL) facility with hydraulic
control. Curvature is accurate for use up
to 3 GHz. Electric motors and pumps are
intact, and all that is required is the
fabrication of a controller. Some minor
repairs are required on the building, as
well as the installation of a tub or shower
stall and kitchenette. The antenna needs
some minor sandblasting and a fresh coat
of paint.

The point of all this is that the anten-
na had been declared redundant and had
been slated for demolition. With a little
help from friendly sources at the National
Research Council, who would prefer that
the dish be used rather than torn down,
ARAO, through Stevens, was able to
make a deal with U of T whereby they
would donate the dish to ARAO. Even
CN, with their $1 charge, hadn't been that
generous. Alongside the facility is provi-
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sion for a second dish, complete with a
pedestal base and official permission,
dating back a few years, for the erection
of a second dish.

The current rub is what to do with it.
The agreement between the various
authorities is that the dishes, including the
Algonquin Radio Observatory, may only
stay there for a few more years, when
everything will have to be torn down and
the land reverted to park. What ARAO
wants is permission to ship the
troposcopes there, erect them on the
already existing second pedestal and, in
combination with the 60 ft. dish, to set up
an amateur radio observatory until such
time as the general agreement, including
the Algonquin facility has to move. While
there appears to be some sympathy, par-
ticularly from Mr. Norm Broten, the
Director of Astronomy at the Herzberg
Institute of Astrophysics, National
Research Council, no decision has been
made.

So there the subject currently stands
- a well meaning, hard working, totally
dedicated, non -fanatic, all but personally
bankrupt amateur radio astronomer, who
in eighteen months from a standing start,
has succeeded in obtaining two 60 x 60
foot troposcopes and a 60 foot fully
steerable dish. All slated for demolition,
all in place, with no money to run them or
break them down and transfer them, or
set up the research projects for amateurs
by amateurs - the first in the world, and
very well equipped it would be, if it could
get off the ground.

But what does ARAO want to do
with all this equipment, presupposing that

the bits and pieces, permissions and
monies came through? A lot of things, as
it turns out.

First and foremost is a SETI search
- the first major one in Canada. ARAO
proposes that the AZ -EL 60 foot dish be
utilized immediately in the all -sky meri-
dian transit search mode as soon as
"waterhole" low -noise front end receivers
and data processing equipment are instal-
led. This is not far fetched. The equip-
ment has either been obtained or is readily
available for relatively small sums.

After the completion of the first set
up, ARAO proposes the installation of a
tracking computer and antenna guidance
system, whereby the 60 foot AZ -EL may
undertake a target star SETI search with
subsequent increased sensitivity due to the
increased integration times available. This
target search would be directed at known
F,C and K spectral class stars (similar to
our own) complementing existing target
star searches planned or underway by
facilities such as the one at NASA/Ames
in California or the one at Green Bank,
Ohio. This target star SETI search would
be continued until such time as the Hay
River troposcopes could be installed as a
single, large, meridian transit antenna. At
this point, the waterhole receivers and
SETI instrumentation would be transfer-
red to the larger meridian -transit antenna,
and a more comprehensive all -sky
waterhole SETI search begun.

But while a SETI search is Stevens',
and therefore ARAO's, primary concern
and driving force, there are a number of
other things that a amateur radio
astronomy observatory could and would
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be used for by amateurs. One of the areas
where they can and would do good work
is in the mapping of optical masers, and
area of "donkey work" in astronomy
which has to be done, but which isn't too
terribly glamorous and as such, while
necessary, is low on the professional
astronomer's priority lists.

Further, there is an outside possibil-
ity of some sort of summer school, as well
as the rental of the facility to universities
or professional astronomers for research
or training purposes.

But perhaps the most interesting non-
SETI use is that members of ARAO
would be able to come to the site and do
their own projects - making the site the

ARAO SETI Signal Processing
Theory of operation

The parabolic antenna is fed with a
cross -polarised, horn/waveguide feed. Two
cryogenically cooled front end GaAs FET
RF preamplifiers and bipolar transistor
coaxial line drive amplifiers supply the en-
tire 1.4 to 1.7 GHz "waterhole" band as
two simultaneous, orthogonal linear
polarisations, to the receiver bay.
("Waterhole" refers to the frequency of
resonance of hydrogen, and is one of the
least noisy areas of the electromagnetic
spectrum; it would be a natural frequency
for interplanetary communications). At this
location a PIN diode switch alternately con-
nects the receiver bay to first one, then the
other polarisation. This switching is per-
formed by a pulse generated for such pur-
poses by the master sweep ramp generator.

The 70 MHz I.F. output of a user -
selected receiver (one of four waterhole
receivers in the receiver bay) is amplified
and split into 256 equal I.F. taps. Each I.F.
tap connects to a 30 KHz wide Filter/Detec-
tor module, each of which contains a
voltage controlled local oscillator to supply
a second conversion to 10.7 MHz. Each of
these 256 local oscillators are swept
simultaneously by the master sweep ramp
detector. The PIN diode RF switch is tog-
gled between polarisations with each suc-
cessive sweep.

In each Filter/Detector module, the
local oscillator is swept over a 30 KHz
range, converting adjacent 30 KHz seg-
ments of the overall 7.68 MHz receiver
passband at 70 MHz down to a 10.7 MHz
second I.F. At 10.7 MHz, the signal is
bandpass limited with a narrow ceramic
filter. The signal is then envelope detected
with a high efficiency square -law detector.

At this point, any energy appearing
within the 30 KHz passband will appear as a
recurring "pip" in the detector output at
the rate of the local oscillator sweep.
Energy of a wideband nature and in excess
of the 30 KHz passband will not produce a
recurring "pip", however, and will merely
result in a higher DC level being present in
the detector output. This DC level will not
pass through the following stage of proces-
sing, and in this manner one achieves some
amount of discrimination against signals
that are wideband and obviously not SETI

in nature.
This "pip" may be more easily

thought of as an audio tone whose frequen-
cy will always be that of the master sweep
generator repetition rate, regardless of the
detected signal's frequency location within
the 30 KHz passband or its width, as long as
it is less than 30 KHz.

This tone is applied to an extremely
narrow, multi -active bandpass filter whose
passband center frequency is precisely that
of the master sweep generator repetition
rate. The output of the filter, including
enhancement by nature of its "ringing", is
second -detected in a full -wave active rec-
tifier and applied to a FET op amp in-
tegrator.

A simple comparator monitors the DC
level in the integrator in relation to a master
reference. When this reference is overcome,
a SETI alarm will instantly summon the
system computer to this particular 30 KHz
channel.

The system computer continuously
monitors all 256 comparator outputs.
When a channel alarm is tripped, the com-
puter addresses that particular module's se-
cond detector output through a FET cross -
point switch arranged to be easily digitally
addressed in a 16 x 16 configuration.

That channel's analog output is ap-
plied to the computer's 8 -bit high speed
"video" A to D converter, which has a
dynamic range of 256 steps. With this
digitized information representing source
brightness, and 4096 step frequency iden-
tification obtained from a 12 bit A to D
converter continuously driven by the master
sweep generator, a digital integration and
Fourier transformation is produced.

Data will be presented via a hard copy
on a high speed printer, displayed as energy
detected in each of 4096, 7.62 Hz wide
bandwidths available.

One advantage to this design is its
lateral expansion capabilities without ob-
soleting any present hardware, or requiring
any significant re -working of the computer
hardware or software. The initial prototype
will consist of a single, 16 output I.F.
distribution block and 16 Filter/Detector
modules of 30 KHz each, monitoring a total
of 480 KHz of receiver passband.

Bob Stephens and some of his equipment. Ex-
cept as noted, all photographs are courtesy of
Bob Stephens.

only one in the world where amateurs can
get their hands on professional -sized and
quality equipment to run their own ex-
periments, record their own data, and, as
with the optical maser mapping, make a
real contribution to professional
astronomy.

Stevens' motivation for devoting his
life over the past eighteen months to this
project is two -fold. On the one hand, the
terrestrial microwave window is filling up,
primarily through the military com-
munication net's signals, such that a SETI
search with the passage of time is becom-
ing increasingly difficult. Everything is
getting cluttered. If a major project, such
as this one, is not launched soon, the only
way that the search could be undertaken
would be by the placing of an antenna on
the far side of the moon. Expensive and
unlikely. Secondly, and more personally,
Stevens is concerned about the longevity
of the human race. With the huge expen-
ditures on arms which he believes will one
day be used, the success of the search and
recognition that we are not the only life
form in the universe might encourage us
to take better care of ourselves.

So there it stands: a dedicated radio
astronomer, who in eighteen months has
amassed one-half million dollars worth of
surplus equipment, is personally bankrupt
and lacks the support required to get the
project over its final hurdle and working.
It is a professional -quality project by and
for amateurs, and is presently stranded in
bueaucratic officialdom.

It is the dream of answering a
millenia-old question, hamstrung for the
sake of a few dollars.

The address of ARAO, the Amateur
Radio Astronomy Observatory, is
10516-132 Avenue, Edmonton, Alberta
T5E OZ4. Membership is $30.00 per year,
and includes the ARAO newsletter. Any
donations towards projects would be
gratefully accepted.
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MAIL ORDERS PERIPHERAL CARDS
We accept personal cheques, postal money orders. cer-
tified cheques travelers cheques, Visa, American Ex-
press, Mastercard or any other prepaid method. We also
accept any C.O.D. system by truck etc. except Canada
Post C.O.D. make sure you include the entire card
number with expiry date and bank for charge cards. We
have a standard $3.00 shipping and handling charge for
Canada Post and Canpar deliveries. We can also ship
any other carrier if you pay the difference. All Ontario
residents must add 7% sales tax. Wholesale welcome to
anyone who buys 10 or more of any item. Please call for
discount. We ship within the week if in stock and we will
cancel all items that will be backordered for over 4
weeks.

MODULATORS
We have a number of modulators and cables/adaptors
for home computers and video uses.
(1) A low cost video only modulator for the simples uses.
Runs on 12 v, Channel 3-4 $4.95
(2) A higher quality video only unit, fits right inside a
6502 machine and connects to its internal connector.
Comes complete with a Computer/TV switch and 6' RCA
cable $15.00
(3) Still better, same as above but with audio capability.
Fits inside a 6502 machine and connects to internal con-
nector, with a TV/computer switch and 6' RCA
cable $18.00
(4) The best, a high quality crystal controlled unit for
VTR or high res graphics use. Does not fit inside for best
RFI rejection. Runs on 12 volts and has full video and
audio capabilities. Comes with a TV/Computer
Switch $39.95
(5) RCA/RCA cables for video use

6' cable, good for most uses $1.95
12' cable, for extra length $3.95
25' cable, for extra length $5.95

(6) ADAPTORS to allow interconnection amongst
various systems

(a) RCA/BNC Connects an RCA cable to a BNC
monitor (Electrohome) $1.95
(b) RCA/PL259 Connects an RCA cable to a PL259
monitor (Ham, Professional) $1.95
(c) F59 Push on connector, takes a F59 male
screw -on and converts it to a quick connect
push -on -off $0.99

Parts
ELECTRONIC
COMPUTER

Galore
316 College St., Toronto. M5T 1S3
(416) 925.1105 (416) 925.8291

OUR
6502 BOARD

VERSUS THE
SURPLUSTRONICS'

6502 BOARD

MODEM

at

The attractive EMP modem, a 300 baud direct connect
modem that is Bell 103 compatible. Full CSA approved
complete with manual and modular phone plug for quick
connection. Just the thing for our new dial -in catalog.
Operates as either answer or originate end and full
duplex data flow. Has carrier detect light for easy
monitoring. Many of these have been sold at $199.00
Parts Galore Special Price $119.00

NEW 64K 6502 MOTHERBOARD
All you had before with a full 8 slots and 64K on board.
An excellent upgrade with the use of 4164 to expand
memory with lots of space on the board there are no
close traces etc. and all standard peripherals plug right
in. Available as a bare PCB for $60.00 or as a wired and
tested motherboard for $350.00

NEW 128K 65021Z-80 MOTHERBOARD
64K on board for each processor, and that's not all, 80
Column, RS232, RGB and TTL and composite video are
available as well so you see it is a very capable board. In
addition it has no Apple tm software or anyone else's on
board and thus does not infringe any patents etc. This is
a high density board that costs a bit more to make than
the standard and we are charging a bit more for it. $85.00
Wired and tested $375.00
Ask for our detail sheet on this board, you'll love it.

New low prices.
a) Z-80, A versatile card that uses an onboard Z-80

allowing access to all the 8080 and Z-80 programs
written in CP/M tm. Allows use of CP/M 56 on your
Apple tm or 6502 system $65.00

b) 80 Character, another good card that expands
your video screen to 80 columns from 40 to get
lots of fine print in there. Very useful with several
word processors. $75.00

c) 16K, Allows you to expand your system to 64K to
get a bit more in, such as CP/M 56, or another
language $55.00

d) Floppy Disc, A card that allows you to connect up
to 2 floppy disc drives to your system, a real must
have board $55.00

e) ROM, a board that allows you to add another pur-
chaseable language to your system and have it
always there when you turn on $49.95
Prototype card, everywhere there are holes on
0.1" centres $10.00
TAMECARD, Our version of the wildcard that
allows you to take a snapshot of RAM at any loca-
tion and save it to another location to allow an
end run around protection methods. A very useful
card $79.95

h) MEGABIT RAM, a 128K RAM card using 4164's for
max density storage, very useful to expand your
system storage capacity 64K $149.95
128K $239.95

Remember, any bare PCB is $15.00 and the following
wholesale discount applies, so get together in a group.
10 PCB a $10.00 ea., 25 PCB @ $9.00 ea., 50 PCB a
$8.50 ea., 100 PCB @ $8.00 ea., and 500 PCB at $7.50 ea.
You can order any combination of PCB that reaches the
discount number but they must all go to the same ad-
dress.

f)

ASCII KEYBOARDS
Sas 881,81111111 118811.0

8 iselellelli11181111111111
E11e**11111111111111111111111 1116.111,
111.111111101111111,4111101111.1111 VIM

PENNIMINNOIN
Our ASCII keyboards are by ALPS, a famous Japanese
switchmaker and feature high quality debounced swit-
ches. Full upper and lower case capability. Direct plug
in compatible with all 6502 boards and 'SURF' board.
Available in numeric and std style.
(a) Standard KB $89.00
(13) Numeric KB $99.00

MemoryMemoryMemory Memory
MemoryMemoryMemory Memory

Hows about some deep
memory?

2716
2732
2764
27128
4164
4164

discount

450 ns $3.95
300 ns $5.95
300 ns $8.95
300 ns $49.95
150 ns $4.95
150 ns cer $7.95

DEAL y
GREAT

THE GREAT DEAL
CARRIES ON FOREVER AND GETS BETTER
We made an even better buy on over 1000 sets of power
supply, 6502 board, numeric keyboard and numeric ABS
case (solid coloured ABS All the way through, not just
painted plastic) and can now offer the great deal with
numeric case and keyboard for the amazing price
of $275.00
along with any 4 of the peripherals listed above as a
bare pcb with parts layout. The price is the same for
numeric or non -numeric styles of KB and case for this
great deal. Please specify numeric or non -numeric when
you order.

IP*

VIC 20
EXPANSION CARD

Our newest product, available in two sizes to add edge
connectors to your VIC-20 home computer.
Smaller size, 6 slots added $15.95
Larger size, 10 slots added $19.95
44 pin (22 x 2) edge connectors for the above
expansion PCB $2.95 ea.

EPROM PROGRAMMMING SERVICE
TYPE QUANTITY BLEACH CHARGE

1 5 10 25 50
2716 $2.00 $1.00 $0.80 $0.60 $0.50
2732 $3.00 $1.50 $1.20 $0.90 $0.75
2764 $6.00 $3.00 $2.40 $1.80 $1.50
27128 $12.00 $6.00 $4.80 $3.60 $3.00
Send master Eprom for copying with no copyright notice
on it.
BULK BLEACHING AND VERIFYING $0.50 each

AN EVEN GREATER
DEAL $800.00

WHAT ABOUT THOSE OF YOU WHO WANT AN EVEN
GREATER DEAL? WHERE DO WE GO FROM THE
GREAT DEAL? HERE'S WHERE. WE OFFER THE
FOLLOWING:
1. A wired and tested 6502 board.
2. Numeric case.
3. Numeric keyboard.
4. Heavy duty (BLACK BEAUTY) power supply.
5. Any 3 wired and tested peripheral boards from the
ones listed in this ad, less cable, except megabit RAM.
6. All the other bare peripheral boards that you don't
have in the above 3 wired and tsted.
ALL FOR THE AMAZING PRICE OF $800.00

POWER
SUPPLY

Our famous "BLACK BEAUTY" power supply, now
reduced in price but not in quality. This power supply is
the most powerful one we have, rated at 5V -5A, 12V -2.5A
(3A surge) -5V-1/2A, -12V-1/2A it easily beats all the
rest $99.00

FREE EPROM LABELS
Have you ever tried to get those little labels made of
matte aluminum foil that you put over the little window
of an EPROM? Hard to find aren't they? Well we went and
had 50,000 printed and we are giving 48 of them away
free of charge to every one who sends us a self address-
ed stamped envelope. If you want to buy some they are
96/51.00 and you can add $1.00 worth to any order or get
48 freebies with any order with a self addressed
stamped evelope.
EPROM LABELS 96/$1.00

NEW LOCATION
At 331 Queen St., West (at Beverley).
Come on down and look us over.

SYSTEM
SAVIOUR

Hot and getting hotter??? Got an older power supply???
Then you need a SYSTEM SAVIOUR. This is not a
religious object, it is a nicely packaged 31/2" muffin fan
in a molded plastic housing that fits against the slots on
the side of our 6502 computer case and draws out the
hot air. Widely used by all major political parties,
especially the NDP, now at a new low -low price. Com-
plete with 2 grounded 3 wire switched sockets, pilot
light, surge protector and on -off switch to turn off your
system and two plugged in items $55.95

Circle No. 15 on Reader Service Card.



Computer Review
TRS-80 Model MC10

The original Colour Computer was small enough . . . the
Micro Colour is the runt in a litter of dwarfs. However,
there's real mean power in that diminutive exterior.

by Steve Rimmer

IF YOU'VE been following the low cost
computer world, this thing may remind
you of some other computer. If you have
been waiting in drooling anticipation for
the Sinclair Spectrum to become available
. . . well, it may have arrived in disguise.

The Radio Shack MC -10 Micro Col-
our Computer is a little white box about
the size of one of those seven dollar jum-
bo size paperback novels. It has a switch
type keyboard, albeit a ginchy small one,
rather than a membrane type. As one
might expect, it can render images in liv-
ing computer -colours . . . in fact, there
are nine of them available, if you include
black and white. It has a sound generator
which can emit single voice bleeps in any
of 256 pitches through the speaker of the
TV set it looks at the world through.
There is a really compact Microsoft
BASIC in there somewhere, an RS -232
port to serve as a printer interface and no
end of sophisticated . . . and very cost ef-
fective . . . high tech all in that tiny little
case.

However, the bit that will surely at-
tract your eye is the price. All of this
splendour costs a mere two hundred
dollars.

Microbe
The MC -10 is a total beginner's system.
This is cool, though . . . you will definite-
ly outgrow it, but it's cheap enough to
give to the dog as a chew toy when
boredom sets in. It's based on a 6803
micro -processor, a cousin of the 6809
found in the larger Colour Computer, and
a 6847 video controller to handle the
screen. It has a little over three thousand
bytes of useable memory.

The first thing you'll probably notice
when you attack one of these things is the
keyboard. As these things go, it is not too
shabby in its operation. The keys feel all
right . . . a bit like a moderately decent
calculator. Each key can type a letter in its
normal mode. Some can do graphics
characters if hit in conjunction with the
shift key. You can also use the keys for
single stroke keyword entry if you mash
the CONTROL key. What this means is
that, for example, instead of typing the

word PRINT, you could do a CONTROL
9 and the word PRINT would appear on
the screen.

This last thing is extremely handy if
you're up for doing extensive program-
ming. While the keyboard is decidedly
better than that of a ZX-81, it is still a
chore for doing a lot of typing on.

On the other hand, there are some
scraps of relatively poor design involved
in the keyboard as well. The major one of
these is that the shift key is on the right
side of the keypad . . . only. The position
usually taken up by the left hand shift key
is occupied by the control. As such, if one
is used to using a typewriter and goes for
the normal position of the primary shift,
one gets a long string of single stroke
keywords one may not have been expec-
ting. The first time I tried to get the beast
to print my name I got "READSETR-
NDSET". It ignored the "S", which is
the letter it uses for "cursor move right."

The layout wants some getting used
to . . . I think it might be easier if one
were left handed.

The BASIC is fairly neat for a small
machine. It has a number of really clever
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Computing
BEGINNERS

!PITS: THE PRE -COMPUTER BOOK $8.10
Aimed at the absolute beginner with no knowledge of com-
puting, this entirely non -technical discussion of computer
bits and pieces and programming is written mainly for those
who do not possess a microcomputer but either intend to one
day own one or simply wish to know something about them.

H8131: THE BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO BUYING A PERSONAL
COMPUTER $6.45
Written for the potentially interested computer buyer, in
non -technical language, this affordable book explains the
terminology of personal computers, the problems and
variables to be discussed and discovered while making that
initial buying decision. The book does not make recommen-
dations, but does present a great deal of information about
the range of hardware avialable from the largest personal
computing manufacturers. Readers discover the meaning
and impact of screen displays, tape cassette storage and disk
storage, graphics and resolution, and much more Com-
parison charts clearly define standard and optional features
of all the current mass market personal computers

HB114: COMPUTERS IN ACTION: HOW COMPUTERS
WORK, 2nd ed.
SPENCER $13.20
The book answers the questions: "What are computers?"
"Flow do computers work?" and "What can a computer do?"
Features microcomputers and microprocessors; floppy disks;
input/output units such as COM; and a section on structured
programming, the APL language, and the RPG language.

H8115: THE FIRST BOOK OF MICROCOMPUTERS:
THE HOME COMPUTER OWNER'S BEST FRIEND
MOODY $11.00
"... excells in the quality of its cartoons, illustrations,
diagrams, and layout." LIBRARY JOURNAL. Explains what
personal computers are and what you can do with them.
Learn how to speak the language of computing and how a
personal computer works.

The last chapters detail the many home and business ap-
plications of your personal computer, including such things
as home protection, keeping track of budgets and bills, game
playing, tax calculation, and inventory management.

AHG1: HOW TO BUY A PERSONAL COMPUTER
SHRUM $4.45
A practical, uncomplicated guide to microcomputer hard-
ware and software.Includes an up-to-date chart comparing
most of the popular systems.

A CONSUMER'S GUIDE TO PERSONAL COMPUTING AND
MICROCOMPUTERS, SECOND EDITION
FREIBERGER AND CHEW
H814 $16.45
The first edition was chosen by Library journal as one of the
100 outstanding sci-tech books of 1978. Now, there's an up-
dated second edition!

Besides offering an introduction to the principles of
microcomputers that assumes no previous knowledge on the
reader's part, this second edition updates prices, the latest
developments in microcomputer technology, and a review of
over 100 microcomputer products from over 60 manufac-
turers

THE ESSENTIAL COMPUTER DICTIONARY AND SPELLER
ABO11 10.45
A must for anyone just starting out in the field of computing,
be they a businessman, hobbyist or budding computerist. The
book presents and defines over 15,000 computer terms and
acronyms and makes for great browsing.

BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO COMPUTER PROGRAMMING
TAB No.574 $16.45
Computer programming is an increasingly attractive field to
the individual, however many people seem to overlook it as a
career. The material in this book has been developed in a
logical sequence, from the basic steps to machine language.

AHG13: THE COMPUTER COMPANION: A DICTIONARY/
REFERENCE GUIDE
LEDIN $4.45
Filled with hundreds of clear explanations of technical terms
and acronyms, plus useful computer facts.

$/1218601 YOUR OWN COMPUTER
(2nd EDITION) $13.45
Explains what it would be like to own a computer - what
you could do with it, how it could make your life easier, and
how you might look into buying one for your own uses. Ex-
plores applications, buzzwords, programs, hardware, and
peripherals, among other things. Compares 30 different per-
sonal and small-business computers now on the market. Easy
to read, informative, and ideal for newcomers to computing.

51122008: WHAT DO YOU DO AFTER YOU PLUG IT IN?
W. BARDEN, Jr. $16.00
Complete tutorial covering use of microcomputer hardware.
software, languages, operating systems, data communica-
tions, and more, followed by another tutorial on workable
solutions to the practical problems you'll meet while using
them. Also has good advice on choosing a system and the
software to run it. Valuable new material for beginners and
veterans alike.

MICRO-
PROCESSORS

2.80 USERS MANUAL
AB010 $21.45
The Z80 MPU can be found in many machines and is general-
ly acknowledged to be one of the most powerful 8 bit chips
around. This book provides an excellent 'right hand' for
anyone involved in the application of this popular processor.

Tab1491: 101 PROJECTS FOR THE Z80 $30.45
Gives you hands-on experience in interfacing fundamentals
plus a thorough grounding in creative programming. There
are hardware and software applications and several that
combine both.

PH248: MICROPROCESSORS $20.45
Covers microprocessor theory, operation, computer
arithmetic, programming, and interfacing.

A BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO COMPUTERS AND
MICROPROCESSORS - WITH PROJECTS.
TAB No.1015 $14.45
Here's a plain English introduction to the world of microcom-
puters - it's capabilities, parts and functions and how
you can use one. Numerous projects demonstrate operating
principles and lead to the construction of an actual working
computer capable of performing many useful functions.

BP66: BEGINNERS GUIDE TO MICROPROCESSORS
AND COMPUTING $7.55
E.F. SCOTT, M.Sc., C.Eng.
As indicated by the title, this book is intended as an introduc-
tion to the basic theory and concepts of binary arithmetic,
microprocessor operation and machine language programm-
ing.

There are occasions in the text where some background
information might be helpful and a Glossary is included at
the end of the book.

BP72: A MICROPROCESSOR PRIMER $7.70
E.A. PARR, B.Sc., C.Eng., M.I.E.E.
A newcomer to electronics tends to be overwhelmed when
first confronted with articles or books on microprocessors. In
an attempt to give a painless approach to computing, this
small book will start by designing a simple computer and
because of its simplicity and logical structure, the language
is hopefully easy to learn and understand. In this way, such
ideas as Relative Addressing, Index Registers etc. will be
developed and it is hoped that these will be seen as logical
progressions rather than arbitrary things to be accepted but
not understood

BEGINNERS GUIDE TO MICROPROCESSORS
TAB No.995 $11.45
If you aren't sure exactly what a microprocessor is, then this
is the book for you. The book takes the beginner from the
basic theories and history of these essential devices, right up
to some real world hardware applications.

HANDBOOK OF MICROPROCESSOR APPLICATIONS
TAB No.1203 $16.45
Highly recommended reading for those who are interested in
microprocessors as a means of a accomplishing a specific
task. The author discusses two individual microprocessors,
the 1802 and the 6800, and how they can be put to use in real
world applications.

MICROPROCESSOR/MICROPROGRAMMING HANDBOOK
TAB No.785 $16.45
A comprehensive guide to microprocessor hardware and pro-
gramming Techniques discussed include subroutines, handl-
ing interrupts and program loops

BP102: THE 6809 COMPANION $8.10
M. JAMES
The 6809 microprocessor's history, architecture, addressing
modes and the instruction set (fully commented) are covered.
In addition there are chapters on converting programs from
the 6800, programming style, interrupt handling and about
the 6809 hardware and software available

AN INTRODUCTION TO MICROPROCESSORS
EXPERIMENTS IN DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY
HB07: $16.45
SMITH
A "learn by doing" guide to the use of integrated circuits pro-
vides a foundation for the underlying hardware actions of
programming statements. Emphasis is placed on how digital
circuitry compares with analog circuitry. Begins with the
simplest gates and timers, then introduces the fundamental
parts of ICs, detailing the benefits and pitfalls of major IC
families, and continues with coverage of the ultimate in in-
tegrated complexity - the microprocessor.

BASIC MICROPROCESSORS AND THE 6800
H B06: $24.45
Provides two books in one: a basic guide to microprocessors
for the beginner, and a complete description of the M6800
system for the engineer.

Each chapter is followed by a problem section.

1111111111111111

SB21877: MICROPROCESSOR CIRCUITS, VOLUME 1:
FUNDAMENTALS AND MICROCONTROLLERS $14.45
Intended for service technicians, computer technicians, in-
dustrial control personnel, students, hams, and others who
need to learn microprocessor basics. Brings you a chance to
learn microprocessor theory and gain valuable practical ex-
perience at the same time! Excellent for home study and in -
plant training. Features actual demonstration circuits easily
built with solderless boards and readily available chips and
parts.

SB21828: DON LANCASTER'S MICRO COOKBOOK,
VOLUME 1 $23.00
The first in a new series of Lancaster cookbook volumes in-
tended to show you how microcomputers and
microprocessors work, and how you can personally build
your own skills to prof it from and enjoy the micro revolution.
After an easy introduction to micro -basics and a set of real -
world rules for winning the micro game, you'll explore the
essential number systems, hardware and software logic,
mainstream codes and standards, electronic memory, and
microcomputer memory devices and applications.

INTERFACING
DIGITAL INTERFACING WITH AN ANALOG WORLD
TAB No.1070 $16.45
You've bought a computer, but now you can't make it do
anything useful. This book will tell you how to convert real
world quantities such as temperature, pressure, force and so
on into binary representation.

MICROPROCESSOR INTERFACING HANDBOOK: AID &
DIA
TAB No.1271 $16.45
A useful handbook for computerists interested in using their
machines in linear applications. Topics discussed include
voltage references, op -amps for data conversion, analogue
switching and multiplexing and more

51122003: Z-80 MICROPROCESSOR ADVANCED
INTERFACING WITH APPLICATIONS IN
DATA COMMUNICATIONS $28.45
Helps you learn to exchange information and access data
bases all over the world, using a system based on the Z-80, or
almost any other 8- or 16 -bit microprocessor. Includes a por-
table communications software package with complete in-
structions, plus many portable programs in BASIC and Z-80
assembly language.

$021888: STD BUS INTERFACING $20.45
Now you can interface your STD system when there's no
commercial interface card available! Gives you all informa-
tion and circuitry needed to use your STD bus computer
system for controlling instruments or processes, or for acquir-
ing data from an electrical device Contains immediately
usable assembly language software for Z-80, 8080/8085, 6502,
and 6800 -based microcomputers.

2 See back page of catalogue for ordering details. Prices Include shipping. No taxes apply to books.



Computing BASIC

BASIC
SB21836: ADVANCED 6052 INTERFACING $19.00
Numerous examples of the 6502 and 6800 families, plus fun-
damental concepts help teach you design of interface cir-
cuits, understanding of LSI devices, and solutions to typical
problems of ground noise, isolation, and transient and light-
ning damage Contains many techniques valuable in the field
of machine control.

BRAIN TICKLERS
ABOOS $9.00
If the usual games such as Bug Stomp and Invaders From the
Time Warp are starting to pale, then this is the book for you.
The authors have put together dozens of stimulating puzzles
to show you just how challenging computing can be.

BASIC COMPUTER PROGRAMS IN SCIENCE AND
ENGINEERING
GILDER
HEIN $18.00
Save time and money with this collection of 114 ready -to -run
BASIC programs for the hobbyist and engineer. There are
programs to do such statistical operations as means, stan-
dard deviation averages, curve -fitting, and interpolation.
There are programs that design antennas, filters, attenuators.
matching networks, plotting, and histogram programs.

GAME PLAYING WITH BASIC
SPENCER
1010 $17.45
The writing is nontechnical, allowing almost anyone to
understand computerized game playing. The book includes
the rules of each game, how each game works, illustrative
flowcharts, diagrams, and the output produced by each pro
gram. The last chapter contains 26 games for reader solution.

PH179: BASIC PROGRAMS FOR HOME FINANCIAL
MANAGEMENT
W. GOLDSMITH, Jr. $17.45
This book is a 33 program home financial management
system written in BASIC. It includes descriptions, listings,
and sample runs and programs that are adaptable to TRS-80,
Apple II, and other home computers.

SB22047: 26 BASIC PROGRAMS FOR YOUR
MICRO $17.45
Features 26 previously unpublished, simple -to -complex
games you can run on almost any brand of microcomputer as
long as you have enough RAM on board. Most take between
500 and 5000 bytes, with the highest taking 13K. Conversion
charts that let you key them into your Radio Shack, TRS-80,
Apple II, Timex/Sinclair 1000 (2X81). Spectrum, Atari, or PET
are included. Also features notes on program techniques and

structures.

Tab13110: 30 COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR THE
HOMEOWNER IN BASIC $16.45
Programs include a telephone timer, decor redesign, cheque-
book program, a "coupon" organiser, menu planner and
calorie planner.

Tab1533: GRAPHICS PROGRAM
IN MICROSOFT BASIC 319.75
Generate computer art including mathematically defined art
and animated graphics; draw still pictures - realistic and
abstract; create an interactive space shuttle simulation; plot
architectural and landscape drawings with both high and low
resolution graphics; construct a 3 -dimensional model of a
function; plot 2 -dimensional graphics, statistical relations,
maps and diagrams. All these are written in Microsoft BASIC
that is adaptable to just about any BASIC micro system.

5821941: BASIC: FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS $33.00
Introduces the BASIC language and compares its two major
dialects by Microsoft and Digital Equipment Corporation.
Teaches you the elements you need to convert programs
from one BASIC dialect to another and helps you understand
what happens when your computer tries to run a program in
a dialect it can't understand. Third in Sam's computing
series

SB21841: BASIC PROGRAMMER'S NOTEBOOK
E. SAVAGE $21.45
A valuable book that provides you with many timesaving
BASIC sub -routines and programming practices usually
known only to highly experienced programmers. Also coo
tains several debugged and easily modified program samples
you can use.

SB21942: BASIC: ADVANCED CONCEPTS $33.00
Last in Sams' special four -volume series on computers and
computing. Uses BASIC as a tool to help you study program
storage within the computer, explore the limitations of
floating-point arithmetic, and examine number systems com-
monly used in computing. Complements and adds to the fun-
damental commands and concepts of No. 21941, the
preceding volume.

THE MOST POPULAR SUBROUTINES IN BASIC
TAB No.1050 $10.45
An understandable guide to BASIC subroutines which
enables the reader to avoid tedium, economise on computer
time and makes programs run faster. It is a practical rather
than a theoretical manual.

PROGRAMMING IN BASIC FOR PERSONAL COMPUTERS
AB015 $13.45
This book emphasizes the sort of analytical thinking that lets
you use a specific tool - the BASIC language - to
transform your own ideas into workable programs. The text is
designed to help you to intelligently analyse and design a
wide diversity of useful and interesting programs.

COMPUTER PROGRAMS IN BASIC
AB001 $15.45
A catalogue of over 1,600 fully indexed BASIC computer pro
grams with applications in Business, Math, Games and more.
This book lists available software, what it does, where to get
it, and how to adapt it to your machine.

BPB6: AN INTRODUCTION TO BASIC PROGRAMMING
TECHNIQUES 141.25
S. DALY
This book is based on the author's own experience in learning
BASIC and in helping others, mostly beginners, to program
and understand the language. Also included are a program
library containing various programs, that the author has ac-
tually written and run. These are for biorhythms, plotting a
graph of Y against X, standard deviation, regression,
generating a musical note sequence and a card game. The
book is complemented by a number of appendices which in-
clude test questions and answers on each chapter and a
glossary.

THE BASIC COOKBOOK.
TAB No.1055 310.45
BASIC is a surprisingly powerful language . . if you
understand it completely. This book, picks up where most
manufacturers' documentation gives up. With it. any com-
puter owner can develop programs to make the most out of
his or her machine.

BASIC FROM THE GROUND UP
SIMON
111115 $19.45
Here's a BASIC text for high school students and hobbyists
that explores computers and the BASIC language in a simple
direct way, without relying on a heavy mathematical
backbround on the reader's part. All the features of BASIC
are included as well as some of the inside workings of a com-
puter. The book covers one version of each of the BASIC
statements and points out some of the variations, leaving
readers well prepared to write programs in any version they
encounter. A selection of exercises and six worked out pro
blems round out the reader's experience. A glossary and a
summary of BASIC statements are included at the end of the
book for quick reference

AHG2: UNDERSTANDING BASIC
PEDDICORD $4.45
BASIC is the universal microcomputer language and
Understanding Basic teaches the novice to write programs
right from the beginning. Emphasizes fundamental program-
ming concepts and covers most features common to all
popular versions of BASIC.

PH166: IMPLEMENTING BASICS: HOW BASICS WORK
W. & P. PAYNE $20.45
Shows the reader how to write progressively more complex
and advanced programs Uses the stack -oriented method,
tells how to develop table-driven software, and gives tech-
niques for writing programs.

PH167: MAKING BASIC WORK FOR YOU
C. DeROSSI $12.45
learn to program with BASIC, one of the most useful com-
puter languages around. Whether you are entering a

computer -related field or simply have access to a computer
and would like to use it more effectively, this book has
everything you need to know.

PI116B: PROGRAMMING IN BASIC FOR PERSONAL COM-
PUTERS
D. HEISERMAN $13.45
This complete guide to BASIC computer programming, adap-
table to the TRS-80, Apple II, and PET computers, covers a
wide range of topics, from programmable video games to
engineering and business programs.

SB22014: BASIC PROGRAMMING PRIMER
(2nd EDITION) 325.45
Improved and expanded version of Ole 5 -year Sams/Waite
best seller, now featuring keywords, statements, and func-
tions usable with any computer running a variation of
Microsoft BASIC, including the IBM PC. Advanced BASIC
coverage shows use of special statements, professional -style
program coding, and morel New game -program listings in-
clude Rubik's Cube, Microspace Invaders, and Word
Scrambler! New self -tests and answers help you learn and
check your BASIC programming progress as you go! Still
user-friendly to beginners and more advanced users,
regardless of occupation.

H8125: INTRODUCTION TO TI BASIC
INMAN, ZAMORA, ALBRECHT $19.25
Written by three of the foremost microcomputing program-
ming experts in the country, this comprehensive work
teaches you BASIC for use with the Texas Instruments Home
Computer. The authors have carefully constructed this in-
troduction so that you will soon be writing BASIC programs
and exploiting all of the excellent features of the TI machine.
Covers all the essential programming statements and
machine features.

118108: PROGRAMMING IN BASIC: A COMPUTE COURSE
McRITCHIE IBA
Suitable for use in both data processing and business
courses, this introduction to BASIC provides foundation in-
struction in the use of the computer terminal, flowcharting,
and programming concepts. Since it presupposes no previous
experience with computers, McRitchie is accessible to a wide
range of students with varying reading abilities. It teaches
programming through hands-on student work, and reinforces
basic principles through numerous examples and assign-
ments

HI1101: I SPEAK BASIC TO MY TRS-80
HB102: I SPEAK BASIC TO MY APPLE

BASIC TO MY PET
JONES ea. 312.75
I SPEAK BASIC A field-tested computer literacy course that
introduces students (and teachers) to BASIC language pro
gramming. NO PREVIOUS COMPUTER EXPERIENCE IS RE-
QUIRED. This copplete 3 -session course is machine
specific for Apple PET Tfs't, and TRS-80'M microcom-
puters and provides a complete understanding of the
machine's operations and functions.The Student Text begins
each lesson with learning objectives, followed by definitions
of key terms, programming examples, in -class exercises,
assignments, a summary, programming practices, and a quiz.
Special annotations and suggestions in the Teacher's Manual
aid in lesson planning and teaching methods, including
answers to all quizzes and practices. Exam Set provided on
spirit duplicating masters.

P11237: COMPUTER PROGRAMS IN BASIC
P. FRIEDMAN 315.45
Covering six major discipline fields of Business/Finance.
Games, Math, Science/Education, Personal Interest and Utili-
ty, this directory provides program reviews in over 173
categories and briefly describes what the program does, tells
where it can be found, and lists the equipment needed to
make the program run.

111121: BASIC WITH STYLE: PROGRAMMING PROVERBS
NAGIN and LEDGARD 313.20
Covers structured BASIC programming. Essential and surpris-
ingly simple principles help BASIC programmers upgrade the
quality and efficiency of their work. Each proverb is accom-
panied by discussion, explanations, and sample programs
demonstrating the techniques.

HB11', BASIC BASIC: AN INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER
PROGRAMMING IN BASIC LANGUAGE, 2nd Ed.
COAN $19.25
".. An excellent introduction to the use of BASIC clearly
written and well organized." COMPUTING REVIEWS. "It is a
well written book . there are many good examples, com-
plete with results." COMPUTER WORLD. Over 100 sample
programs present the essential statements of BASIC. Each
new language statement or capability is clearly explained at
the time it is first used in a sample program. Every section is
followed by practice problems; solutions to even -numbered
problems appear in the text; the remainder in the separate
Teacher's Guide.

10118: ADVANCED BASIC: APPLICATIONS AND
PROBLEMS
COAN $19.00
" . a useful textbook to the student in a follow-up course, or
the programmer acquiring BASIC as his second or third
language .. well above average." DATA PROCESSING
DIGEST. Advanced techniques and applications, including
coordinate geometry, area, sequences and series,
polynomials, graphing, simulations, and games.

See back page of catalogue for ordering details. Prices include shipping. No taxes apply to books. 3
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ASSEMBLY

LANGUAGES
Z-80 AND 8080 ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE PROGRAMMING
SPRACKLEN
H805 516.00
Provides just about everything the applications programmer
needs to know for Z-80 and 8080 processors. Programming
techniques are presented along with the instructions. Exer-
cises and answers included with each chapter.

HB126: Z-80 AND 8080 ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE
PROGRAMMING
SPRACKLEN $16.10
Provides just about everything the applications programmer
needs to know for 1-80 and 8080 processors. Programming
techniques are presented along with the instructions. Exer-
cises and answers included with each chapter.

Tab1389: MACHINE AND ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE
PROGRAMMING $15.45
This book assumes no prior programming knowledge and
starts by explaining the advantages of ML. Several sample
programs are included and each chapter ends with a quiz to
check your understanding of that section.

SARGON: A COMPUTER CHESS PROGRAM
SPRACKLEN
HB12 $26.00
"I must rate this chess program an excellent buy for anyone
who loves the game." Kilobaud.

Here is the computer chess program that won first place
in the first chess tournament at the 1978 West Coast Com-
puter Faire. It is written in Z-80 assembly language, using the
TD1 macro assembler. It comes complete with block
diagram and sample printouts.

FORTH
PH174: STARTING FORTH
L BRODIE, FORTH, INC. $24.45
Here is valuable reading material for anyone interested in
computer programming "Starting Forth" presents a clear
and complete guide to FORTH - the revolutionary ap-
proach to computer programming.

SB21842: INTRODUCTION TO FORTH
K. KNECHT $16.00
Most complete book you can find on the MMS FORTH ver-
sion of FORTH, and also a fundamental approach to pro-
gramming in all versions of that language. Many program-
ming examples are provided with direct comparisons to the
Microsoft Level II BASIC version of the same program.

AHG17: UNDERSTANDING FORTH
REYMANN $4.45
An introduction and overview of this highly flexible program-
ming language that is enjoying increasing interest.

SB22007: FORTH PROGRAMMING
L SCANLON $24.45
Only book on the market that shows you the differences bet-
ween FORTH -79 and fig -FORTH, and how to write or modify
software using either dialect! Teaches you how to
manipulate the stack and add new operations. Lists all
FORTH commands. Includes more than 50 fast -acting, useful
programs that will execute with little or no modification on
any FORTH system.

FORTRAN
HB119: BASIC FORTRAN
COAN $16.40
This book will enable novice programmers to write FOR-
TRAN programs immediately. The author has developed
more readable programs by taking you step by step through
the programming process. Short, complete programs are
developed into longer, more comprehensive ones. Over 80
program examples are included.

HB123: FORTRAN WITH STYLE:
PROGRAMMING PROVERBS

LEDGARD and CHMURA $14.95
This FORTRAN 76 style guide is intended for programmers
who want to write carefully constructed, readable programs.
Provides simple rules of style that enable the programmer to
focus creatively on the deeper issues in programming.

AHG4: UNDERSTANDING FORTRAN
LUDWIG $4.45
FORTRAN is the most widely used language for engineering,
scientific, and economic forecasting applications.
Understanding FORTRAN acquaints the reader with this type
of programming and covers the essential features of the
language

COBOL
Tabl 398: COBOL $16.45
Cobol for Common Business Orientated Language is a high
level language which has gained high acceptance as the
language for expressing business data processing procedures
in standrad English. This title answers the questions you may
have on purpose, use, environment, data and procedures.

AHGS: UNDERSTANDING COBOL
PEDDICORD $4.45
COBOL is the most commonly used language in large,
business computers. Understanding COBOL is the ideal in-
troduction for the beginning programmer or curious business
manager

PASCAL
PH169: THE FIRST BOOK OF )0SEF: AN INTRODUCTION
TO COMPUTER PROGRAMMING USING PASCAL
I. TOMEK, ACADIA UNIVERSITY $17.45
Who said learning programming principles has to be dull?
Now there's an entertaining and enjoyable way to learn!
Readers learn and apply fundamental programming con-
cepts by manipulating a simulated robot, Josef, via a simple
programming language consisting of ordinary words govern-
ed by simple rules.

PH170: UCSD PASCAL: A CONSIDERATE APPROACH
D. PRICE $17.45
For anyone who wants to learn how to write programs in
UCSD Pascal, this book offers the simplest, most effective
way to write programs that are easy to read and easy to use.
Written specifically for the novice programmer, it offers a
solid, low-level introduction and focuses on basic, essential
programming skills without going into unnecessary technical
detail. Includes many simple programs.

PH171: UCSD PASCAL: A BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO PRO-
GRAMMING MICROCOMPUTERS
J. HUME & R. HOLD $20.45
Everything beginners need to know for effective use of the
"hot" new computer language, UCSD Pascal, is readily
available in this exciting introduction to programming
microcomputers.

PH172: THE UCSD PASCAL HANDBOOK
R. CLARK & S. KOEHLER $21.45
The UCSD Pascal Handbook contains language description
organized especially for quick and easy reference. Built
around example programs that demonstrate common and
useful techniques.

PH173: PASCAL: A CONSIDERATE APPROACH
D. PRICE $13.45
Here is a straightforward introduction to the programming
language Pascal. The emphasis is on "considerate programm-
ing," using an easy -to -follow approach that aims to ease the
learning process by using simple programs.

AHG3: UNDERSTANDING PASCAL
LEDIN $4.45
PASCAL is available on most microcomputers and is one of
the newest and most popular of all programming languages.
By teaching this ideal "learning language," Understanding
Pascal helps the novice develop good programming methods
and understand the main programming structures.

HB120: PASCAL WITH STYLE: PROGRAMMING PROVERBS
LEDGARD, NAGIN, and HUERAS $14.25
A style guide specifically written to help Pascal users write
more accurate, error -free programs the first time. Offers rules
or guidelines that stress overall program organization and
"Logical thinking." Special chapter on how to use the top -
down approach with Pascal.

PASCAL PROGRAMMING FOR THE APPLE
AB008 $20.45
A great book to upgrade your programming skills to the
UCSD Pascal as implemented on the Apple II Statements
and techniques are discussed and there are many practical
and ready to run programs.

PASCAL
TAB No.1205 $16.45
Aimed specifically at TRS-80 users, this book discusses how
to load, use and write PASCAL programs. Graphic techniques
are discussed and numerous programs are presented.

SPEAKING PASCAL
BOWEN
HB16 $19.45
An excellent introduction to programming in the Pascal
language! Written in clear, concise, non -mathematical
language, the text requires no technical background or
previous programming experience on the reader's behalf.
Top -down structured analysis and key examples illustrate
each new idea and the reader is encouraged to construct pro
grams in an organized manner.

CPIM
PH175: CPIM ASSEMBLY PROGRAMMING
K. BARIER $17.45
This book is a self -teaching manual that will enable readers
to learn the details of microcomputer hardware, its operating
system, and assembly language programming. These three
topics are integrated in a learn -by -doing environment of the
most popular microcomputer operating system.

PH176: SYSTEM PROGRAMMING UNDER CPIM-80
L HUGHES $21.45
How to use and program under the CP/M operating system.
How to install and modify the CP/M o.s.

HB106: CPIM REVEALED
DENNON $20.45
This book is intended for CPIM users to improve their skills. It
is a guide to the CP/M operating system, the console monitor
(CCP), the system manager (BDOS), and the input/output
driver package (CBIOS). In addition to providing a clear
understanding of the data structure of the CP/M disk and
other essentials to using CP/M effectively, this text fills many
of the information gaps left by the Digital Research CP/M
manuals. Coverage includes buying CP/M, booting up, log-
ging in, changing memory size, mapping disk space, calling
all programs, interfacing I/O devices, and more.

HB109: INSIDE CPIM: A GUIDE FOR USERS AND PRO-
GRAMMERS, WITH CPIM-86 AND MPIM 2
CORTESI $33.45
This guide and reference manual for CP/M (an operating
system for small computers) is divided into two sections. The
Tutorial presents the basics of the management. use, and pro-
gramming of a small computer and CP/M. In the Reference
section, CP/M information is organized for quick access by
programmers and users. The answer to any question about
the day-to-day use of CP/M can be found in a few seconds in
the reference section. Most of this text applies correctly to
most CP/M systems; however, the book was developed on,
and for, CP/M 2,2.

S121791: CPIM. PRIMER
Helps microcomputer veterans and novices alike find the
answers about CP/M in a complete, one -stop sourcebook
that's a Sams best-seller, Gives you complete CP/M ter-
minology, hardware and software concepts, startup details,
and more for this popular 8080/8085/Z-80 operating system.
Helps you begin using and working with CP/M immediately,
and includes a list of compatible software, too.

PHS15: A PROGRAMMER'S NOTEBOOK: UTILITIES FOR
CPIM-80
D. CORTESI $46.50
This book/disk package, designed from the professional pro-
grammer's point of view, offers the nuts and bolts of pro
gramming in 8080 assembly language. With it, the user will
be able to build an impressive software library that would
cost a fortune if bought elsewhere. Book/Disk Package.

UNIX
PH177: USING THE UNIX SYSTEM
R. GAUTHIER $21.45
The book provides computer professionals with an excellent
handbook that shows how to handle everything from specific
commands to files to overall system design for new applica-
tions

5822028: UNIX PRIMER PLUS $28.45
This newest Sams/Waite Primer introduces you to the power-
ful UNIX operating system. Perfect for students. office
workers, home -computer owners, new computer users and
others learning about or starting on a UNIX -based system.

MISCELLANEOUS
PHS14: COMAL HANDBOOK
L. LINDSAY $39.50
COMAL (COMmon Algorithmic Language) takes the simpli-
city of BASIC and the power and structure of Pascal and
combines them into one language that's easy to learn and
powerful to use. Includes 100 sample programs and pro-
cedures Book/Disk Package.

AHG18: UNDERSTANDING LOGO
McLEAN $4.45
LOGO is easy to learn, but capable of great sophistication.
This Handy Guide is an introduction for the beginner and an
overview for the advanced programmer.

HB124: MY MICRO SPEAKS BASEX (AND LOVES IT!)
WARME $14.95
An in-depth examination of BASEX, a versatile language for
8080 and Z-80 type microcomputers, which combines the
best features of BASIC and executable machine code. The
major advantage of BASEX is speed - programs run up to
ten times faster than similar programs in BASIC.

AHG11: UNDERSTANDING APL
BRYSON $4.45
APL, rapidly growing in popularity, is one of the most concise
computer languages, particularly well -suited to the efficient
solution of mathematical and business problems. This Handy
Guide is a concise introduction to the terms and functions of
this language. For the beginning to advanced programmer.

4 See back page of catalogue for ordering details. Prices include shipping. No taxes apply to books.
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AHG12: UNDERSTANDING LISP
GLOESS $4.45
LISP is the most widely used language in the Artificial In-
telligence community, an area of growing importance in the
computer world, and is available on a growing number of
personal computers. This Handy Guide is a detailed introduc-
tion to this language. For the reader with at least some pro-
gramming experience.

BUSINESS
(GENERAL)

P11180: 1983 CANADIAN BUSINESS GUIDE TO MICRO-
COMPUTERS
K. DORRICOTT $9.45
Written by the managing director of Deloitte, Haskins &
Sells, a Canadian partnership of public accountants and
other professional advisors to management, this book is one
of the most complete comprehensive guides to microcom-
puters available. Starting with a general overview of
microcomputers and their business applications, the author
helps you assess your computer needs, compares and
evaluates computer systems and application packages, and
gives you tips on "doing it right". A must for anyone thinking
of purchasing a microcomputer for business.

PH183: HOW TO BUY A BUSINESS COMPUTER AND GET IT
RIGHT THE FIRST TIME
CROSS $21.45
246 pages

THE JOY OF MINIS AND MICROS: DATA PROCESSING
WITH SMALL COMPUTERS
STEIN AND SHAPIRO
11803 $18.00
A collection of pieces covering technical and management
aspects of the use of small computers for business or science.
It emphasizes the use of common sense and good systems
design for every computer project. Because a strong
technical background is not necessary, the book is easy to
read and understand. Considerable material is devoted to the
question of what size computer should be used for a par-
ticular job, and how to choose the right machine for you.

SB21890: UNDERSTANDING AND BUYING A SMALL
BUSINESS COMPUTER $14.45
A lively, practical guide intended primarily for small-business
owners but equally usable by any businessperson considering
purchase of a micro- or minicomputer for business use.
Presented in a careful, nontechnical style and filled with ex-
amples, diagrams, and case studies of other business -users to
help build your knowledge and confidence. Not a shopping
guide. Helps you avoid hidden costs, spot reliable suppliers,
and ask intelligent questions.

PH190: HOW TO BUY AN OFFICE COMPUTER OR WORD
PROCESSOR
B. DONOHUE $12.45
A single -source of detailed instructions on how to find and
contract the right computer or word processor, this book lays
out a step-by-step procedure for selecting a system and for
protecting one's self with a solid contract.

PH191: HOW TO SELECT YOUR SMALL COMPUTER ...
WITHOUT FRUSTRATION
H. SEGAL & I. BERST $20.45
Presents the latest tested and proven techniques to help the
prospective computer buyer avoid the most common pitfalls
that plague new users. Includes 18 worksheets leading the
reader through each step of the way and "shopping lists" of
features to look for in the most popular hardware and soft-
ware

PH182: THE ELECTRONIC OFFICE
N. FINN $17.45
Specific suggestions on how to implement off ice automa-
tion, as well as the factors to consider in computer contract
negotiations, selection of hardware, database input and
management, and 'ergonomics' of computer design.

PH184: MICROCOMPUTERS IN SMALL BUSINESS
R. RANDALL $12.45
Written specifically for the business -person with little or no
experience with computers. Provides a basic, detailed in-
troduction to the use of microcomputers in the small
business environment.

PH185: A GUIDE FOR SELECTING COMPUTERS AND PRO-
GRAMS FOR SMALL BUSINESS
P. ENOCKSON $20.45
An overview of all the aspects of the selection of a computer,
including software and the installation of the entire system in
any small business.

P11187: THE COMPLETE BOOK OF WORD PROCESSING
AND BUSINESS GRAPHICS
W. SIKONOWIZ $20.45
Designed as an introduction to word processing and business
graphic systems, this easy -to -understand guide features com-
parisons between dedicated machines and general purpose
computers configured for these same applications.

PH1B8: A MANAGER'S GUIDE TO LOCAL NETWORKS
F. DERE LER, Ir. & W. STALLINGS $20.45
Informative, yet easy to understand, this book explains how
business managers and corporate decision -makers can im-
prove productivity with a better understanding of local net-
work systems.
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PI1198: TAMING YOUR COMPUTER: A GUIDE FOR
BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL PEOPLE
J. KANTER $12.45
'Taming Your Computer' will show you how to use your com-
puter to reach peak efficiency in your daily functions as
businessman or professional. Perfect for businessmen who
want to streamline their production.

PI1200: MICROCOMPUTERS FOR BUSINESS
SUMMER & LEVY, editors $11.45
Just about everything the small business operator or manager
should know when considering the cost efficiency of
microcomputer systems. Includes comparisons of various
systems, cost evaluation, choosing the right system, much
more. 40 case studies.

PH2O1:COMPUTER POWER FOR THE SMALL BUSINESS
C. SIPPL & F. DAHL $11.45
Explains how computers work in simple terms. Step-by-step
instructions tell how to develop a plan for an individualized
computer system.

PH202: HOW TO COMPUTERIZE YOUR SMALL BUSINESS
I. COHEN & C. McKINNEY $11.45
A complete guide to selecting data processing equipment
and services, this book shows how to plan a computer system
tailored to the needs of any small business.

HOW TO PROFIT FROM YOUR PERSONAL COMPUTER:
PROFESSIONAL, BUSINESS, AND HOME APPLICATIONS
LEWIS
HBO1 $19.45
Describes the uses of personal computers in common
business applications, such as accounting, managing, inven-
tory, sorting mailing lists, and many others. The discussion in-
cludes terms, notations, and techniques commonly used by
programmers. A full glossary of terms.

PH192: HOW TO MANAGE YOUR SMALL COMPUTER ...
WITHOUT FRUSTRATION
H. SEGAL & I. BERTS $20.45
Readers will learn how to guarantee a hassle -free installa-
tion; how to overcome the staff's computer phobia; how to
hire, train and motivate DP personnel, and how to sell excess
computer capacity for bonus profits.

PH193: DEVELOPING COMPUTER SOLUTIONS FOR YOUR
BUSINESS PROBLEMS
H. PETERSOHN $20.45
A computer expert shows managers how to effectively imple-
ment, and evaluate automation alternatives. Written
specifically for managers in both large and small business en-
vironments, it guides the reader in defining problems explain-
ing them to data processing people, and finding the fastest
and least expensive installation method.

for ()Marino rlataila_ Prices Include shloolna.

PI1194: MICROCOMPUTERS IN LARGE ORGANIZATIONS
T. MADRON $17.45
Here is the first - and only - book that discusses planned
implementation of microcomputers in large organizations.
Written specifically for business and data processing
managers, it provides a complete description of software for
the development of the Executive Workstation. Also includ-
ed are implementation techniques on the IBM-PC and the
Osborne 1.

PH195: SO YOU ARE THINKING ABOUT A SMALL
BUSINESS COMPUTER
R. CANNING & N. LEEPER $15.45
Specially designed for the business person with little or no
knowledge of computers, this book gives practical step-by-
step guidelines for successfully selecting a small computer
system and using it in daily office routines. It describes the
benef its of having a computer system, how computers work,
hardware and software characteristics, and how to use the
services of a consultant.

PH189: THE COMPUTER IN YOUR LEGAL PRACTICE
M. MARCUS & L. BROWN $26.50
At last - here's the answer every lawyer has been waiting
for! A complete, authoritative guide to computerizing a legal
practice, this book will help readers better understand how
computers work - and how to use them for increased effi-
ciency and productivity in a business. Applications include
law off ice management, accounting, finance, word process-
ing, database and research, document control, records
management, electronic mail, administration, and more.

PH186: MICROCOMPUTERS FOR ACCOUNTANTS
T. NEEDLEMAN $20.45
Written by a consultant who specializes in the financial ap-
plication of microcomputers, this book shows accountants
how to make their business more profitable by implementing
microcomputers for better practice management, improved
client support, and such new services as tax accounting,
modelling, budgeting, and forecasting.

PH196: THE PHYSICIAN'S GUIDE TO DESKTOP COM-
PUTERS
M. SPOHR, M.D. $29.50
Designed for medical practitioners -doctors, dentists, nurses
- who use or plan to use microcomputers in their practice.
Written for the uninitiated computers user, the book covers
the special capabilities of the desktop computer that make it
valuable in a medical office/clinic.

USING MICROCOMPUTERS IN BUSINESS
VEIT
HBO4 $16.45
An essential background briefing for any purchaser of
microcomputer systems or software.In a fast-moving style,
without the usual buzz words and technical 'argon Veit
answers the most of ten asked questions.

No taxes apply to books. 5
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DATA BASE

MANAGEMENT
PH199: DATA BASE SYSTEMS: DESIGN, IMPLEMENTATION
AND MANAGEMENT
R. ROSS $29.50
Here's a practical, comprehensive resource that covers Data
Base Management Systems. Examines CODASYL, inverted
DBBMs, mini -DBMS, the relationship model and physically -
linked DBMS.

H181: THE DATA BASE GUIDE
C. BENTON $26.50
Complete step-by-step book detailing the necessary elements
for selecting, organizing, and implementing database
systems for micocomputers. Presents material at a beginner's
level yet thorough enough to aid the professional data pro-
cessing person.

SB21875: MICROCOMPUTER DATA BASE
MANAGEMENT $19.00
A practical guide for anyone who needs to control and ac-
cess large amounts of data with a microcomputer. Complete
tutorial shows routines you can use to write and implement
your own data -base programs. Also explains step-by-step
operation of WHATSIT, SELECTOR, and PROFILE, just 3 of
many data -base packages on the market, and evaluates their
performance. If you know the fundamentals of BASIC pro-
gramming. you'll do fine with this book.

AHG10. UNDERSTANDING DATA BASE MANAGEMENT
FREILING $4.45
This Handy Guide explains how data bases are created, main-
tained and utilized, and surveys the latest techniques, pro -
siding an easy overview for businesss managers and program-
mers alike.

PH230: EVERYMAN'S DATABASE PRIMER
BYERS $20.45

BUSINESS
SOFTWARE

PH203: THE POWER OF MULTIPLANTM
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SOURCE $20.45
Covers. Accounts receivable, invoicing, cost recovery, pro-
duction scheduling, estimating, checkbook, and engineering
problem solving, accounts payable, payroll, monthly sales
report, inventory and financial forecast.

PH204: THE POWER OF VISICALC: REAL ESTATE
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SOURCE $20.45
Residential income property analysis, amortization schedule,
condominium conversion or tract home development cash
flow analysis, project operating case flow analysis. property -
tenant income revenue calculations, construction
disbursements, construction loan draw, project cost analysis.
cash flow analysis.

PH205: THE POWER OF VISIPLOT - VISICALC -
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SOURCE $20.45
Line graphs, Bar graphs, Area graph, Pie and Hi -Lo overlaying
plots, storage management, VisiCalc data plotted, VisiF ile
data plotted.

PH206: dBASE II USER'S GUIDE
A. GREEN $38.50
This instructional handbook for novices and experienced
users alike presents a simple, highly effective approach to
learning how to use this powerful software program avialable
for microcomputers.

PH207: SUPERCALC! THE BOOK
D. BEIL $23.45
This practical programming guide is designed to help users of
a SuperCalc system discover its real power! It teaches
readers how to design the right "model" so that they can ex-
amine every step of their business operation and includes
practice problems to help along the way.

PH208: THE VISICALC APPLICATIONS BOOK
J. GRUSHCOW $23.45
Designed for both the novice and advanced VisiCalc user,
this practical guide explains WHY VisiCalc should be used as
well as HOW to use it in six key business areas: credit con-
trol, financial statement analysis, forecasting, budgeting cost
management, and portfolio management.

PH209: THE POWER OF VISICALC
R. WILLIAMS & B. TAYLOR $13.45
A must for anyone who owns - or is thinking about getting
- a microcomputer, this instructional handbook presents a
simple and effective approach to learning how to use the
most powerful software program available for personal size
computers. It demonstrates the use of VISICALC features
through specific examples in a wide range of applications.

PH210: THE POWER OF SUPERCALC
R. WILLIAMS & B. TAYLOR $13.45
Here is the first book that demonstrates the use of SUPER-
CALC features through specific application examples. Writ-
ten for business owners, accountants, teachers, students, and
homeowners, it presents several easy -to -follow exercises for
developing and expanding problem -solving skills with
SUPERCALC.

AHGB: HOW TO USE VISICALCISUPERCALC
SHRUM $4.45
A step-by-step, detailed guide to the two best-selling software
for personal computers, used to make budgeting and
forecasting easy. This Handy Guide clearly and simply ex-
plains all VisiCalc/SuperCalc functions and helps the reader
creatively solve problems. For the complete novice

HB104: BASIC COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR BUSINESS
(Vol. 2)
STERNBERG $20.45
A must for small businesses and entrepreneurs using micros.
Over 60 practical business applications, each documented
with a description of its functions and operation, a listing in
BASIC, a symbol table. sample data, and one or more
samples

PH197: SIMPLE: BASIC PROGRAMS FOR BUSINESS AP-
PLICATION
. ALONSO $20.45
This book includes BASIC programs that even a new user can
use with as little as 3 minutes of instruction! And for ex-
perienced users, these programs can be easily modified to
better suit particular needs. Covers a wide range of
statistical, business, and mathematical techniques.

BASIC COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR BUSINESS:
STERNBERG (Vol 1)
HI113 $18.45
A must for small businesses utilizing micros as well as for en-
trepreneurs, volume provides a wealth of practical business
applications. Each program is documented with a description
of its functions and operation, a listing in BASIC, a symbol
table, sample data, and one or more samples.

WORD
PROCESSING

PH211: WORD PROCESSORS AND INFORMATION PRO-
CESSING
D. POYNTER $16.45
A clear, readable word processing book that provides
business and lay people with the means to effectively
evaluate word processing equipment and choose the ap-
propriate machine for their specific needs.

PH212: CHOOSING A WORD PROCESSOR
P. GOOD $17.45
Provides a head -to -head comparison of 157 features of the 21
leading word processing systems, plus extensive checklists to
help pick the system that is most flexible and most cost effi-
cient for the work that must be done.

PH213: WORD PROCESSING SIMPLIFIED AND SELF-
TAUGHT
J. CHRISTENSEN $7.45
Illustrates how word processing functions in a typical office
environment and explains the basic components and applica-
tions that all potential users need to know, whether for
business or personal use.

PH214: THE WORD PROCESSING HANDBOOK
R. STULTZ $12.45
Convenient and easy to use, this handbook is designed for
the business manager responsible for the operation of high
technology word processing systems. It is written in a style
which cuts through the usual technical doubletalk to give the
reader a better understanding of word processing systems -
what they are, what they do, and which one to select, as well
as the bottom line cost of owning and operating a system.

S1121929: WORD PROCESSING FOR
SMALL BUSINESSES $17.45
Tells you about doing practical word processing on a per-
sonal computer. how word-processing software works, what
benefits you can expect from W/P, and what you should
avoid. Compares micro- and minicomputer W/P systems,
discusses W/P software and its documentation, points out the
effects of different hardware designs, and presents details for
more than 50 word-processing systems, including applicable
hardware and W/P software.

AHG7: HOW TO BUY A WORD PROCESSOR
SCRIVEN $4.45
A buying guide and short course on word processing wrapped
into one book; covering electronic typewriters, personal
computers, and specialized word processing systems. In-
cludes a comparison chart of the most popular systems and
software

GENERAL
DESIGNING MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS
HB18: $18.00
POOCH AND CHATTERGY
This book provides both hobbyists and electronic engineers
with the background information necessary to build
microcomputer systems. It discusses the hardware aspects of
microcomputer systems. Timing devices are provided to ex-
plain sequences of operations in detail. Then, the book goes
on to describe three of the most popular microcomputer
families. the Intel 8080, Zilog Z-80, and Motorola 6800. Also
covered are designs of interfaces for peripheral devices, and
information on building microcomputer systems from kits.

5100 BUS HANDBOOK
111319: $26.00
BURSKY
Here is a comprehensive book that exclusively discusses
S-100 bus computer systems and how they are organized. The
book covers computer fundamentals, basic electronics, and
the parts of the computer. Individual chapters discuss the
CPU, memory, input/output, bulk -memory devices, and
specialized peripheral controllers. It explains all the
operating details of commonly available S-100 systems.
Schematic drawings

THE BASIC CONVERSIONS HANDBOOK FOR APPLE,
TRS-80, AND PET USERS
BRAIN BANK
HB17 $13.45
Convert a BASIC program for the TRS-80, Apple II, or PET to
the form of BASIC used by any other one of those machines.
This is a complete guide to converting Apple II and PET -
programs to TRS-80, TRS-80 and PET programs to Apple II,
TRS-80 and Apple II programs to PET. Equivalent commands
are listed for TRS-80 BASIC (Model 1, Level II), Applesoft
BASIC and PET BASIC, as well as variations for the TRS-80
Model III and Apple Integer BASIC.

6

AHG6: UNDERSTANDING ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
GLOESS 54.45
This Handy Guide surveys current developments and ap-
plications of artificial intelligence and explains them in easy -
to -understand language. Readers need not know program-
ming

See back page of catalogue for ordering details. Prices include shipping. No taxes apply to books.
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HB116; THE BA,51c
APPLE.", TRS-80.", and PET."CONVESAIONSUSERS

HANDBOOK FOR

BRAIN BANK $13.45
A complete guide to converting Apple II and PET programs
to TRS-80, TRS-80 and PET programs to Apple II, and TRS-80
and Apple II programs to PET. Equivalent commands are
listed for TRS-80 BASIC (Model I, Level II), Applesoft BASIC,
and PET BASIC, as well as variations for TRS-80 Model III
and ispple Integer BASIC. Also describes variations in
graphii-s capabilities.

SB21927: MICROCOMPUTER MATH
W. BARDEN $17.45
A step-by-step introduction to binary, octal, and hexidecimal
numbers, and arithmetic operations on all types of
microcomputers. Excellent for serious BASIC beginners and
intermediates as well as assembly -language programmers
Treats addition and subtraction of binary, multiple -precision
and floating-point operations, fractions and scaling, flag bits,
and more. Many practical examples and self -tests.

PH240: THE COMPUTER COOKBOOKTM
W. BATES $17.45
A guidebook to putting together microcomputer systems
from various components available on the market. Offering
factual and specific information (not a lot of jargon), it ex-
plains how to integrate assorted "ingredients" into finished
systems.

HOW TO TROUBLESHOOT AND REPAIR MICROCOM-
PUTERS
AB013 $13.45
Learn how to find the cause of a problem or malfunction in
the central or peripheral unit of any microcomputer and then
repair it. The tips and techniques in this guide can be applied
to any equipment that uses the microprocessor as the
primary control element.

TROUBLESHOOTING MICROPROCESSORS AND DIGITAL
LOGIC
TAB No.1183 $16.45
The influence of digital techniques on commercial and home
equipment is enormous and increasing yearly. This book
discusses digital theory and looks at how to service Video
Cassette Recorders, microprocessors and more

HOW TO DEBUG YOUR PERSONAL COMPUTER
AB012 $13.45
When you feel like reaching for a sledge hammer to reduce
your computer to fiberglass and epoxy dust, don't. Reach for
this book instead and learn all about program bug tracking,
recognition and elimination techniques.

PH178: INCOME FROM YOUR HOME COMPUTER
E. LIAS 817.45
Presents 30 ways to earn income with a home microcom-
puter. One third of the innovative ideas are applicable to the
novice, and much of the text appeals to game players as well
as skilled system designers. Includes names and addresses of
software agents, microcomputer manufacturers, journals,
user clubs, microcomputer directories, workshop resources,
and publishers who buy software

HOW TO PROGRAM YOUR PROGRAMMABLE
CALCULATOR
AB006 812.45
Calculator programming, by its very nature, often is an
obstacle to effective use. This book endeavours to show how
to use a programmable calculator to its full capabilities. The
TI 57 and the HP 33E calculators are discussed although the
principles extend to similar models.

BP33: ELECTRONIC CALCULATOR USERS
HANDBOOK $4.25
M.H. BABANI, B.Sc.(Eng.)
An invaluable book for all calculator users whatever their
age or occupation, or whether they have the simplest or most
sophisticated of calculators. Presents formulae, data,
methods of calculation, conversion factors, etc.. with the
calculator user especially in mind, of ten illustrated with sim-
ple examples. Includes the way to calculate using only a sim-
ple four function calculator: Trigonometric Functions (Sin,
Cos, Tan): Hyperbolic Functions (Sinh, Cosh, Tanh)
Logarithms, Square Roots and Powers.

SB21960: COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR MACHINE
DESIGN $31.45
Aids mechanical and material engineers, machinists, tech-
nicians, and students in solving the day -today problems that
come up in their involvement with various facets of machine
technology. Organized by major subject area in a logical,
problem -solving order that features a statement of the prob-
lem, the formula used for solution, and a working example.
You can manipulate data repeatedly to observe specific
design variables. Programs are in BASIC

AHG16: UNDERSTANDING DATA COMMUNICATIONS
BUCKWALTER S4.45
A non -technical introduction to all aspects of communica-
tions between computers. Emphasizes the practical re-
quirements of electronic mail, networking, and shared
systems

5821896: INTRODUCTION TO ELECTRONIC SPEECH
SYNTHESIS
N. SCLATER 813.45
Helps you understand how a human "voice" is electronically
created, explains the three current digital synthesis
technologies used, and tells you what you can expect in
speech quality as it relates to data rate and the cost of
memory devices. Also evaluates complexity and cost of com-
mercial voice -synthesis subsystems

PH220: MICROCOMPUTER DATA COMMUNICATIONS
SYSTEMS
F. DERE LER, Jr. $17.45
This guide explains microcomputers as data communications
terminals and electronic message systems. Covers TRS-80,
Apple II, Heath H-89, and other systems.

PH221: CAI SOURCEBOOK
R. BURKE 816.45
CAI stands for Computer Assisted Instruction, and this step-
by-step introduction to the systematic development and
validation of CAI includes a complete set of forms and pro
cedures for implementing the systems approach to computer
assisted instruction.

PH222: THE ABC's OF MICROCOMPUTERS: A COMPUTER
LITERACY PRIMER
L. CHRISTIE &I. CURRY, Jr. $11.45
An invaluable collection of informative discussions on ap-
plications, equipment, programming, and operations of
microcomputers. Focuses on those topics essential for the
novice to know, and defines all technical terms as they ap-
pear.

PH223: COMPUTERS AND DATA PROCESSING SIMPLIFIED
AND SELF-TAUGHT
R. STRACKBEIN & D. STRACKBEIN $7.45
Shows in non -technical language how computers work, what
their applications are, and how these applications are being
utilized in the everyday world.

PH224: SIMPLIFIED GUIDE TO MICROCOMPUTERS
W. BOCCHINO $26.50
Features 10 model programs (worth hundreds of dollars) for
business and personal use, a special glossary of microcom-
puter terms, and dozens of photos, diagrams, charts and
checklists.

PH225: MICROCOMPUTERS GRAPHICS
D. HEARN & M. BAKER $25.45
Provides the reader with a solid grasp of the graphic
capabilities of microcomputers and the variety of uses to
which they can be put. Graphics methods are illustrated with
programs written in BASIC.

PH226: COMPUTER ANATOMY FOR BEGINNERS
M. OUVERSON 815.45
Specifically written for the thousands of readers who simply
want to know what the microcomputer revolution is all
about and how it might affect, or even benefit them.

PH227: SOFTWARE ENGINEERING FOR SMALL COM-
PUTERS: A PROGRAMMER'S COMPANION
R.B. COATS $23.45
For more advanced programmers who want to extend their
skills beyond simple programming, this reference guide takes
the reader from analysis to design, through construction and
implementation

PH228: PROGRAMMING A PERSONAL COMPUTER
P. HANSEN 825.45
Describes a software system powerful enough to support the
development of new operating systems, compilers, and text
processing programs on a small, personal computer, yet is
simple enough to be studied in detail at all levels of program-
ming. The software system is written in the programming
language Edison - a Pascal -like language that supports pro
gram modularity and concurrent execution on micro-
processor 11 line illustrations.

PH229: VIDEOTEXT: THE MESSAGE IN THE MEDIUM
P. STORFER $20.45
Here is a complete, authoritative guide to videotext services.
It explores their potential impact on: advertising, personal
computer use, banking and financial services, libraries,
publishrng, and broadcasting.

PH231: MICROS AND MODEMS
I. NILLES $30.50

MICROCOMPUTERS AND THE 3 R'S
DOERR
HBO9 816.45
This book educates educators on the various ways com-
puters, especially microcomputers, can be used in the
classroom. It describes microcomputers, how to organize a
computer -based program, the five instructional application
types (with examples from subjects such as the hard sciences,
life sciences, English, history, and government) and
resources listings of today's products. The book includes
preprogrammed examples to start up a microcomputer pro
gram; while chapters on resources and products direct the
reader to useful additional information. All programs are
written in the BASIC language.

PH232: MATHEMATICAL PROBLEM SOLVING WITH THE
MICROCOMPUTER: PROJECTS TO INCREASE YOUR BASIC
PROGRAMMING SKILL
S. SNOVER & M. SPIKELL $12.45
Whether it is for educational or recreational purposes, this
collection of programs is written with BASIC instructions that
are general enough to work on virtually every computer that
uses BASIC language

PH233: A 60 -MINUTE GUIDE TO MICROCOMPUTERS
L HOLLERBACH 810.45
Specifically designed for beginners who want a quick course
in personal and business computing, this book provides a
solid, low-level introduction to microcomputers. It gives a
lucid presentation of microcomputer use in both business
and personal spheres and clarifies all the technical buzz
words in a simple and entertaining fashion.

PH234: EXPLORING THE WORLD OF THE PERSONAL
COMPUTER

J. NILLES $17.45
"Exploring the World of the Personal Computer" takes this
technology to the individual and societal level, examining
the positive and negative aspects of the present and future
widespread use of low cost microcomputers.

PH235: BIG THINGS FROM LITTLE COMPUTERS
D. PETERSON $17.45
Written in a non -technical style, this book will appeal to the
increasing number of people interested in personal com-
puting - whether or not they have a professional
background in the area. Computer enthusiasts will learn
about such topics as how a computer works. and what can
actually be done with a computer.

PH236: THE PRENTICE-HALL CONCISE BOOK OF COM-
PUTERS
M. FRANK $14.45
"The Prentice -Hall Concise Book of Computers" explains
clearly what computers are, how they operate, and the sort
of work they perform It examines every aspect of this
fascinating subject, from the simplest type of machine to the
most sophisticated, which are astoundingly fast, and shows
that, far from being the mystery that most people consider
them, computers are useful, comprehensible tools of benefit
to all of us, whether we use one directly or not. Over 150 il-
lustrations in colour and black and white.

CONSTRUCTIONAL
Tab1491: 101 PROJECTS FOR THE Z80 830.45
Gives you hands-on experience in interfacing fundamentals
plus a thorough grounding in creative programming. There
are hardware and software applications and several that
combine both.

Tab1449: COMPUTER PERIPHERALS YOU
CAN BUILD $20.45
Shows you how to build AID and D/A converters, cassette in-
terfaces, light pens, disk drives, AC and DC control
mechanisms, music boards and much more.

HOW TO BUILD YOUR OWN WORKING MICROCOM-
PUTER
TAB No.1200 $16.45
An excellent reference or how-to manual on building your
own microcomputer. All aspects of hardware and software
are developed as well as many practical circuits.

BP78: PRACTICAL COMPUTER EXPERIMENTS $7.30
E.A. PARR, B.Sc., C.Eng., M.I.E.E.
Curiously most published material on the microprocessor
tends to be of two sorts, the first treats the microprocessor as
a black box and deals at length with programming and using
the "beast" The second type of book deals with the social
=pact. None of these books deal with the background to the
chip, and this is a shame as the basic ideas are both in-
teresting and simple

This book aims to fill in the background to the
microprocessor by constructing typical computer circuits in
discrete logic and it is hoped that this will form a useful in-
troduction to devices such as adders, memories, etc as well
as a general source book of logic circuits.

KIDS
PH215: KIDS AND THE APPLE
E. CARLSON & DATAMOST 826.50
Written primarily for 10 to 14 year -olds, this book helps kids
(as well as parents and teachers) become pros at writing Ap-
plesoft Basic Programs for home computers. Through a series
of 33 sequential, easy -to -follow lessons, examples and exer-
cises, learn how to program Apple computers, to play board
games, word games, action games, store and recall personal
data, debug, edit, create graphics, even create a program.

PH216: KIDS AND THE VIC
E. CARSON 8, DATAMOST $26.50
Written primarily to 10 for 14 year -olds plus parents and
teachers, this new guide offers sequential, easy -to -follow
lessons, examples, and exercises that illustrate how to pro
gram the VIC personal computer to play board games,'word
games, and action games, store and recall personal data,
debug, edit, create graphics, and more!

PH217: BASIC COMPUTER PROGRAMMING FOR KIDS
P. CASSIDY & I. CLOSE $16.45
Fully illustrated with photographs and drawings, this book
teaches the reader the history of computers and computing
and gently introduces binary mathematics and the basic
theory of how computers work. Written in an easy, conversa-
tional tone

PH2111: COMPUTER GRAPHICS AND GAMES FOR KIDS:
APPLE II
P. CASSIDY & J. CLOSE $16.45
An entertaining, educational approach to teaching kids to
use computers, this book explains the principles of program.
ming through computer graphics and games. Readers are
given a series of simple, easy -to -follow graphics problems to
solve for quick, effective mastery over the material and over
the machine. Readers are then encouraged to create and
modify their own computer games.

PH219: BASICALLY SPEAKING:
A YOUNG PERSON'S GUIDE TO COMPUTING
COHEN $17.45

See back page of catalogue for ordering details. Prices Include shipping. No taxes apply to books. 7
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ARCP3: 101 APPLE COMPUTER PROGRAMMING TIPS &
TRICKS
F. WHITE $13.00
Practical ready -to -type -and -run software.96 pages.

HB105: BASIC APPLETM BASIC
COAN $19.25
A complete guide to Applesoft BASIC. Takes you from begin-
ning concepts, such as entering data and obtaining output
and planning programs, to more advanced topics, such as
numeric and string arrays and sequential and random-access
files. Alternate techniques for programming in Apple Integer
BASIC are also covered Discusses Lo -Res and Hi -Res
graphics

HB107: GRAPHICS COOKBOOK FOR THE APPLE
WADSWORTH $14.95
Learn how to use your Apple II to "paint" shapes, objects,
and letters in low -resolution graphics. The author provides a
library of microcomputer graphics including such multicol-
oured illustrations as robots and flying saucers, trees,
sailboats, and colourful picture backgrounds. Contains com-
plete annotated Applesoft BASIC programs to draw all the
pictures described in the book as well as suggestions for im-
proving programming techniques

HEI110: APPLE PASCAL: A PROGRAMMING GUIDE
TUCKER $27.45
This class -tested text offers a complete, self-contained in-
troduction to programming using the Apple UCSD Pascal
language Tucker's accessible coverage introduces Pascal via
a subset language (Eight Statement Pascal) to orient and in-
volve students from the start. He teaches Apple editor and
filer commands early and provides extensive examples, exer-
cises, and lab problems keyed to a variety of fields from
business to science. Structured programming is used
throughout.

S821959: THE APPLE II CIRCUIT
DESCRIPTION $33.00
Provides you with a detailed circuit description of the Apple
II motherboard, including the keyboard and power supply.
Comes complete with timing diagrams for major signals and
discussion of differences between the various revisions.
Good for technicians, serious hobbyists, and others with
some knowledge of digital hardware.

SB21889: INTERMEDIATE LEVEL APPLE II HANDBOOK
D. HEISERMAN $24.45
Hands-on aid for exploring the entire internal firmware of
your Apple II and finding out what you can accomplish with
its 6502 microprocessor through machine- and assembly -
language programming Good introduction if you're ready to
move out of BASIC but don't want to buy more hardware.

PHS1: PASCAL FOR THE APPLE
IAIN MacCALLUM $34.20
A step-by-step introduction to Pascal for Apple II and Apple
II Plus users. The package of text and software diskette pro-
vides readers with worthwhile and interesting programs
which can be run immediately and the results studied. In-
cludes over 200 exercises with full solutions. Book/Disk
Package.

PHS2: APPLE GRAPHICS GAMES
PAUL COLLETTA $33.50
Contains 10 arcade -style games written especially for the Ap-
ple II, including Spider, Piano, Pairs and Poker, as well as
education, math, and designing games. Book/Disk Package

PHS17: MULTIPLOY (APPLE II)
P. COLETTA $30.45
"Arithmetic can be fun?"
"YES!" Simply slip MULTIPLOY into an Apple II and you're
under attack, math problems come down the screen and
unless you answer them correctly - WHAM! - you're a
goner. Four math operations - three levels of play Software
Package

PHS18: WORDWORX (APPLE II)
$60.50

WordWorx consists of two fantastic word games -
"Myspellery" and "Sentence Builder" Each game can be
played competitively or solo, and at a variety of difficulty
levels. They're both challenging learning tools for kids and
brain -teasing fun for adults. Software Package.

Tabl 513: APPLE II BASIC $23.45
Does far more than teach you BASIC vocabulary. Includes a
library of subroutines that form the cornerstone of this
unique programming approach. Other topics include format-
ting hard copy, PEEKS, POKES, CALLS and other output tech-
niques, sequential text files; random access files, sorting
routines, number crunching, etc.

5821846: ENHANCING YOUR APPLE II - VOLUME 1
D. LANCASTER 523.00
Who but Mother Nature or Don Lancaster could successfully
enhance an Apple? YOU can, with help from Volume 1 in
Don's newest series for Sams. Among other things, you'll
learn (1) to mix text, LORES, and HIRES together anywhere
on the screen in any combination, (2) how to make a one -wire
modification that will open up whole new worlds of 3-D
grpahics and other special effects, plus (3) a fast and easy
way to tear apart and understand somebody else's machine -
language program. Other goodies abound!

SB21863: CIRCUIT DESIGN PROGRAMS FOR
THE APPLE II $23.00
A series of ready -to -run Applesoft programs that show you
"what happens if" and "what's needed when" as they apply
to periodic waveform, rms and average values, the solution
of simultaneous equations, and more Ideal for electronics
design engineers and others faced with solving problems
related to plotting and simple verification of experimental
data.

SB21862: APPLE INTERFACING $16.00
Describes the internal Apple II control signals available for
I/O interfacing and shows you how to use them with Ap-
plesoft BASIC to control devices and communicate with
other computers, modems, serial printers, and more. Fur-
nishes real, tested interfacing circuits that work, plus com-
plete breadboarding to help you check out your own inter-
facing ideas.

SB21864: MOSTLY BASIC: APPLICATIONS FOR
YOUR APPLE II, BOOK 2 $19.00
A second goldmine of fascinating BASIC programs, including
two dungeons that test your math and history abilities and
another one that's strictly for fun, eleven household pro
grams, a monthly savings plan and six more on money or in-
vestment, two that test your level of ESP, and more - 32 in
all! Excellent for beginning or advanced computerists.

5821911:APPLE FORTRAN $21.45
Gives you full programming details on Apple FORTRAN 77,
plus an introduction to Apple's Pascal language card, the use
of FORTRAN on single or multiple disk drives, and several
programs in FORTRAN that you can use immediately! Ex-
cellent for any Apple II owner who uses or would like to use
FORTRAN, including beginning or advanced programmers,
businessmen, and other professionals.

SB21894: APPLE II ASSEMBLY
LANGUAGE $23.00
Specifically directed to the beginning programmer who has
no prior experience with assembly language. Shows you how
to use the 3 -character, 56 -word assembly language
vocabulary of Apple's 6502 microprocessor to create power-
ful programs that bring you inside the brain of the Apple
itself! Can be read by Apple owners in all walks of life simply
as a learning experience or used in a conscientiously applied
assembly language study program.

S822026: POLISHING YOUR APPLE $7.45
Clearly written, highly practical, concise assembly of all pro-
cedures needed for writing, disk -filing, and printing programs
with an Apple IL Positively ends your searchs through
endless manuals to find the routine you need! Should be in
the hands of every new Apple user, regradless of experience
level Ideal for Apple classrooms too!

APPLE MACHINE LANGUAGE PROGRAMMING
AB009 $20.45
The best way to learn machine language programming the
Apple II in no time at all. The book combines colour,
graphics, and sound generation together with clear cut
demonstrations to help the user learn quickly and effective-
ly

PH101: ELEMENTARY APPLE
W. Sanders & Datamost (1983) $20.45
For new owners of the Apple Personal Computer, this enter-
taining guide is like having a friendly, cheerful teacher at the
user's side - clearly explaining everything the beginner
wants to know - and carefully leading him from point to
point

P11102: HOW TO WRITE AN APPLE PROGRAM
E. FAULK & DATAMOST (1983) $20.45
Proven -successful, simple techniques for programming the
Apple personal computer in BASIC. The authors develop an
actual program with the reader to provide a simple set of ex-
amples for the topics discussed.

PH103: PROGRAMMING THE APPLE: A STRUCTURED
APPROACH
J. CAMPBELL & L. ZIMMERMAN (1983) $26.50
Offers a unique, structured approach to programming by
presenting the BASIC language as a problem -solving tool
This book unravels the intricacies of programming - where
to start, what to do, and how to write code more effectively

PH104: ACCOUNTANT'S BASIC PROGRAMMING FOR THE
APPLE II
A. PARKER & ). STEWART (1983) $20.45
Shows the reader how to program the Apple II to perform a
variety of accounting functions, such as payroll, accounts
payable, accounts receivable, tax, inventory, customer
statements, and more

PH105: APPLE COMPUTER GRAPHICS
K. WILLIAMS (1983) 526.50
Offers a complete, clear, state-of-the-art explanation of the
graphic capabilities of the Apple II - and how to use them
Requires only a knowledge of BASIC, no assembler or
machine language skills are required

PH106: PROGRAMMING TIPS AND TECHNIQUES FOR THE
APPLE II
J. CAMPBELL (1983) $23.45
An advanced exploration of the intricacies of structures pro
gramming. Further develops the skills necessary to solve pro
gramming problems. Special chapter on sound and graphics
which discusses both high and low resolution graphics for the
Apple II

PI1107: APPLE LOGO PRIMER
G. BITTER & N. WATSON (1983) $17.45
A pictorial starter book that will make LOGO easy for
anyone. Includes easy to follow examples and reference
tables. Also included is a workshop outline for teachers and
leaders who want to train others

111108: THE ACADEMIC APPLE
R. MOWS (1983) $15.45
Written for parents and teachers using the Apple II in the
education process. Topics discussed include choosing com-
mercial software, educational software, sample programs
and teaching BASIC programming.

PH109: APPLE II PROGRAMMER'S HANDBOOK
R. VILE (1982) $23.45
Written specifically for the beginning programmer, here's a
hands-on approach to programming. It includes tips and
techniques for Integer BASIC, APPLESOFT BASIC, APPLE
PASCAL, and 6502 Assembly Language on the APPLE II com-
puter and gives complete programs - each tested and ready
to use - for applications in graphics, education, utilities,
languages, and entertainment.

PH110: THE APPLE PERSONAL COMPUTER FOR
BEGINNERS
S. DUNN & VALERIE MORGAN (1982) $18.45
Written for those who have no experience in computers, this
informative book teaches the fundamentals of BASIC and
computing, using the Apple computer system

PH111: BASIC FOR THE APPLE II
L GOLDSTEIN & M. GOLDSTEIN (1982) $20.45
A new start -to -finish "hands-on" guide covering BASIC pro-
gramming and practical real -life applications for the Apple
II. Includes detailed information for setting up and using a
computer system with discussions of such diverse applica-
tions as games, graphics, file management, and word pro-
cessing

PH112: APPLE FILES
D. MILLER (1982) $20.45
Aimed at the Apple user who is familiar with BASIC and
wants to set up or expand files for home or business. Includes
programs for mailing lists, a medical records system, home
inventory and more.

PH113: THE VISICALC BOOK: APPLE EDITION
D. BEIL (1982) $20.45
A helpful and informative guide to using VISICALC, the
"electronic spreadsheet" software program that's perfect for
pricing/costing estimates, prof it/loss forecasting and hun-
dreds of other business "what if" questions. Specifically writ-
ten for Apple computer systems.

PH114: APPLE BASIC
R. HASKELL $17.45
Gives the beginner a thorough introduction to BASIC pro
gramming using the Apple computer. Includes home finan-
cial management, games, graphics, math programs and
more. Appropriate for classroom use or self instruction.

PH115: APPLE BASIC FOR BUSINESS1FOR THE APPLE II
A. PARKER & I. STEWART $21.45
Shows how to use BASIC and the Apple II system to solve
practical business problems quickly and efficiently.Contains
flowcharts and sample programs.

PH116: APPLE MACHINE LANGUAGE
D.& K. INMAN $20.45
Allows Apple users to move from BASIC to the more poweful
machine language programming quickly and easily

PH117: PASCAL PROGRAMMING FOR THE APPLE
T. LEWIS $20.45
This manual provides easy -to -follow instructions on program-
ming with Pascal. The author begins with the basics: the shell
of a Pascal program, type casting the data, simple sequences,
choice and looping. He then moves on to subjects of greater
complexity and challenge.

P14118: INTERFACE PROJECTS FOR THE APPLE II
R. HALLIGREN $17.45
Provides Apple II users with a series of interface projects that
are easily built and enable the user to discover the
computer's capabilities through project construction.

8 `PHS Codings include software disk or cassette'
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IBM P.C.
PH150: IBM BASIC
D. PAYNE, Ph.D $21.45
Focusing on developing the proper attitudes, techniques and
skills for good problem -solving, the book's approach
facilitates the reader's understanding of computing by
presenting procedural reasoning problems accompanied by
programs written in BASIC.

PH151: IBM PC ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE PROGRAMMING
L. SCANLON $30.50
An introduction to the fundamental principles of
microprocessors, numbering systems, and assemblers for
those with little or no experience with microcomputers or
assembly language programming. Focuses on a "real"
assembler that will probably become the de facto standard
of the IBM PC.

PH152: PASCAL PROGRAMMING FOR THE IBM PC
K. BOWYER 8, S. TOMBOULIAN $24.45
Here's the "first of its kind" book that brings Pascal program-
ming and the IBM Personal Computer together. Working in-
teractively, this book is perfect for users who want to move
beyond BASIC but don't know where to start. It emphasizes
graphics and sound applications with reference to both the
IBM Personal Computer and UCSD p -system Pascal.

PH153: SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING SOURCEBOOK FOR
THE IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER
C. LEWART $17.45
Designed for the electronic and communication engineer,
programmer, student, and advanced electronic hobbyist, this
collection of 20 programs covers the areas of electronic
engineering, number theory, computer program design, data
communication, probability, statistics, operations research,
and applied math

PH154: SYSTEMS MADE SIMPLE ON THE IBM PC
R. FLANDERS & D. FLANDERS $26.50
Now the techniques used to design major computer systems
have been reduced to terms that average personal computer
users can apply. Through Structured Analysis and Structured
Programming approaches, the user is taken step-by-step
through the design and implementation of the systems.

PH155: HOW TO WRITE AN IBM-PC PROGRAM
E. FAULK & DATAMOST $20.45
Assuming only a minimal knowledge of the computer,
coverage includes everything from where to get programm-
ing ideas to fixing the bus the easy way. Illustrated.

PH156: BUSINESS APPLICATIONS FOR THE IBM PC
S. ZIMMERMAN & L. CONRAD $24.45
Designed for the first-time business user of the IBM PC. Of-
fers step-by-step instructions on the use and customization of
existing business software programs. Provides actual pro-
grams that are essential to many business functions.

PH157: INTRODUCTION TO CICS PROGRAMMING
L MILLER & L. VIANDS $33.50
Presents a step-by-step, easy -to -follow introduction to the
practical use of CICS - an IBM software product for data
communications and the development of on-line computer
applications. All examples shown are independent of the
operating system, but they assume a basic knowledge of
COBOL.

PH158: IBM FILES
D. MILLER $20.45
Shows how to access your IBM -PC's full potential. Takes the
mystery and misery out of creating your own files. Written
for both the beginning and advanced programmer.

PH159: BASIC FOR BUSINESS FOR IBM-PC
PARKER

$26.50

PH160: USING THE IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER
T. LEWIS $20.45
A guide to general use of the IBM Personal Computer, cover-
ing BASIC commands, how to use word processing software,
the use of VISICALC and creating new programs.

PH161: IBM BASIC FOR BUSINESS & HOME
R. FUNKHOUSER $20.45
Without the ponderous detail of the manufacturer's manual,
this book shows the new micro user how to write programs
for the IBM PC. No prior knowledge of computers or elec-
tronics is necessary to understand and use the information.

PH162: THE VISICALC BOOK FOR THE IBM PERSONAL
COMPUTER
D. BEIL $21.45
This book is designed to help the user to get more out of
VISICALC (an extremely useful "electronic spreadsheet"
software program) on the IBM Personal Computer.

Tab1540: 100 READY TO RUN PROGRAMS
AND SUB -ROUTINES FOR THE IBM PC $28.45
Includes programs for Business (Text Editor, Mailing List,
Alphabetizing and Sorting, Checking Account); Mathematics
(Functions Analysis, Complex Number Math, Simultaneous
Equations, etc I, Education (Spelling Bee, Trig lesson); Elec-
tronics (Colour Monitor Alignment, Ohms Law Equations, Cir-
cuit and Component Graphics), Graphics (Hi -Res Designs,
Animated Graphics, Painting); Games (Several) and lots
more. You'll learn how to use advanced programming
features and how to start tailoring programs to your own
special needs,

HB111: PROGRAMMING THE IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER:
BASIC
GRAHAM $24.45
An introduction to programming in BASIC language. Users
can apply material directly to their machine, with no adapa-
tion necessary. An ideal introductory text to be used infor-
mally, or in classroom or training situations. Covers the
unique features of the IBM Personal Computer, elements of
BASIC and programming, and various applications (text
editor programs, program for storing and retrieving informa-
tion from random files, etc.).

HB112: PROGRAMMING THE IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER:
UCSD PASCAL
POLLACK $24.45
"The Portable IBM PC Pascal!" Emphasizes the syntax of
UCSD Pascal and good program design. An ideal introduc-
tory text to be used informally, or in classroom or training
situations. Includes full coverage of tbgsystem and its uses,
basic and advanced UCSD p -System functions. Easy to
understand, user -oriented, reinforces working knowledge and
application.

HB113: YOUR IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER:
BASIC AND APPLICATIONS
CORTESI $24.45
Intended to get the first-time user over the hurdle of the in-
itial introduction to the new machine. Provides a non-
threatening, "confidence -building" introduction to the Per-
sonal Computer and to computing, BASIC language and soft-
ware. (VisiCalc4 , word processing, etc.). An ideal introduc-
tory text to be used informally, or in classroom or training
situations. Focuses on central programming concepts, em-
phasizing IBM's version of MICROSOFT BASIC.

AHG14: HOW TO USE THE IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER
NOLAN $4.45
A simple introduction to one of the fastest selling personal
computers. Filled with clear instructions and tips on set-up,
expansion, specific applications, and maintenance.

SB22000: USING YOUR IBM° PERSONAL
COMPUTER $24.45
Here's the most practical, most thorough guide on the
market for computing with the IBM PC! Part One helps you
get started with off -the -shelf programs, and shows you how
to use the PC's system unit, keyboard, display screen, disk
drives, and printer. Part Two teaches you to program in PC
BASIC, with scores of examples to help you learn quickly.
Fully explains all commonly used PC BASIC commands, in-
cluding those for grpahics, music, sound effects, and more

PHS3: IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER: AN INTRODUCTION
TO PROGRAMMING AND APPLICATIONS
L. GOLDSTEIN S, M. GOLDSTEIN $46.50
Specifically designed for the computer novice. Offers im-
mediate applications to business graphics, games and word
processing Book/Disk Package.

PHS4: EXECUTIVE'S GUIDE TO THE IBM PERSONAL
COMPUTER: BASIC PROGRAMMING AND VISICALC
A. PARKER $60.45
Designed to give the business executive an introduction to
BASIC programming. Demonstrates business programs for
accounts receivable, general ledger, VisiCalc, and more.
Book/Disk Package

PHS5: CROSS REFERENCE UTILITY (CRF): A PROGRAMM-
ING AID FOR THE IBM PC
J. HART, D. MAHAN, G. REYNOLDS, &
THE SUMAR CORPORATION $45.45
Specifically designed to help the IBM PC programmer im-
prove the quality of programs, this utility software provides a
complete reference listing of variables in a BASIC program in
order to review, analyze, and modify software. Software
Package.

ATARI
COMPUTERS

ARCM): 101 ATARI COMPUTER PROGRAMMING
TIPS & TRICKS
A. NORTH $13.00
Learn -by -doing instruction, hints, secrets, shortcuts, tech-
niques, for models 400/800/1200XL, includes 101 ready -to -run
programs. 128 pages.

ARCP9: 31 NEW ATARI COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR
HOME, SCHOOL & OFFICE
A. NORTH $13.00
Practical type -and -run software for models 400/800/1200XL
96 pages

AHG9: UNDERSTANDING ATARI GRAPHICS
BOOM $4.45
The popular Atari computers are ideal for writing graphic
programs, such as games, charts, or object representations,
This Handy Guide works the reader through the logic and
mechanics of developing good graphics. For the beginning to
advanced programmer.

AHG15: HOW TO USE THE ATARI COMPUTERS
BOOM $4.45
A simple introduction to these fast -selling personal com-
puters. Filled with clear instructions and tips on set-up, ex-
pansion, specific application, and maintenance.

PHS16: PAINT (48K ATARI WITH JOYSTICK)
CAPITAL CHILDREN'S MUSEUM $52.50
Users actually create their own computer "paintings". The
PAINT diskette provides access to hundreds of colour tex-
tures, allowing a virtually limitless number of artistic pat-
terns. Book/Disk Package.

OSBORNE
PH163: USING THE OSBORNE 1 COMPUTER
T. LEWIS $20.45
The Osborne 1 is fast beoming one of the hottest selling per-
sonal/business computers on the market. This informative
book shows the reader how to use it with word processing,
databasing, VISICALC and programming.

PH164: OSBORNE USER'S GUIDE
L GOLDSTEIN $20.45
The "applications handbook" that boosts the personal com-
puter to full potential. This book uses the Osborne to guide
readers to an understanding of BASIC. Using a relaxed, infor-
mal style, it explains programming, applications, peripheral
devices, and software
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TRS-80

P11119: HOW TO WRITE A TRS-80 PROGRAM
E. FAULK & DATAMOST (1983) $20.45
The authors develop an actual program with the reader to
provide a simple set of examples for the topics discussed,
and to add to the user's library of subroutines.

PF1120: TRS-80 COBOL
R. GRAUER (1983) $23.45
Written specifically for the Radio Shack Model II and III
computers, here is a learn -by -doing introduction to ANS-74
COBOL as implemented on the TRS-80. Includes many pro-
grams and exercises.

PI1121: HARDWARE INTERFACING WITH THE TRS-80
I. UFFENBECK (1983) $19.45
TRS-80 Model I and Model III owners now have a book to
help them understand how to use their personal computers
to monitor and control electronics interfaces between the
computer and the home or industrial environment. Contains
14 hands-on experiments using BASIC.

PI1122: TRS-80 EXTENDED COLOR BASIC
R. HASKELL (1983) $17.45
Suitable for both classroom use and home self -instruction,
this comprehensive, hands-on approach to BASIC program-
ming on the TRS-80 colour computer comes complete with il-
lustrated examples for the computer's video screen.

PH122B: EXPLORE COMPUTING WITH THE TRS-80 (AND
COMMON SENSE): WITH PROGRAMMING IN BASIC
R.8/I ANDREE (1982) $16.45
The guide teaches the keyboard, programming, and how to
solve problems using the computer. Different starting points
are provided so that complete beginners - as well as more
advanced enthusiasts - can find material suited to their
level of study.

PI1123: TRS-80 DISK BASIC FOR BUSINESS MODEL II AND
MODEL III
A. PARKER (1952) $20.45
An introductory guide for the popular TRS-80 computer and
the BASIC Language that's sure to answer all the questions
with chapters on how to use a computer, why use BASIC,
writing and running a program, entering data from a

keyboard, report writing by computer, using canned pro-
gramming, and more!

PH124: THE TRS-80 PROGRAMS AND APPLICATIONS FOR
THE COLOR COMPUTER
A. BAKER (1982) $20.45
Al Baker shows how to use the TRS-80 colour computer to
best advantage for storing important data, balancing the
cheque book, playing games, and much more - while
sharpening programming skills.

PH125: INTRODUCTION TO TRS-80 BASIC AND COM-
PUTER PROGRAMMING
M. ZABINSKI $15.45
Designed for use with the Radio -Shack TRS-80 computer this
book discusses all the important concepts and applications
of computer programming. Illustrated with many flowcharts,
the book contains over 200 exercises.

PH126: TRS-80 MODEL III: PROGRAMMING
AND APPLICATIONS
L. GOLDSTEIN $20.45
A top-notch introduction to computer programming using
the TRS-80 Model III. Quickly brings the neophyte to near -
professional levels.

PH127: TRS-80 ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE
H. HOWE, Jr. $13.45
Now for the first time user as well as the experienced user of
the TRS-80 microcomputer, here is a book that explains
assembly language programming in a thorough, yet easy to
understand style.

PH128: TRS-80 ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE SUBROUTINES
W. BARDERN, Jr. $25.45
Easy -to -use "precanned" routines that can be run as is,
modified, or simply studied. Requires minimum effort from
the user, all programs ready -to -run, covers the widest pos-
sible range of applications.

PI1129: INTERFACE PROJECTS FOR THE TRS-80
R. HALLIGREN $17.45
Provides TRS-80 users with a series of interface projects that
are easily built and enable the user to discover the
computer's capabilities through project construction. Pro-
jects are primarily hardware oriented but have programs sup-
plied to support the hardware.

$822009: TRS-80° MODEL I, III, AND COLOUR
COMPUTER INTERFACING PROJECTS $21.45
A unique book for beginning interfacers which includes 14
simple, useful, and easy -to -build construction projects to
help you make use of your TRS-80 computer in the real
world. Presents an easily understood, complete tutorial with
full documented, debugged software written specifically for
the TRS-80 models I and III, and the Colour Computer.

S821865: MOSTLY BASIC: APPLICATIONS FOR
YOUR TRS-804 , BOOK 2
H. BERENBON $19.00
Another goldmine of ready -to -run BASIC programs - 32 in
all! Includes two dungeons that test your ability in history
and math, a Dungeon of Danger that's strictly for fun, eleven
household programs, seven on money and investment (three
of which are on the stock market), two that test your ESP
level, and more! Complete with an explanation, sample run,
and listing for each program.

S822046: TRS80. FOR KIDS FROM 8 TO 80, VOL.1
M. ZABINSKI $14.45
An enjoyable, easy to follow, and amazingly effective book
suitable for beginning TRS-80 programmers of any age,
especially youngsters. No special background is needed.
Same principles used at National Computer Camp help you
quickly begin writing computer programs and encourage you
to try many examples. Excellent as a classroom text or for
self -study.

PHS6: TRS-80 MOD III ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE TUTOR
H. HOWE, Jr. $39.45
A book/software tutorial that makes it easy to learn assembly
language programming and interfacing with the TRS-80
Model III. Requires only a basic knowledge of level II BASIC.
Book/Disk Package.

ARCM 101 COLOUR COMPUTER
PROGRAMMING TIPS & TRICKS
R. CLARK $11.65
Learn -by -doing instructions, hints, secrets, shortcuts, tech-
niques, insights, includes 101 ready -to -run programs. 128
pages

ARCP6: 55 COLOUR COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR HOME,
SCHOOL & OFFICE
R. CLARK $14.45
Practical ready -to -run software with colourful graphics. 128
pages.

ARCP7: 55 MORE COLOUR COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR
HOME, SCHOOL & OFFICE
R. CLARK 514.45
Handy companion volume packed with different useful type -
and -run software.112 pages.

SB21893: TRS-80° COLOUR COMPUTER
INTERFACING $21.45
Teaches you the interfacing techniques, inner workings, and
operation of the TRS-80 Colour Computer as well as its high-
performance 6809 microprocessor. Find out how to control
and monitor various equipment and events by means of the
Computer's expansion connectors. Excellent info for budding
electronic and computer engineers and technicians at all
levels.

TIMEX/SINCLAIR
BP109: THE ART OF PROGRAMMING THE 1K 1X81 $8.10
M. JAMES and S.M. GEE
This book shows you how to use the features of the ZX81 in
programs that fit into the 1K machine and are still fun to use.
Chapter Two explains the random number generator and uses
it to simulate coin tossing and dice throwing and to play pon-
toon,. Chapter Three shows the patterns you can display us-
ing the ZX81's graphics. Its animated graphics capabilities,
Explored in Chapter Four, have lots of potential for use in
games of skill, such as Lunar Lander and Cannon -ball which
are given as complete programs. Chapter Five explains PEEK
and POKE and uses them to display large characters. The
D(81's timer is explained in Chapter Six and used for a digital
clock, a chess clock and a reaction time game. Chapter
Seven is about handling character strings and includes three
more ready -to -run programs -Hangman, Coded Messages
and a number guessing game. In Chapter Eight there are extra
programming hints to help you get even more out of your 1K
ZX81

BP114: THE ART OF PROGRAMMING THE 16K ZX81 $10.40
M. JAMES & S.M. GEE
The book starts by introducing the 16K RAM pack and the
printer. It continues by explaining how the extra storage is us-
ed and presents a memory test program to check that the 16K
RAM pack is operational. Chapter Three covers some utilities
that you will find useful in writing longer programs. Chapter
Four is an interlude from serious applications, presenting
four games programs that make the most of the extended
graphics capabilities now available to you. Chapters Five to
Eight deal with writing and debugging large programs, storing
them on cassettes and printing out both programs themselves
and their results. These chapters also introduce programs for
editing data bases and statistical analysis for financial
management and covers text and graphics printing. Chapter
Nine takes a look at randomness. Chapter Ten introduces
machine code and explains why you might like to use it.

SELF -TEACHING SOFTWARE FOR THE ZXB1 AND TIMEX
SINCLAIR 1000: MATHEMATICS I -VI
I. GLADSTONE
Software Package:

1. P1158, $45.45
II: PHS9, $45.45
111. PHSIO, $45.45
IV. PI1511, $45.45
V. PHS12, $45.45
VI. PHS13, $45.45
Designed to give children ages 5-12 the learning advantage!
Each program contains 4 cassette tapes with 32 lessons,
games, and activities, and a 32 page activities book, all
packaged in a handsome vinyl binder. Written by a leading
Canadian educator.

51121957: TIMEX SINCLAIR 1000IZX81 BASIC BOOK
R. NORMAN $19.45
A practical, usable book that neatly and effectively teaches
ZX81 BASIC language and programming techniques to
owners of the ZX81 personal computer. Includes many pro-
gramming tips to help make your ZX81 programs more effi-
cient. Ideal for the novice computerist as well as any new
owner of the ZX81.

ARCP1: 101 TIMEX 1000)SINCLAIR IX -81 PROGRAMMING
TIPS & TRICKS
E. PAGE $11.65
Secrets, hints, shortcuts, learn -by -doing instructions, tech-
niques, includes 101 ready -to -run programs 128 pages.

ARCP2: 37 TIMEX 10001SINCLAIR ZX-81 COMPUTER PRO-
GRAMS FOR HOME, SCHOOL AND OFFICE
E. PAGE 813.00
Practical type -and -run software.96 pages.

PH139: FIFTY 1K/2K GAMES FOR THE TIMEXISINCLAIR 1000
AND THE ZX-81
A. GOURLAY, J. WALSH & P. HOLMES (1983) $15.45
The most complete selection of games ever assembled for
the Sinclair ZX-81 and Timex 1000 personal computers.
Dogfight, Breakout, Outlaw, Galaxian, Roadracer, Alien In-
vasion, and dozens more!

PH140: THE EXPLORER'S GUIDE TO THE ZX81 AND THE
TIMEX SINCLAIR 1000
M. LORD (1983) $17.45
Coverage includes features of BASIC not found in beginner's
guides, as well as machine code programming, 30 games and
other programs, application routines, programming utilities,
and more.

P11141: 30 PROGRAMS FOR THE TIMEX -PC 1000
MELBOURNE HOUSE PUBLISHERS (1983) $13.45
Presents a collection of 30 interesting and varied programs
for the Timex -PC 1000/ZX81. Complete with fully explained
programs, scores of programming hints and space -saving
techniques.

PH 142: PROGRAMMING YOUR TIMEXISINCLAIR 1000 IN
BASIC
M. EISENBACHER (1983) $13.45
A simple, straightforward introduction to BASIC program-
ming on the TIMEX/Sinclair 1000 written specifically for
those with no previous computer experience.

PH143: BASICS OF TIMEX SINCALIR BASIC
WALACH $15.45

PF1144: MAKING THE MOST OF YOUR IX -81
T. HARTNELL $15.45
This handbook focuses on all the additional features of the
ZX-81 There are new games and useful learning tricks, plus
instructions on how to write programs that really work. It
guides the reader form start to finish using each feature of
the computer.

PH145: THE 2X81 POCKET BOOK
T. TOMS $15.45
This handy manual teaches how to create new programs and
helps the creator understand why they work. Here's what the
ZX-81 can do which extras will enable it to do even more
... how to use ZX-81 BASIC in the best ways . . and, for
ZX80 owners, how to convert their system into the advanced
ZX-81

PH146: 49 EXPLOSIVE GAMES FOR THE ZX81
T. HARTNELL $15.45
Galactic Intruders, Breakout, Checkers, Death Maze, Star
Trek, Smugglers Mold, and forty-three other favourites are all
here and especially adapted for the ZX-81. This fascinating
gamebook gives programming instructions for all 49
marvelous games PLUS complete and easy -to -understand
rules.

PI1147: PET BASIC I
R. ZAMORA, et al $20.45
Filled with many examples, do-it-yourself exercises, and
thought provoking explorations, this concise yet complete
guide encourages readers to experiment with the machine's
numerous features and capabilities.

P11148: PET GAMES AND RECREATION
M. OGELSBY, et al $17.45
Easy -to -understand directions included for each game pro-
vide: a game description and the objective - a summary of
instructions for both player and computer - the level of dif-
ficulty - strategy hints - and more!

PF1149: MASTERING MACHINE CODE ON YOUR ZX81
T. BAKER $17.45
This comprehensive, easy -to -understand handbook is virtual-
ly the first material available on ZX machine code. It in-
cludes the ins and outs of machine code translation, the
secrets of the ZX-81, how to adapt the code to the ZX-80, and
language translation between BASIC and ZX machine code.
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PETICBMIVIC

PH130: PETICBM: AN INTRODUCTION TO BASIC PRO-
GRAMMING AND APPLICATIONS
G. STREITMATTER 6 L. GOLDSTEIN (1983) $20.45
Includes an introduction to BASIC as well as a survey of ap-
plications, peripheral devices, and software. Immediate ap-
plications for business, graphics, games, and word processing
make this book a useful tool for any PET owner.

PH131: ZAP! POW! BOOM!
ARCADE GAMES FOR THE VIC 20

T. HARTNELL & M. RAMSHAW (1983) $17.45
Move through the maze eating dots with MAZEMAN. Sail
through space zapping the ASTROIDS. Outshoot the fastest
draw in town GUNFIGHT. Owners of the VIC 20 can now
play these games - and more - simply by following the
programs outlined in this handy guide.

PH132: VIC BASIC: A USER-FRIENDLY GUIDE
R. ZAMORA, DANMAN, R. ALBRECHT, & DYMAX $17.45
This is a practical guide to the Commodore VIC, one of the
first low-cost computers that allows the user to combine col-
our, sound, and graphics easily. Here, the reader will learn to
write programs taking full advantage of all these capabilities.

PH133: 25 ADVANCED GAMES FOR PETICBM
HATCH (1983) $20.45

PH134: THE PET PERSONAL COMPUTER FOR BEGINNERS
S. DUNN & V. MORGAN (1982) $20.70
Authors Dunn and Morgan have developed a learn -by -doing
approach for using the popular, personal PET computer. The
book is written not for the mathematician or computer
specialist, but for the hobbyist, child, student and small
business.

PH13S: PETICBM: AN INTRODUCTION TO BASIC PRO-
GRAMMING AND APPLICATIONS
L. GOLDSTEIN (1982) $20.45
This well -written introduction to programming in BASIC for
the popular PET computer is a must for the novice program-
mer. It includes an introduction to BASIC as well as a survey
of applications, peripheral devices and software.Immediate
applications for business, graphics, games, and word process-
ing make this book a useful tool for any PET owner.

PH136: PETICBM BASIC
R. HASKELL (1982) $17.45
Ideal for the beginning or advanced programmer, this book
offers a step-by-step approach to top -down programming
that can help students and business people apply fundamen-
tal concepts and program a computer with ease and exper-
tise

PH137: STARTING WITH BASIC
ON THE COMMODORE VIC-20

D. MONROlill. B. TIDY (1982) $15.45
Here's a real computer book for real people! It's designed for
true beginners who own - or are considering purchasing -
the Commodore VIC-20 It helps these novices learn to pro-
gram the VIC in BASIC computer language, and goes on to
teach them the unlimited capabilities of their machine.

PH138: THE COMAL HANDBOOK
L LINDSAY (19821 $25.45
The COMAL Handbook is a reference to assist the COMAL (a
language developed for use with Commodore computers
that combines the best features of BASIC and PASCAL) use in
learning by doing rather than strictly by reading.

PHS7: START WITH BASIC FOR THE COMMODORE VIC 20
D. MONRO $33.45
This book/cassette package shows the reader how easy it
really is to create programs using the full capacility of the
machine. Includes helpful exercises and step-by-step instruc-
tions to put the full power of the VIC 20 at the user's finger
tips. Book/Cassette Package.

HI1132: COMPUTEI'S FIRST BOOK OF VIC $20.45
In the style of our First Books of Atari and PET/CBM, this
book contains many of the articles and applications featured
in past issues of COMPUTE! Magazine. Approximately
2630% of the book is material that has not been previously
published. An excellent resource book for Commodore
VIC-20 owners.

SB220S6: COMMODORE 64 PROGRAMMER'S
REFERENCE GUIDE $28.45
A creative programmer's working tool and reference source,
packed with professional tips and special information for
getting the most out of your Commodore 64! Includes a com-
plete, details dictionary of all Commodore BASIC com-
mands, statements, and functions, followed by BASIC pro-
gram samples showing how each item works. Also tells you
how to mix machine language with BASIC, use hi-res effec-
tively, and much more! By Commodore Computer, 486
pages.

51121948: VIC 20 PROGRAMMER'S
REFERENCE GUIDE $24.95
Provides a complete VIC 20 BASIC vocaulary guide, a sec-
tion on machine -language programming, a programming tips
guide with suggestions on how to improve your programming
skills, and a special section on VIC 20 input/output opera-
tions. An easy -to -use, detailed manual that helps you pro-
gram your VIC 20 like a pro! By Commodore Computer. 289
pages.

S822001: MOSTLY BASIC: APPLICATIONS FOR YOUR
PET® , BOOK2
H. BERENBON $20.45
A second collection of ready -to -run BASIC programs that in-
cludes a history dungeon, a math dungeon, a Dungeon of
Danger that's strictly for fun, eleven household programs,
seven on money and investment (three of which are on the
stock market), two that test your ESP level, and more! Thirty-
seven programs in all, each complete with an explanation,
sample run, and listing.

PET GAMES AND RECREATION
AB002 $17.45
A variety of interesting games designed to amuse and
educate. Games include such names as Capture, Tic Tac Toe,
Watchperson, Motie, Sinners, Martian Hunt and more

PET BASIC - TRAINING YOUR PET COMPUTER
AB014 $20.45
Officially approved by Commodore, this is the ideal
reference book for long time PET owners or novices. In an
easy to read and humorous style, this book describes techni-
ques and experiments, all designed to provide a strong
understanding of this versatile machine.

5822010: COMMODORE 64 USER'S GUIDE $19.00
The same book that comes packed with every Commodore
64 computer! Shows you how to set up, program, and operate
your Commodore 64, including how to do arcade -type colour
animation, music, and sound effects, how to interface with a
host of peripherals, and how to use packaged programs from
Commodore and other manufacturers. Helps you get into
computing in a big way, even if you've never used a com-
puter before. By Commodore Computer.

SB21944: COMMODORE SOFTWARE ENCYCLOPEDIA
(2nd EDITION) $14.45
Most comprehensive directory you'll find of software for the
Commodore PET. Lists materials in 10 categories, including
personal aids, technical aids, and firmware. Ranges from
business to education, to games, and shows Canadian arid
European PET software too. By Commodore Computer.

PETTM GRAPHICS
HAMPSHIRE
H8127: $27.45
All subroutines available on PET disk,
H8128: $35.50
Written to instruct the PET user on how to program grid
displays. Provides a collection of machine language
subroutines, enabling the PET owner to write more efficient
programs. Provides a wide range normally unavailable
graphic functions. Includes fine resolution plotting, double
density plotting, multiple screen page displays, interfacing a
light pen with the PET, and appendices on circuit diagrams of
PET Video Circuitry and ASCII codes used by the PET.

UBRARY OF PETTMSUBROUTINES
HAMPSHIRE
H8129: 24.45
All subroutines available on PET disk,
H8130: $35.50
PET software designers will save considerable time writing
applications programs with this book. Provides more than 53
proven subroutines as well as a logical framework to build
new programs. Each subroutine is supported with complete
information describing its purpose and the problems that
may arise in its implementation
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ELECTRONICS

BEGINNERS
PH255: COMPLETE GUIDE TO READING SCHEMATIC
DIAGRAMS, 2nd Edition
J. DOUGLAS -YOUNG $10.45
Packed with scores of easy -to -understand diagrams and in-
valuable troubleshooting tips as well as a circuit finder chart
and a new section on logic circuits.

PH251: BEGINNER'S HANDBOOK OF IC PROJECTS
D. HEISERMAN $17.45
Welcome to the world of integrated circuit (IC) electronic
projects. This book contains over 100 projects (each in-
cluding a schematic diagram, parts list, and descriptive
notes.)

PH252: DIGITAL ICs: HOW THEY WORK AND HOW
TO USE THEM
A. BARBER $11.45
The dozens of illustrations included in this essential
reference book will help explain time -saving test procedures.
interpreting values, performing voltage measurements, and
much more!

PH249: THE BEGINNER'S HANDBOOK OF ELECTRONICS
G. OLSEN & M. MIMS,III $11.45
In this basic book, the authors cover the entire spectrum of
modern electronics, including the use of such components as
integrated circuits and semiconductor devices in record
players, radio receivers, airplane guidance systems, and
many others

THE BEGINNER'S HANDBOOK OF ELECTRONICS
AB003 $11.45
An excellent textbook for those interested in the fundamen-
tals of Electronics. This book covers all major aspects of
power supplies, amplifiers, oscillators, radio. television and
more.

ELECTRONIC
THEORY

ELEMENTS OF ELECTRONICS - AN ON -GOING SERIES
F.A. WILSON, C.G.1.A., C.Eng.,
BP62: BOOK 1. The Simple Electronic Circuit

and Components $8.95
BP63: BOOK 2. Alternating Current

Theory $8.95
BP64: BOOK 3. Semiconductor

Technology $8.95
BP77: BOOK 4. Microprocessing Systems

And Circuits $12.30
BP89: BOOK 5. Communication $12.30
The aim of this series of books can be stated quite simply -
it is to provide an inexpensive introduction to modern elec-
tronics so that the reader will start on the right road .by
thoroughly understanding the fundamental principles involv-
ed

Although written especially for readers with no more
than ordinary arithmetical skills, the use of mathematics is
not avoided, and all the mathematics required is taught as
the reader progresses.

Each book is a complete treatise of a particular branch
of the subject and, therefore, can be used on its own with one
proviso, that the later books do not duplicate material from
their predecessors, thus a working knowledge of the subjects
covered by the earlier books is assumed.

BOOK 1: This book contains all the fundamental theory
necessary to lead to a full understanding of the simple elec-
tronic circuit and its main components.

BOOK 2- This book continues with alternating current'
theory without which there can be no comprehension of -
speech, music, radio, television or even the electricity
utilities.

BOOK 3: Follows on semiconductor technology,
leading up to transistors and integrated circuits.

BOOK 4. A complete description of the internal work-
ings of microprocessor.

BOOK 5: A book covering the whole communication
scene

PH241: DC ELECTRONICS $17.45
Covers everything from voltage current, and resistance rela-
tionships to more advanced studies of electrical
measurements, circuits, resistors, capacitors, and inductors.

PH242: AC ELECTRONICS $17.45
Covers AC fundamentals and theory. Includes discussions
and experiments in resonance and reactance; RC, RL, and
RLC circuits; and how to work with formulas to analyze the
operations of AC circuitry.

PH243: ELECTRONICS CIRCUITS $17.45
Covers all of the most popular electronic circuits, with em-
phasis on integrated circuits.

PH244: SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES $17.45
Covers semi -conductor fundamentals, diodes, zeners, bipolar
transistor operation and characteristics, FETs. thyristors, ICs,
and optoelectronics.

PH247: DIGITAL TECHNIQUES $20.45
Covers logic circuits, Boolean Algebra, flip-flops, registers,
combinational logic circuitry, and digital design.

Tab1531: CONCEPTS OF DIGITAL ELECTRONICS $22.45
This book erases the mysteries surrounding digital elec-
tronics theory. Understand and use low-cost 7400 series IC's
to produce working digital devices including a power supply
and a breadboard experimenter.

PROJECTS
BP48: ELECTRONIC PROJECTS FOR BEGINNERS $5.90
F.G. RAYER, T.Eng.(CEI), Assoc.IERE
Another book written by the very experienced author - Mr.
F.G. Rayer - and in it the newcomer to electronics, will find
a wide range of easily made projects. Also, there are a con-
siderable number of actual component and wiring layouts, to
aid the beginner.

Furthermore, a number of projects have been arranged
so that they can be constructed without any need for solder-
ing and, thus, avoid the need for a soldering iron.

Also, many of the later projects can be built along the
lines as those in the 'No Soldering' section so this may con-
siderably increase the scope of projects which the newcomer
can build and use.

221: 28 TESTED TRANSISTOR PROJECTS
R.TORRENS $5.50
Mr. Richard Torrens is a well experienced electronics
development engineer and has designed, developed, built
and tested the many useful and interesting circuits included
in this book. The projects themselves can be split down into
simpler building blocks, which are shown separated by boxes
in the circuits for ease of description, and also to enable any
reader who wishes to combine boxes from different projects
to realise ideas of his own.

BP49: POPULAR ELECTRONIC PROJECTS $6.25
R.A. PENFOLD
Includes a collection of the most popular types of circuits
and projects which, we feel sure, will provide a number of
designs to interest most electronics constructors. The pro-
lects selected cover a very wide range and are divided into
four basic types: Radio Projects, Audio Projects, Household
Projects and Test Equipment.

EXPERIMENTER'S GUIDE TO SOLID STATE ELECTRONIC
PROJECTS
ABOO7 $10.45
An ideal sourcebook of Solid State circuits and techniques
with many practical circuits. Also included are many useful
types of experimenter gear.

8P71: ELECTRONIC HOUSEHOLD PROJECTS $7.70
R. A. PENFOLD
Some of the most useful and popular electronic construction
projects are those that can be used in or around the home.
The circuits range from such things as '2 Tone Door Buzzer',
Intercom, through Smoke or Gas Detectors to Baby and
Freezer Alarms.

BP94: ELECTRONIC PROJECTS FOR CARS AND BOATS $8.10
R.A. PENFOLD
Projects, fifteen in all, which use a 12V supply are the basis
of this book. Included are projects on Windscreen Wiper
Control, Courtesy Light Delay, Battery Monitor, Cassette
Power Supply, Lights Timer, Vehicle Immobiliser, Gas and
Smoke Alarm, Depth Warning and Shaver Inverter.

BP69: ELECTRONIC GAMES $7.55
R.A. PENFOLD
In this book Mr. R. A. Penfold has designed and developed a
number of interesting electronic game projects using modern
integrated circuits. The text is divided into two sections, the
first dealing with simple games and the latter dealing with
more complex circuits.

BP95: MODEL RAILWAY PROJECTS $8.10
Electronic projects for model railways are fairly recent and
have made possible an amazing degree of realism. The pro-
jects covered include controllers, signals and sound effects:
striboard layouts are provided for each project.

8P93: ELECTRONIC TIMER PROJECTS $8.10
F.G. RAVER
Windscreen wiper delay, darkroom timer and metronome
projects are included. Some of the more complex circuits are
made up from simpler sub -circuits which are dealt with in-
dividually.

110 OP -AMP PROJECTS
MARSTON
HB24 $13.45
This handbook outlines the characteristics of the op -amp and
present 110 highly useful projects -ranging from simple
amplifiers to sophisticated instrumentation circuits.

110 IC TIMER PROJECTS
GILDER
HB25 $11.45
This sourcebook maps out applications for the 555 timer IC.
It covers the operation of the IC itself to aid you in learning
how to design your own circuits with the IC. There are ap-
plication chapters for timer -based instruments, automotive
applications, alarm and control circuits, and power supply
and converter applications.

BP110: HOW TO GET YOUR ELECTRONIC PROJECTS
WORKING $8.10
R.A. PENFOLD
We have all built circuits from magazines and books only to
find that they did not work correctly, or at all, when first swit-
ched on. The aim of this book is to help the reader overcome
just these problems by indicating how and where to start
looking for many of the common faults that can occur when
building up projects.

PH250: EXPERIMENTER'S GUIDE TO SOLID STATE
ELECTRONICS PROJECTS
A. BARBER $10.45
This book takes the mystery out of solid state electronics and
enables the reader to build such useful devices as: series
regulated power supplies, light dimmers, solar cell operated
radios, hi-fi amplifiers, light indicators for battery operated
equipment and much more.

110 THYRISTOR PROJECTS USING SCRs AND TRIACS
MARSTON
HB22 $13.45
A grab bag of challenging and useful semiconductor projects
for the hobbyist, experimenter, and student. The projects
range from simple burglar, fire, and water level alarms to
sophisticated power control devices for electric tools and
trains. Integrated circuits are incorporated wherever their use
reduces project costs.

110 CMOS DIGITAL IC PROJECTS
MARSTON
1023 $11.75
Outlines the operating characteristics of CMOS digital ICs
and then presents and discusses 110 CMOS digital IC circuits
ranging from inverter gate and logic circuits to electronic
alarm circuits. Ideal for amateurs, students and professional
engineers.

BP76: POWER SUPPLY PROJECTS 57.30
R.A. PENFOLD
Line power supplies are an essential part of many electronics
projects. The purpose of this book is to give a number of
power supply designs, including simple unstabilised types,
fixed voltage regulated types, and variable voltage stabilised
designs, the latter being primarily intended for use as bench
supplies for the electronics workshop. The designs provided
are all low voltage types for semiconductor circuits.

There are other types of power supply and a number of
these are dealt with in the final chapter, including a cassette
power supply, Ni-Cad battery charger, voltage step up circuit
and a simple inverter.

BP84: DIGITAL IC PROJECTS $8.10
F.G. RAVER, T.Eng.(CEI),Assoc.IERE
This book contains both simple and more advanced projects
and it is hoped that these will be found of help to the reader
developing a knowledge of the workings of digital circuits.
To help the newcomer to the hobby the author has included
a number of board layouts and wiring diagrams. Also the
more ambitious projects can be built and tested section by
section and this should help avoid or correct faults that
could otherwise be troublesome. An ideal book for both
beginner and more advanced enthusiast alike.

B P67: COUNTER DRIVER AND NUMERAL DISPLAY
PROJECTS $7.55
E.G. RAYER, T.Eng.(CEI), Assoc. IERE
Numeral indicating devices have come very much to the
forefront in recent years and will, undoubtedly, find increas-
ing applications in all sorts of equipment. With present day
integrated circuits, it is easy to count, divide and display
numerically the electrical pulses obtained from a great range
of driver circuits.

In this book many applications and projects using
various types of numeral displays, popular counter and
diver IC's etc are considered.

B P73: REMOTE CONTROL PROJECTS $8.60
OWEN BISHOP
This book is aimed primarily at the electronics enthusiast
who wishes to experiment with remote control. Full explana-
tions have been given so that the reader can fully understand
how the circuits work and can more easily see how to modify
them for other purposes, depending on personal re-
quirements. Not only are radio control systems considered
but also infra -red, visible light and ultrasonic systems as are
the use of Logic ICs and Pulse position modulation etc.

8P99: MINI -MATRIX BOARD PROJECTS $8.10
R.A. PENFOLD
Twenty useful projects which can all be built on a 24 x 10
hole matrix board with copper strips. Includes Doorbuzzer,
Low -voltage Alarm, AM Radio, Signal Generator, Projector
Timer, Guitar Headphone Amp, Transistor Checker and
more

B P103: MULTI -CIRCUIT BOARD PROJECTS 58.10
R.A. PENFOLD
This book allows the reader to build 21 fairly simple elec-
tronic projects, all of which may be constructed on the same
printed circuit board. Wherever possible, the same com-
ponents have been used in each design so that with a
relatively small number of components and hence low cost,
it is possible to make any one of the projects or by re -using
the components and P.C.B.all of the projects.

Tab1431: DIGITAL ELECTRONIC PROJECTS $21.45
Build a deluxe code oscillator, a digital game called Climb -
the -Mountain, a clock with alarm, a metric measuring wheel,
a modular decade counter, even a 14 -note music generator.
17 projects in all.

BP107: 30 SOLDERLESS BREADBOARD PROJECTS -
BOOK 1 $9.35
R.A. PENFOLD
A "Solderless Breadboard" is simply a special board on
which electronic circuits can be built and tested. The com-
ponents used are just plugged in and unplugged as desired.
The 30 projects featured in this book have been specially
designed to be built on a "Verobloc" breadboard. Wherever
possible the components used are common to several pro-
jects, hence with only a modest number of reasonably inex-
pensive components it is possible to build, in turn, every pro-
ject shown

12 See back page of catalogue for ordering details. Prices include shipping. No taxes apply to books.
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BP106: MODERN OP -AMP PROJECTS $8.10
RA. PENFOLD
Features a wide range of constructional projects which make
use of op -amps including low -noise, low distortion, ultra -high
input impedance, high slew -rate and high output current
types.

CIRCUITS
BP&I POPULAR ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS -
BOOK 1 $8.25
R.A. PENFOLD
Mother book by the very popular author, Mr. R.A. Penf old,
who has designed and developed a large number of various
circuits. These are grouped under the following general
headings; Audio Circuits, Radio Circuits, Test Gear Circuits,
Music Project Circuits, Household Project Circuits and
Miscellaneous Circuits.

BP98: POPULAR ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS, BOOK 2 $9.35
R.A. PENFOLD
70 plus circuits based on modern components aimed at those
with some experience.

The GIANT HANDBOOK OF ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS
TAB No.1300 928.45
About as twice as thick as the Webster's dictionary, and hav-
ing many more circuit diagrams, this book is ideal for any ex-
perimenter who wants to keep amused for several centuries.
If there isn't a circuit for it in here, you should have no dif-
ficulty convincing yourself you don't really want to build it.

8P39: 50 (FET) FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTOR
PROJECTS $5.50
F.G. RAVER, T.Eng.(CEI),Assoc.IERE
Field effect transistors (FETs), find application in a wide
variety of circuits. The projects described here include radio
frequency amplifiers and converters, test equipment and
receiver aids. tuners, receivers, mixers and tone controls, as
well as various miscellaneous devices which are useful in the
home.

This book contains something of particular interest for
every class of enthusiast - short wave listener, radio
amateur, experimenter or audio devotee.

BP87: SIMPLE L.E.D. CIRCUITS $5.90
R.N. SOAR
Since it first appeared in 1977, Mr. R.N. Soar's book has prov-
ed very popular. The author has developed a further range of
circuits and these are included in Book 2. Projects include a
Transistor Tester, Various Voltage Regulators, Testers and so
on.

B P42: 50 SIMPLE L.E.D. CIRCUITS $3.55
R.N. SOAR
The author of this book, Mr. R.N. Soar, has compiled 50 in-
teresting and useful circuits and applications, covering many
different branches of electronics, using one of the most inex-
pensive and freely available components - the Light Emit-
ting Diode (L.E.D.). A useful book for the library of both
beginner and more advanced enthusiast alike.

B P82: ELECTRONIC PROJECTS USING
SOLAR CELLS $8.10
OWEN BISHOP
The book contains simple circuits, almost all of which
operate at low voltage and low currents, making them
suitable for being powered by a small array of silicon cells.
The projects cover a wide range from a bicyle speedometer
to a novelty 'Duck Shoot'; a number of power supply circuits
are included.

BP37: 50 PROJECTS USING RELAYS,
SCR's & TRIACS $5.50
F.G.RAYER, T.Eng.(CEI),Assoc.IERE
Relays, silicon controlled rectifiers (SCR's) and bi-directional
triodes JRIACs) have a wide range of applications in elec-
tronics today. This book gives tried and practical working cir-
cuits which should present the minimum of difficulty for the
enthusiast to construct. In most of the circuits there is a wide
latitude in component values and types, allowing easy
modification of circuits or ready adaptation of them to in-
dividual needs.

B P24: SO PROJECTS USING IC741 $4.25
RUDI a UWE REDMER
This book, originally published in Germany by TOPP, has
achieved phenomenal sales on the Continent and Babani
decided, in view of the fact that the integrated circuit used in
this book is inexpensive to buy, to make this unique book
available to the English speaking reader. Translated from the
original German with copious notes, data and circuitry, a
"must" for everyone whatever their interest in electronics

B P83: VMOS PROJECTS 98.20
RA. PENFOLD
Although modern bipolar power transistors give excellent
insults in a wide range of applications, they are not without
their drawbacks or limitations. This book will primarily be
concerned with VMOS power FETs although power
MOSFETs will be dealt with in the chapter on audio circuits.
A number of varied and interesting projects are covered
under the main headings of: Audio Circuits, Sound
Generator Circuits, DC Control Circuits and Signal Control
Circuits.

BP44: IC 555 PROJECTS $7,55
E.A. PARR, B.Sc.,C.Eng., M.I.E.E.
Every so often a device appears that is so useful that one
wonders how life went on before without it. The 555 timer is
such a device. Included in this book are Basic and General
Circuits, Motor Car and Model Railway Circuits, Alarms and
Noise Makers as well as a section on the 556. 558 and 559
timers.

BP65: SINGLE IC PROJECTS $6.55
R.A.PENFOLD
There is now a vast range of ICs available to the amateur
market, the majority of which are not necessarily designed
for use in a single application and can offer unlimited
possibilities. All the projects contained in this book are sim-
ple to construct and are based on a single IC. A few projects
employ one or two transistors in addition to an IC but in most
cases the IC is the only active device used.

8P97: IC PROJECTS FOR BEGINNERS 98.10
E.G. RAYER
Covers power supplies, radio, audio, oscillators, timers and
switches. Aimed at the less experienced reader, the com-
ponents used are popular and inexpensive.

RPM HOW TO USE OP AMPS $9.35
E.A. PARR
A designer's guide covering several op amps, serving as a
source book of circuits and a reference book for design
calculations. The approach has been made as non -
mathematical as possible.

IC ARRAY COOKBOOK
JUNG
HB26 $14.25
A practical handbook aimed at solving electronic circuit ap-
plication problems by using IC arrays. An IC array, unlike
specific -purpose ICs, is made up of uncommitted IC active
devices, such as transistors, resistors, etc. This book covers
the basic types of such ICs and illustrates with examples how
to design with them. Circuit examples are included, as well as
general design information useful in applying arrays.

BP50: IC LM3900 PROJECTS $5.90
H.KYBETT,B.Sc., C.Eng.
The purpose of this book is to introduce the LM3900 to the
Technician. Experimenter and the Hobbyist. It provides the
groundwork for both simple and more advanced uses, and is
more than just a collection of simple circuits or projects.

Simple basic working circuits are used to introduce this
IC. The LM3900 can do much more than is shown here, this is
just an introduction. Imagination is the only limitation with
this useful and versatile device. But first the reader must
know the basics and that is what this book is all about.

223: 50 PROJECTS USING IC CA3130 $5.50
R.A.PENFOLD
In this book, the author has designed and developed a
number of interesting and useful projects which are divided
into five general categories. I - Audio Projects II - R.F.
Projects III - Test Equipment IV - Household Projects V
- Miscellaneous Projects.

224: 50 CMOS IC PROJECTS $4.25
R.A. PENFOLD
CMOS IC's are probably the most versatile range of digital
devices for use by the amateur enthusiast. They are suitable
for an extraordinary wide range of applications and are also
some of the most inexpensive and easily available types of
IC.

Mr. R.A. Penfold has designed and developed a number
of interesting and useful projects which are divided into four
general categories: I - Multivibrators II - Amplifiers and
Oscillators III - Trigger Devices IV - Special Devices.

THE ACTIVE FILTER HANDBOOK
TAB No.1133 914.45
Whatever your field - computing, communications, audio,
electronic music or whatever - you will find this book the
ideal reference for active filter design.

The book introduces filters and their uses. The basic
math is discussed so that the reader can tell where all design
equations come from. The book also presents many practical
circuits including a graphic equalizer, computer tape inter-
face and more.

DIGITAL ICS - HOW THEY WORK AND HOW TO USE
THEM
ABOO4 $11.45
M excellent primer on the fundamentals of digital elec-
tronics. This book discusses the nature of gates and related
concepts and also deals with the problems inherent to prac-
tical digital circuits.

MASTER HANDBOOK OF 1001 PRACTICAL CIRCUITS
TAB No.800 $20.45
MASTER HANDBOOK OF 1001 MORE PRACTICAL CIR-
CUITS
TAB No.804 $24.45
Here are transistor and IC circuits for just about any applica-
tion you might have. An ideal source book for the engineer,
technician or hobbyist. Circuits are classified according to
function, and all sections appear in alphabetical order.

THE MASTER IC COOKBOOK
TAB No.1199 $18.45
If you've ever tried to find specs for a so called 'standard'
chip, then you'll appreciate this book. C.L. Hallmark has
compiled specs and pinout for most types of ICs that you'd
ever want to use.

ELECTRONIC DESIGN WITH OFF THE SHELF INTEGRATED
CIRCUITS
AB016 $13.45
This practical handbook enables you to take advantage of
the vast range of applications made possible by integrated
circuits. The book tells how, in step by step fashion, to select
components and how to combine them into functional elec-
tronic systems. If you want to stop being a "cookbook hob-
byist", then this is the book for you

BP117: PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC BUILDING BLOCKS
BOOK 1 $8.10
Virtually any electronic circuit will be found to consist of a
number of distinct stages when analysed. Some circuits in-
evitably have unusual stages using specialised circuitry, but
in most cases circuits are built up from building blocks of
standard types.

This book is designed to aid electronics enthusiasts who
like to experiment with circuits and produce their own pro-
jects rather than simply follow published project designs.

The circuits for a number of useful building blocks are
included in this book. Where relevant, details of how to
change the parameters of each circuit are given so that they
can easily be modified to suit individual requirements.

PH253: ELECTRONIC DESIGN
WITH OFF -THE -SHELF INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
Z. MEIKEIN & P. TACKRAY 913.45
A real help for do-it-yourselfers, this handy guide tells profes-
sionals and hobbyists alike, how to take components off the
shelves, arrange them into circuitry, and make any system
perform its desired function

See back page of catalogue for ordering details. Prices Include shipping. No taxes apply to books. 13
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RADIO AND

COMMUNICATIONS
BP79: RADIO CONTROL FOR BEGINNERS $7.30
F.G. RATER, T.Eng.(CEI),Assoc.IERE.
The aim of this book is to act as an introduction to Radio
Control for beginners to the hobby. The book will commence
by dealing with the conditions that are allowable for such
things as frequency and power of transmission. This is follow-
ed by a "block" explanation of how control -device and
transmitter operate and receiver and actuator(s) produce mo-
tion in a model

Details are then given of actual solid state transmitting
equipment which the reader can build. Plain and loaded
aerials are then discussed and so is the field -strength meter to
help with proper setting up.

The radio receiving equipment is then dealt with which
includes a simple receiver and also a crystal controlled
superhet. The book ends with the electro-mechanical means
of ol:kalning movement of the controls of the model.

BP96: CB PROJECTS $8.10
R.A. PENFOLD
Projects include speech processor, aerial booster, cordless
mike, aerial and harmonic filters, field strength meter, power
supply, CB receiver and more.

222: SOLID STATE SHORT WAVE RECEIVERS FOR
BEGINNERS $5.20
R.A. ENFOLD
In this hook, R.A.Penfold has designed and developed
several modern solid state short wave receiver circuits that
will give a fairly high level of performance, despite the fact
that they use only relatively few and inexpensive com-
ponents

8P91: AN INTRODUCTION TO RADIO Dying $8.10
This book is divided into two main sections one to amateur
band reception, the other to broadcast bands. Advice is given
to suitable equipment and techniques. A number of related
constructional projects are described.

B P105: AERIAL PROJECTS $8.10
R.A. PENFOLD
The subject of aerials is vast but in this book the author has
considered practical designs including active, loop and fer-
rite aerials, which give good performances and are
reasonably simple and inexpensive to build. The complex
theory and math of aerial design are avoided.

IIP46: RADIO CIRCUITS USING IC's $5.90
J.B. DANCE, M.Sc.
This book describes integrated circuits and how they can be
employed in receivers for the reception of either amplitude
or frequency modulated signals. The chapter on amplitude
modulated (a m.) receivers will be of most interest to those
who wish to receive distant stations at only moderate audio
quality, while the chapter on frequency modulation (f.rn.)
receivers will appeal to those who desire high fidelity recep-
tion.

BP92: ELECTRONICS SIMPLIFIED-CRYSTAL SET
CONSTRUCTION $7.30
P.A. WILSON
Aimed at those who want to get into construction without
much theoretical study. Homewound coils are used and all
projects are very inexpensive to build.

PH245: ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS $17.45
Covers amplitude modulation, AM and FM transmitters,
pulse modulation, and antennas. Includes discussions of ap-
plications.

BP70: TRANSISTOR RADIO FAULT-FINDING CHART $2.40
CHAS. E. MILLER
Across the top of the chart will be found four rectangles con-
taining brief descriptions of various faults; vis. - sound
weak but undistorted; set dead, sound low or distorted and
background noises. One then selects the most appropriate of
these and following the arrows, carries out the suggested
checks in sequence until the fault is cleared.

AUDIO
8P90: AUDIO PROJECTS $8.10
F.G. RAVER
Covers in detail the construction of a wide range of audio
projects. The text has been divided into preamplifiers and
mixers, power amplifiers, tone controls and matching and
miscellaneous projects.

205: FIRST BOOK OF HI-FI LOUDSPEAKER
ENCLOSURES $3.55
B.B. BABANI
This book gives data for building most types of loudspeaker
enclosure. Includes corner reflex, bass reflex, exponential
horn, folded horn, tuned port, klipschorn labyrinth, tuned
column, loaded port and multi speaker panoramic. Many
clear diagrams for every construction showing the dimen-
sions necessary.

B P47: MOBILE DISCOTHEQUE HANDBOOK $5.90
COLIN CARSON
The vast majority of people who start up "Mobile Discos"
know very little about their equipment or even what to buy.
Many people have wasted a "small fortune" on poor, un-
necessary or badly matched apparatus.

The aim of this book is to give you enough information
to enable you to have a better understanding of many
aspects of "disco" gear.

HOW TO BUILD A SMALL BUDGET RECORDING STUDIO
FROM SCRATCH.. .
TAB No.1166 $16.45
The author, F. Alton Everest, has gotten studios together
several times, and presents twelve complete, tested designs
for a wide variety of applications. If all you own is a mono
cassette recorder, you don't need this book. If you don't want
your new four track to wind up sounding like one, though,
you shouldn't be without it.

BPS1: ELECTRONIC MUSIC AND CREATIVE TAPE
RECORDING $5.50
M.K. BERRY
Electronic music is the new music of the Twentieth Century.
It plays a large part in "pop" and "rock" music and, in fact,
there is scarcely a group without some sort of synthesiser or
other effects generator.

This book sets out to show how electronic music can be
made at home with the simplest and most inexpensive of
equipment. It then describes how the sounds are generated
and how these may be recorded to build up the final com-
position

BP74: ELECTRONIC MUSIC PROJECTS $7.70
R.A. PENFOLD
Although one of the more recent branches of amateur elec-
tronics, electronic music has now become extremely popular
and there are many projects which fall into this category. The
purpose of this book is to provide the constructor with a
number of practical circuits for the less complex items of
electronic music equipment, including such things as a Fuzz
Box, Waa-Waa Pedal, Sustain Unit, Reverberation and
Phaser-Units, Tremelo Generator etc.

B P81: ELECTRONIC SYNTHESISER PROJECTS $7.30
M.K. BERRY
One of the most fascinating and rewarding applications of
electronics is in electronic music and there is hardly a group
today without some sort of synthesiser or effects generator.
Although an electronic synthesiser is quite a complex piece
of electronic equipment, it can be broken down into much
simpler units which may be built individually and these can
then be used or assembled together to make a complete in-
strument.

ELECTRONIC MUSIC SYNTHESIZERS
TAB No.1167 $11.45
If you're fascinated by the potential of electronics in the
field of music, then this is the book for you. Included is data
on synthesizers in general as well as particular models. There
is also a chapter on the various accessories that are
available.

Tab1364: DESIGNING, BUILDING AND TESTING
YOUR OWN SPEAKER SYSTEM
... WITH PROJECTS $14.45
Covers the theory of speaker construction and describes a
variety of plans for speaker system projects ranging from
simple setups to complex multi -driver systems. Enclosure
design is covered in very good detail.

B P68: CHOOSING AND USING YOUR HI-FI 97.25
MAURICE L. JAY
The main aim of this book is to provide the reader with the
fundamental information necessary to enable him to make a
satisfactory choice from the extensive range of hi-fi equip-
ment now on the market.

Help is given to the reader in understanding the equip-
ment he is interested in buying and the author also gives his
own opinion of the minimum standards and specifications
one should look for. The book also offers helpful advice on
how to use your hi-fi properly so as to realise its potential. A
Glossary of terms is also included.

TEST EQUIPMENT

BP75: ELECTRONIC TEST EQUIPMENT
CONSTRUCTION 97.30
F.G. RATER, T.Eng. (CEI), Assoc. IERE
This book covers in detail the construction of a wide range of
test equipment for both the Electronics Hobbyists and Radio
Amateur. Included are projects ranging from an FET
Amplified Voltmeter and Resistance Bridge to a Field
Strength Indicator and Heterodyne Frequency Meter. Not on-
ly can the home constructor enjoy building the equipment
but the finished projects can also be usefully utilised in the
furtherance of his hobby.

99 TEST EQUIPMENT PROJECTS YOU CAN BUILD
TAB No.805 $16.45
An excellent source book for the hobbyist who wants to build
up his work bench inexpensively. Projects range from a sim-
ple signal tracer to a 50MHz frequency counter. There are
circuits to measure just about any electrical quantity:
voltage, current, capacitance, impedance and more. The
variety is endless and includes just about anything you could
wish for!

HOW TO GET THE MOST OUT OF LOW COST TEST EQUIP-
MENT
A8017 $10.45
Whether you want to get your vintage 1%0 'TestRite'signal
generator working, or you've got something to measure with
nothing to measure it with, this is the book for you. The
author discusses how to maximize the usefulness of cheap
test gear, how to upgrade old equipment, and effective test
set ups.

THE POWER SUPPLY HANDBOOK
TAB No.B06 $16.45
A complete one stop reference for hobbyists and engineers.
Contains high and low voltage power supplies of every con-
ceivable type as well mobile and portable units.

PH246: ELECTRONIC TEST EQUIPMENT $20.45
Covers analog and digital meters, oscilloscopes, frequency
generation and measurement, and special measuring in-
struments.

Ta61.532: THE COMPLETE BOOK OF
OSCILLOSCOPES $20.45
This totally up-to-date handbook is both an in-depth
reference source and a practical applications guide Informa-
tion is included on both ordinary service and laboratory
'scopes, waveform analysis, vectors, vectorscopes, high and
low frequency analysis, sampling, storage, digital scopes,
and signature analysis. The author, Stan Prentiss is one of the
leading technical writers in the U.S.

14 See back paste of cataloaue for orderina details_ Prices Include shinning- Nn hums annly to hnnkc



Electronics
REFERENCE

BP85: INTERNATIONAL TRANSISTOR EQUIVALENTS
GUIDE $12.25
ADRIAN MICHAELS
This book will help the reader to find possible substitutes for
a popular user -orientated selection of modern transistors.
Also shown are the material type, polarity, manufacturer
selection of modern transistors. Also shown are the material
type, polarity, manufacturer and use. The Equivalents are
sub -divided into European, American and Japanese. The pro-
ducts of over 100 manufacturers are included. An essential
addition to the library of all those interested in electronics,
be they technicians, designers, engineers or hobbyists. Fan-
tastic value for the amount of information it contains.

BP108: INTERNATIONAL DIODE EQUIVALENTS GUIDE
ADRIAN MICHAELS $8.35
This book is designed to help the user in finding possible
substitutes for a large user orientated selection of the many
different types of semiconductor diodes that are available
today. Besides simple rectifier diodes also included are
Zener diodes, LEDs, Diacs Triacs, Thyristors, Photo diodes
and Display diodes.

BPI: FIRST BOOK OF TRANSISTOR EQUIVALENTS AND
SUBSTITUTES $2.80
B.B. BABANI
This guide covers many thousands of transistors showing
possible alternatives and equivalents. Covers transistors
made in Great Britain, USA, Japan, Germany, France, Europe,
Hong Kong, and includes types produced by more than 120
different manufacturers.

BPI4: SECOND BOOK OF TRANSISTOR EQUIVALENTS
AND SUBSTITUTES $4.80
B.B. BABANI
The "First Book of Transistor Equivalents" has had to be
reprinted 15 times. The "Second Book" produced in the same
style as the first book, in no way duplicates any of the data
presented in it. The "Second Book" contains only additional
material and the two books complement each other and
make available some of the most complete and extensive in-
formation in this field. The interchangeability data covers
semiconductors manufactured in Great Britain, USA, Ger-
many, France, Poland, Italy, East Germany, Belgium, Austria,
Netherlands and many other countries.

TOWER'S INTERNATIONAL OP -AMP LINEAR IC SELECTOR
TAB No.1216 $13.45
This book contains a wealth of useful data on over 5,000 Op -
amps and linear ICs - both pinouts and essential
characteristics. A comprehensive series of appendices con-
tain information on specs, manufacturers, case outlines and
so on.

CMOS DATABOOK
TAB No.984 $9.95
There are several books around with this title, but most are
just collections of manufacturers' data sheets. This one, by
Bill Hunter, explains all the intricacies of this useful family of
logic devices . the missing link in getting your own
designs working properly. Highly recommended to anyone
working with digital circuits.

Tab1538: ELECTRONIC DATABOOK - 3RD EDITION $30.00
Any electronic job will be easier and less time consuming
when you have instant access to exactly the nomogram,
table, chart or formula you need, when you need it. All this
and much more is included in this completely revised and up-
dated version of one of the most respected information
source in the electronics field. Generously indexed, this
handbook is divided into six sections: Frequency Data; Com-
munication; Passive Components; Active Components;
Mathematical Data, Formulas and Symbols and Physical
Data.

Tab1516: TOWERS INTERNATIONAL
MICROPROCESSOR SELECTOR $31.45
Towers Selector books have gained an international reputa-
tion for completeness and usefulness. This volume gives you
all the data you will normally need to select the right chip.

ROBOTICS
THE COMPLETE HANDBOOK OF ROBOTICS
TAB No.1071 $16.45
All the information you need to build a walking, talking
mechanical friend appears in this book. Your robot can take
many forms and various options - light, sound, and proximi-
ty sensors - are covered in depth.

HOW TO BUILD YOUR OWN SELF PROGRAMMING
ROBOT
TAB No.1241 $14.45
A practical guide on how to build a robot capable of learning
how to adapt to a changing enviroment. The creature
developed in the book, Rodney, is fully self programming,
can develop theories to deal with situations and apply those
theories in future circumstances.

Tab1421: HANDBOOK OF ADVANCED ROBOTICS $24.45
Here's the key to learning how today's sophisticated robot
machines operate, how they are controlled, what they can do
and how you can put this modern technology to work. Also
included are details on building your own hobby robot.

See back page of catalogue for ordering details. Prices include shipping. No taxes apply to books.

B UILD YOUR OWN WORKING ROBOT
TAB No.841 $11.45
Contains complete plans - mechanical, schematics, logic
diagrams and wiring diagrams - for building Buster. Buster
is a sophisticated experiment in cybernetics you can build in
stages. There are two phases involved: first Buster is leash
led, dependent on his creator for guidance; the second phase
makes Buster more independent and able to get out of tough
situations.

VIDEO
BP100: AN INTRODUCTION TO VIDEO
D.K. MATHEWSON 58.10
Presents in as non -technical a way as possible how a video
recorder works and how to get the best out of it and its ac-
cessories. Among the items discussed are the pros and cons
of the various systems, copying and editing, international
tape exchange and understanding specifications.

Tab1519: ALL ABOUT HOME SATELLITE
TELEVISION $23.45
Covers such aspects as where to buy, problems in setting up
your TVRO station and how to solve them, antenna siting
and equipment selection.

Tab1490: VIDEO CASSETTE RECORDERS:
B UYING, USING AND MAINTAINING $14.45
A complete handbook for the video enthusiast. You'll learn
about how the systems work and how to choose as well as
take a technical look at the inside workings. There are also
sections on making your own video recordings.

MISCELLANEOUS
BP101: HOW TO IDENTIFY UNMARKED IC'S $2.70
K.H. RECORR
Originally published as a feature in 'Radio Electronics', this
chart shows how to record the particular signature of an un-
marked IC using a test meter, this information can then be us-
ed with manufacturer's data to establish the application.

AUDIO AND VIDEO INTERFERENCE CURES
KAHANER
HB21 $9.45
A practical work about interference causes and cures that af-
fect TV, radio, hi-fi, CB, and other devices. Provides all the in-
formation needed to stop interference. Schematic wiring
diagrams of filters for all types of receivers and transmitters
are included. Also, it supplies simple filter diagrams to
eliminate radio and TV interference caused by noisy home
appliances, neon lights, motors, etc.

B ASIC TELEPHONE SWITCHING SYSTEMS
TALLEY
HB27 $16.00
The Revised Second Edition of this book, for trainee and
engineer alike, includes updated statistical data on
telephone stations, and new and improved signaling methods
and switching techniques. It also includes E & M signaling in-
terface for electronic central off ices and automatic number
identification methods used in step-by-step, panel and
crossbar central offices.

INTERRELATED INTEGRATED ELECTRONICS CIRCUITS
FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR, TECHNICIAN, HOBBYIST AND
CB'ER
MENDELSON
HB29 $11.45
This book provides a variety of appealing projects that can
be constructed by anyone from the hobbyist to the engineer.
Construction details, layouts, and photographs are provided
to simplify duplication. While most of the circuits are shown
on printed circuit boards, every one can be duplicated on
hand -wired, perforated boards. Each project is related to
another projects so that several may be combined into a
single package. The projects, divided into five major groups,
include CMOS audio modules, passive devices tohelp in ben-
chwork, test instruments, and games.

BASIC CARRIER TELEPHONY, THIRD EDITION
TALLEY
HB28 $16.45
A basic course in the principles and applications of carrier
telephony and its place in the overall communications pic-
ture. It is abundantly illustrated, with questions and pro
blems throughout, and requires a minimum of mathematics.

Tab1309: THE ACOUSTIC AND ELECTRIC GUITAR
REPAIR HANDBOOK $25.00
Literally everything the amateur or professional musician
needs to know to properly maintain his instruments, plus all
the how-to's for making repairs from simple tuning to major
overhauls.

BP110: HOW TO GET YOUR ELECTRONIC PROJECTS
WORKING $8.10
R.A. PENFOLD
We have all built circuits from magazines and books only to
find that they did not work correctly, or at all, when first swit-
ched on. The aim of this book is to help the reader overcome
just these problems by indicating how and where to start
looking for many of the common faults that can occur when
building up projects.

ELECTRONIC TROUBLESHOOTING HANDBOOK
A8019 $12.45
This workbench guide can show you how to pinpoint circuit
troubles in minutes, how to test anything electronic, and how
to get the most out of low cost test equipment. You can use
any and all of the time -saving shortcuts to rapidly locate and
repair all types of electronic equipment malfunctions

COMPLETE GUIDE TO READING SCHEMATIC DIAGRAMS
A8018 $10.45
A complete guide on how to read and understand schematic
diagrams. The book teaches how to recognize basic circuits
and identify component functions. Useful for technicians
and hobbyists who want to avoid a lot of headscratching
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bits to make the best use of the MC -10's
munchkin sized RAM allotment. For ex-
ample, the GOSUB stack is dynamically
allocated. To translate this into human -
speak, whenever a program runs into a
GOSUB it jumps to the number of the
subroutine being called and stores the line
number that it has to return to in memory.
This memory is called a "stack". In some
systems there is a bit of reserved RAM for
the stack. The MC -10, however, just puts
the stack in the user RAM, which means
that you can use this memory for other
things if your program has relatively few
GOSUBs. On the other hand, a program
with quite a number of subroutines will
appear to gobble up an unusually large
amount of space for variables when you
run it.

The SOUND function of the BASIC
is pretty good. It is of the form of
SOUND followed by two variables for the
pitch and duration. You can begin to ap-
proximate a tempered scale to do quasi -
music, although the manual that comes
with the system doesn't give you a table of
pitch values that will do a scale . . . you
have to figure them out for yourself.

The graphics on the system are ac-
tually a little disappointing. The 6847 can
support bit mapped graphics, but the
BASIC provided in the MC -10 doesn't
want to put it into its high resolution
modes. Presumably the designers of the
little troll didn't want to include sufficient
memory for a bit mapped screen. As such,
the graphics that you can manage involve
turning blocks on and off on the screen
and doing up chunky images with the six-
teen block graphics characters available.

There are a number of aspects of the
MC -10's artistic abilities which are actual-
ly a bit perplexing. For example, you can
alter the colour of the cursor by hitting
CONTROL 0. Each time you do one of
these it steps through one of its nine col-
ours. However, the beast does not seem to
be able to actually print in this range of
colours. You can use the graphics blocks
in colour by specifying which colour code
you are up for when plotting them. The
background colour is also adjustable.

The BASIC has most of the funda-
mental dull features a BASIC package
wants, with a full range of functions,
statements and commands, although
some of them are of questionable use.
One of the most profound examples of
this is the array capacity. In fact, you can
define arrays with as many as 256
elements in up to two dimensions.
However, because array variables take
quite a bit of memory overhead for each
entry to begin with, and because there is
very little RAM, you can barely get 256
elements in one direction. In fact, dimen-
sioning an array of any real size cuts the
computer's program memory down to a
handful of bytes.

The MC -10's BASIC runs extremely
fast . . . it's probably the speediest one
I've come across . . . and it can manage
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some fairly realistic looking on -screen
animation within the limitations of the
graphics.

Doing It
Using the MC -10 is a lot better than trying
to do programming on a rock. A rock has
little or no documentation and fairly poor
data retention capabilities. It is not so nice
as using a more sophisticated system, and
much of what you may have seen on TV
as being fairly standard features of com-
puters in general doesn't necessarily apply
to the Micro Colour Computer.

To begin with, as with a rock, the
BASIC text editing facilities available on
the system are fairly rudimentary. If you
try to edit the lines of a stored program on
a rock, you will find that you are unable
to do so. This is also true of the MC -10,
which lacks all manner of BASIC editor.
If you want to change a line you must
retype it entirely. This is totally pitiful.

The system is also limited to text lines
of 128 characters or less. This is a bit
academic, actually . . . it would be
somewhat mad to write lines approaching
this length, lest one later finds they need
editing and, as such, retyping. This, too,
is a drag, as concatenating program lines
is a good way to get more program in
limited RAM.

The screen of the MC -10 will display
dark letters against a light background no
matter what you do with it. If you set the
screen colour to something dark, the
MC -10 will still print in dark letters . . .

surrounded by light colour blocks to make
them legible.

In fairness, using the single stroke
BASIC keywords is a real joy, and you
can get quite a lot of program into the lit-
tle gnome in a short time once you get us-
ed to things. The error messages provided
with the BASIC, while condensed into
two letter codes, are fairly helpful. There
are no apparent BASIC bugs, and nothing
unexpected happens even if you do un-
toward things.

Other niceties, like a RESET button
that leaves the program text intact, will be

appreciated as you get more advanced. On
the other hand, there is no way to leave
BASIC even if you want to, so machine
language programming is probably im-
possible.

The serial port provided with the
MC -10 is primarily intended for driving
peripheral devices like printers and plot-
ters. You may well question the validity of
associating a two hundred dollar com-
puter with a two thousand dollar plotter,
but they seem to have thought it was a
neat idea at Radio Shack. The BASIC has
LLIST and LPRINT functions to support
these external boxes.

All told, the Micro Colour Computer
is a passing good trip at two bills. It will
provide the beginner with a nice system to
play with and learn about the rudiments
of programming. I think that when you
reach the limits of its capacities, you will
have reached a brick wall . . . it does not
look to be expandable in any useful way.
However, with the decreasing cost of
computer hardware at the moment, by the
time one gets to the perimeter of the
MC -10, two hundred dollars will probably
buy a good "next step up" system.

On the other hand, there are systems
costing in the area of two hundred dollars
like the VIC-20, which are probably an all
around better scene. While the MC -10 is
not difficult to use, it hasn't got anything
to recommend it in the areas of human
engineering, while other systems, with full
size keyboard screen editing and better
graphics, really do.

The MC -10 appears to be extremely
rugged, and would be a good choice for a
younger user who might chance to bat it
around a bit. It is also very easy to use if
you can't type, something that can't be
said of other systems. It's probably the
best choice if you want to buy a computer
for the kids.

Finally, the MC -10 is supported by a
large and fairly visible organization . . . if
you don't understand something or want
some software or peripheral assistance,
there is always a handy Radio Shack to go
pound on.

Like several other machines
sprouting from the silicon jungle recently,
the MC -10 appears to have been the result
of a frenzied R & D orgy bent on getting
something on the shelves to capture a
share of the mushrooming low end con-
sumer computer market. While the results
in this case aren't bad, I think that they
could have been a lot better with a few
bytes less frenzy.
Argh, Billy, let's not buy a computer now.
I be thinkin' that if'n we wait a couple
more months they'll be a turnin' up in the
cereal boxes . . .



128K SUPER 6502 BOARD
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*MADE IN CANADA*
A

ON BOARD PROVISION FOR 128K RAM 80x24 VIDEO, DUAL
FLOPPY CONTROLLER AND SIX EXPANSION SLOTS.
Features include, Light pen output, 3K user programmable ROM space, full color composite video
up to 4 generator fonts available (e.g. standard ASCII, standard apple & user programmable), eight
position dip switch for various boot up conditions (e.g. 13 or 16 sector and transparent floppy con-
troller), DOS loaded in both banks.. COST: We save you time & money by supplying you with a full
set of burnt eproms and a support manual. QUALITY: We invite challenge! Our beautifully made
P.C.B. has a harder epoxy mask over cheaper imports. They'll fully screened and plated throughout.
VERSATILITY: second bank of 64K memory (8-4164) user optional keeps all the versatility of the
original, plus more. COMPATIBILITY: Runs all kinds of software including CP/M and 80 column
abilities.

a) 128K blank PCB & full set of burnt EPROMs & suppot manual $148
b) Socketed & misc parts & full set of burnt EPROMs & support manual $289
c) Wired & Tested & support manual $585
d) 48K blank P.C.B. (made in Canada) & support manual $49

omplete Kit $759

6502 SYSTEM
(KIT)

"This may be the ultimate value in computers"
offered at any time anywhere in the world.

 Complete set of parts including BURNT EPROMs; ex-
cellent quality sockets & blank CP/M P.C.B.

 Quality case & keyboard with num. keypad.
 System cooling fan
 Powerful power supply

(5V 6A, + 12V 3A, - 5V 0.8A, - 12V 0.8A)
 Support manual.

Assembled & tested $869 (90 day warranty)

DISK DRIVES
(a) Full height 5'/4" drive fully

enclosed with cable ready to
plug in (Seimans 1/2 tracking
mechanism) $338.00
With controller $399.00
bare $269.00

(b) Slimline 5' " drive fully
enclosed with cable ready to
plug in (Shugart half tracking
mechanism) $338.00
with controller $399.00

Full documentation provided
(90 day warranty)

KRAZY
CARD
BIG SELLER!
$79.00

Our version of the wild card. Allows you
to take a snapshot of RAM at any loca-
tion and save it to another location to
allow an end run around various protec-
tion methods

SYNTHESIZER
CARD
$289.00

The ultimate in bizarre sound effects.
Imitates instruments. Stereo outputs
150mV frequency output is 20-20K Hz.
Fully software programmable quantities
are limited

GRAPHICS
CARD
$89.00

Our version of the sprite graphics card
complete documentation provided.

PRINT -ALL
CARD
$98.00

Our version of the Dumpling card.
Allows direct graphics dump as well as
text. It can also be set up as a straight
parallel port for running CP/M or
PASCAL while quanties last!

We guarantee Quick, Fast,

SERVICE
The 6502 PCB Dealers Prices are rapidly
changing. We will equalize our prices to
theirs if sufficient proof provided. We
repair 6502 & peripheral boards & P. sup-
plies etc. Full service facilities normal max.
charge of $50 on properly assembled kits.

Circle No. 14 on Reader Service Card.

Efficient & Honest Mail Order
J & K

ELECTRONICS CO.
585 King St. W.

Toronto, Ontario
M5V 1M1

(416) 597-8882
Quantity Discount Orders Welcomed.

MAIL ORDERS
We have a standard $3.00 shipping &
handling charge. We accept personal
and certified cheques, money orders
Visa & Mastercard (incl. card no., ex-
piry date, signature and name of
bank). Ont. residents must add 7%
sales tax.



Military Communication:
The Chaos Factor
Detonation of a thermonuclear

device in space over North
American may interrupt the

operation of electronic equip-
ment and communications gear.

The military could lose control
over the many nuclear -equipped

bases around the world.

by Roger Allan

IN JULY, 1962, the U.S. Military
detonated a 1.4 megaton hydrogen bomb
248 miles above Johnson Atoll in the
Pacific. While the test was successful, and
the military learned what they wanted
about the effect of such blasts on radar
and radio signals, there were a series of
odd occurences which intrigued a number
of physicists. 800 miles away in Hawaii,
for instance, burglar alarms had rung,
street lights had failed and circuit breakers
had popped open in power lines. In-
vestigation showed that similar unex-
pected side effects of the blast had occur-
red in a number of electrical systems on
islands in a 1000 mile radius of the blast.
While the blast was expected to momen-
tarily upset the ionosphere, these sorts of
occurences did not fit the presuppositions
of the military scientists.

Today, after investigation, the cause
is known as the electromagnetic pulse
(EMP), and potentially is the most serious
and grave danger to the U.S. military's
command, control and communication
(C3) capability - forcing it into a situa-
tion whereby the military commanders
would not have the system to com-
municate and hence to control the world-
wide U.S. military forces, resulting in an
all-out nuclear war or surrender: a Hob -
son's choice between "using it or losing
it."

All nuclear explosions produce elec-
tromagnetic pulses. However, only high -
altitude bursts produce pulses whose ef-
fects extend far beyond the radius of
direct destruction. Because the high -
altitude source region exists between 20
and 40 km, and because this source region
can extend many thousands of kilometers
in diameter, the area of EMP coverage on
the ground in relatively large. Typically,
the maximum effects occur in the source
region at a burst height between 40 and
400 km.

At these high altitudes, gamma rays
produced in the first few milliseconds of a
nuclear explosion can travel hundreds of
kilometers before encountering electrons
in atmospheric molecules. For a 10
megaton burst at an altitude of 400 km,
this region of collision is about 3000 km in
diameter and 10 km thick. The Compton
electrons - those scattered by the gamma
rays and named for the discoverer of this
effect, Arthur H. Compton - are ac-
celerated by these collisions, encounter
the earth's magnetic field and are
deflected, producing a transverse electric

current. This current in turn sets up the
electromagnetic pulses, which radiate
downward toward the earth as EMP's.

The EMP's rise very rapidly,
reaching a peak field in only about 10 nS,
then tail off in about 1 microsecond. As a
result of this sharply peaked waveform,
the power of the EMP's is spread over a
broad band of frequencies.

EMP's may affect an area of 500 to
800 miles or more, depending on the
height and yield of the burst. A typical
one -megaton warhead can produce peak
fields within this area of 50,000 V/m. The
instanteous power density over this area is
very high - typically about 6 MW/m2, or
4000 times the radiation power received
from the sun. However, since the pulse is
of short duration, the total energy receiv-
ed is relatively small - about 0.6 Jim'.

Any conductor within the very large
area of EMP effects will act as an antenna
to pick up the electromagnetic pulses.
Long distance power transmission lines
are particularly effective in picking up the
lower -frequency components of the pulse.
The magnitude of the current pulse induc-
ed in such power lines is highly variable,
depending on the location and orientation
of the line relative to the burst and the size
and height of the burst. In a worst case
scenario, peak voltages can be 3 MV, peak
amperages 10 KA, and peak power 30,000
MW. This is two orders of magnitude
above the design capabilities of virtually
all power transmission lines and, thus,
more than enough to trip current fault
sensors and damage insulation. Despite
these very high powers, total energy in a
current pulse would not be extremely large
(generally on the order of thousands or
tens of thousands of joules) because of the
microsecond duration of the induced
pulse.

The voltage and amperage of such
EMP-induced currents are comparable to
those of the very largest lightning bolts,
and the rise times of the currents (a few
hundred nanoseconds) are considerably
faster than those of lightning bolts. A far
more significant difference between
EMP's and lightning is that the EMP's are
induced simultaneously throughout the
entire grid and not just at a single locality.

Low frequency effects of EMP's can
also induce large currents and voltages in
long-distance communications and
telephone links, while the high -frequency
components would be picked up by cir-
cuits within electronic and electrical ap-
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Military Communications

An EMP test facility in Nevada. A B-52 bomber is supported on a wooden trestle held together by 250,000 wooden pegs. The electrical system
produces very high power nanosecond pulses for testing the effect of EMP on aircraft. (Photo courtesy of U.S. Air Force).

paratus of all sorts, even so far as destroy-
ing the microcomputers in automobiles
and aircraft.

The significance of EMP was only
slowly learned and accepted by the
military. In the late 1950's, both the
United States and the Soviet Union com-
menced a series of atmospheric nuclear
tests. The U.S. launched two in 1958, one
at a height of 27 miles, the other at 48
miles. As a prelude to arms negotiations,
the U.S. and U.S.S.R., in 1959, agreed to
a moratorium on atmospheric testing,
pending conclusion of negotiations for a'
limited test ban treaty. In 1961 the Soviets
broke the moratorium and launched a
series of atmospheric tests. The U.S. was
caught flat-footed, and it took some time
before they were ready and able to follow
suit. The explosion on 8 July, 1962, which
gave the first indication of EMP as men-
tioned, was one of this U.S. series. By the
time the U.S; had finished its series and
was analysing its data, considering what
to do next, the Soviets launched a second
series of tests described with 20/20 hind-

sight as "far more elegant" viz a viz EMP
than the immediately previous US series.
By the time the US was in a position to
launch a second series which included
primitive EMP tests, the limited test ban
treaty had been signed. No further at-
mospheric tests have been conducted by
either side in the subsequent 19 years.

The importance of this little piece of
historical chronology is two -fold. First,
the US conducted its tests in the Pacific,
miles from anywhere, where electrical
systems in neighbouring islands (even
Hawaii) were relatively primitive by EMP
standards, depending primarily on
vacuum tubes and a few transistors.
These, it has subsequently been learned,
are ten million times less susceptible to
EMP than are integrated circuits. Further,
the ships used by the US Navy to carry the
test monitoring equipment were of WW II
vintage - their radars and communica-
tion gear likewise being primarily vacuum
tube dependent. As such the total body of
available data, that is, equipment and
facilities which were effected by the EMPs

and available for study, was relatively
sparse. The Soviets, on the other hand,
undertook their testing over south/central
Siberia. While the population of such
areas is slight, there are a number of cities
and factories which had transistors and
elementary circuits for use in communica-
tion and industrial control, along with
military bases and their "state of the art"
equipment. It is felt, again with 20/20
hindsight, that due to the Soviet popula-
tion density and industry over which the
tests were conducted, the Soviets were
aware of EMP far earlier than the
Americans, and that part of the design of
their second series of tests was predicated
on learning more about it.

Secondly, there is political thought
that the Soviets hastened the signing of
the test ban treaty, conceding a number of
points during negotiations, such that they
would be placed in the position of know-
ing about EMP effects while denying the
US the testing procedure necessary for
them to find out about them. This is
demonstrated by the Mig-25 (Foxbat), a
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pillar of Soviet aerial defences which, at
the time one was flown to Japan in 1976
by a defector, was considered by the
Americans to be the best fighter -
interceptor in the world. Inspection of the
aircraft showed a number of points which
puzzled the investigators. While the
engines were state-of-the-art, the fuselage
was constructed of steel rather than
titanium, and its electronic circuitry, while
of good design, including in the words of
Jane's All the World's Aircraft (1981), its
"high quality airborne computer,"
depended on vacuum tubes for those cir-
cuits located near to the aircraft's skin,
and only depended on integrated circuits
buried deep in the mainframe. Steel and
vacuum tubes are far more EMP resistant
than titanium and integrated circuits. The
debate around this aircraft concerns
whether or not the Soviet knowledge of
EMP is so advanced that they are
deliberately designing their aircraft to be
EMP resistant, or whether the use of steel
is due to Soviet industrial difficulties and
the use of vacuum tubes due to the slow
dissemination of integrated circuit
technology through the military/in-
dustrial complex.

A third interpretation is that the
defection was faked - being an instance
of deliberate "misinformation".

The American failure to properly
understand EMP for so many years,
coupled with the Pentagon's inherent un-
willingness to accept that their C' system
would collapse within two or three
minutes of a Soviet submarine launching a
warhead into the appropriate area above
central United States, has already cost
billions of wasted dollars.

An example of such wastage is the
Safeguard anti -ballistic missile defense
system consisting of some 100 nuclear -
tipped Spartan missiles located in silos at
12 fields primarily in northern Dakota.
Upon a Soviet missile onslaught, the Spar-
tan missiles would be fired, and when ap-
proaching a Soviet missle at a height of
160 km, would dissolve into a silent ball of
nuclear fire, destroying the missile. Un-
fortunately, the explosion would also
bathe the United Sates in an EMP pulse,
destroying the military's C' system. The
silos now stand empty, quiety filling with
ground water. It appears that the Bell
System, which is the Pentagon's prime
contractor for C' systems, and which was
the prime design contractor for the
Safeguard system, had designed one
system in such a fashion that if it had been
successful (Safeguard) it would have
destroyed the second system (C').
Safeguard was declared operational on
April Fool's Day, 1975, and stood down
as non -operational 10 months later. It
cost $5.7 billion.

The Pentagon is now asking Con-
gress for another anti -ballistic missile
system, also to operate outside the earth's

atmosphere, but dependent on non-
nuclear warheads.

A further indication of the fuzziness
surrounding EMP thinking is that the
Safeguard system itself was EMP proof -
continuous steel shields being wrapped
around critical equipment including the
radars, emplaced interceptors and com-
puters.

While this is the most expensive EMP
fiasco, there had been other, earlier, ones
which during the late 60's had forced the
Pentagon to admit, albeit grudgingly, that
EMP was a subject worthy of research.
Commencing in the late 1960's, the
Nuclear Defense Agency, the Pentagon's
prime research organization, started to
upgrade EMP research priority, such that
by 1971 it was running at about 250
million dollars per year. This rate slowly
rose from that level until the early 1980's
when, in an unprecedented request, the
Pentagon asked Congress for 7.4 billion
dollars to be directed over the next five
years on EMP research. The request, at
time of writing, is still pending.

"There would be a
thousand commanders

of a thousand
Minuteman silos not

knowing what on earth
is going on or what to
do about it: to fire or

not to fire."

The urgency represented by the Pen-
tagon's request lay in EMP's effect on the
military's C' capability and hence its abili-
ty to wage war. Very little of it has been
EMP proofed, primarily because of the
number of connections involved.
Customarily, lightning and surge arrestors
do not work due to the fast rise times of
the surges. Components can be designed
such that a connection is EMP proofed,
but this would require the retro-fit of
Faraday shields around equipment and
these special connections in every circuit
throughout the entire command structure.
Even so much as a single unproofed wire
coming into, say, a computer could result
in the destruction of that computer's en-
tire memory. It is therefore not a question
of "plugging" most holes and hoping the
system will still have sufficient redundan-
cy that it will continue to function, but
rather the necessity of "plugging" every
hole or the whole lot fails. The retro-fit
cost has been conservatively estimated at
250 billion dollars spread over the re-
mainder of the decade.

The rulebooks of war say that the
President has 43 different ways of sending

out what is known as an Emergency Ac-
tion Message (EAM) to the strategic US
nuclear forces. This is sometimes referred
to as the "call to arms." Essentially, and
in very broad generalities, the President
faced with the reality of an incoming
Soviet missile strike has two choices - to
fight an instantaneously ordered, all-out,
massive counterstrike involving every
weapon at his disposal, or he can try to
fight a limited, but protracted nuclear
war, trying to keep the casualties down,
trying not to end humanity: what the cur-
rent Vice -President once described as a
"winnable" nuclear war. An all-out strike
is relatively easy to wage: a single order
received by the various components of the
world-wide strategic forces telling them to
fire, which they then do. But a protracted
war is a very different organizational pro-
blem. A monumentally vast number of
orders have to be cut, transmitted, receiv-
ed coherently and executed within very
tight time parameters. This requires a very
wide array of totally secure and unjam-
mable communication nets, operating
within very tight time parameters and
essentially error free. With the recognition
of EMP, it appears that the US net-
works would cease to function in very
short order (a matter of minutes), not on-
ly isolating the President from the
military, but isolating each and every
small unit of the military from each other.
In other words, there would be a thousand
commanders of the thousand Minuteman
silos not knowing what on earth is going
on or what to do about it: to fire or not to
fire. Some would fire, some wouldn't. But
the important point is that there would be
no cohesion, no operational plan surroun-
ding their actions - they'd be fighting a
nuclear war blindfolded. A thousand little
gods. It is this that has the military wor-
ried. In the light of this problem, in 1982,
the Secretary of Defense, Caspar
Weinberger, called together a high-level,
service -wide "strategic connectivity ex-
ecutive review board" to "wrestle" with
the problem of designing a communica-
tions system better able to survive the ef-
fects of nuclear war. To date, its major
finding has been to support the
Pentagon's request for EMP research
money.

The most unreliable portion of C' is
the ground -based communication links.
For one thing, the amount of EMP picked
up and delivered to sensitive electronic
equipment depends on the length of the
collector. The short antenna of an FM
radio picks up hardly anything. A global
communications web of copper wires,
microwave towers, switching centres and
command posts picks up a great deal.
Moreover, the sheer size of such a net-
work makes it almost impossible to test it
exhaustively for hardness to the effects of
EMP, and the few tests carried out have
not been encouraging.
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Military Communications

An example of this is the Autovon
network, a high -priority system built by
Bell Systems for the government. It is sup-
posed to be "nuclear bombproof". In
1975 a section of it, specifically a swit-
ching centre, was tested as to its EMP
resistant capabilities. It turned out it had
none, stopped dead, and took four and a
half days to get working again. Autovon,
the Pentagon's major C' ground link, has
hundreds of such switching centres.

A second example of where EMP
could destroy the US C3 capability is at
the Presidential/Pentagon interface. The
Presidential airborne command posts are
four specially designed Boeing 747s. Only
one plane is EMP hardened. The other
three, on call 15 days out of every month,
have as many as 11,500 essential circuits
that would fail if the planes were hit by an
electric pulse from a nuclear burst
thousands of kilometers away. The hull
construction (windows, doors, cable con-
nections) that would admit EMP will not
be sealed until late 1983.

There are essentially four ways to
harden the system. One, was mentioned

above - retro-fit surge arrestors. The se-
cond is to increase the use of fibre optics
which are unaffected by EMP. One of the
reasons the Carter Administration cancell-
ed the B-1 bomber was that its control and
communications ability would be knocked
out by EMP. A new bomber proposed by
the Reagan Administration is to have as
much of its system composed of fibre op-
tics as possible. So also is the MX missile.
Still, as mentioned in a previous article on
integrated optics ("Light Memory", ETI,
August 1982) no one has as yet designed
an opto-electronic switch, and hence no
fibre optic system can be considered EMP
proof - the EMP affecting the system at
the electrical -laser interface. None the
less, the Pentagon is purchasing fibre op-
tics in very large quantities and pressuring
Bell Systems to hasten its fibre optic usage
in main corridor telephone trunk routes
such as the Washington to Boston cor-
ridor ("Fibre Optics", ETI, June 1982).

A third way is via the development of
the Ground Wave Emergency Network
(GWEN). The system, still under develop-
ment, will consist of a grid of unmanned

EMP hardened relay nodes operating at
the LF Band. Network terminals will be
located at major command centres, warn-
ing sensor sites and force element com-
mand posts. These terminals will have the
capability to support two-way data com-
munications in a nuclear environment.

A fourth way is to increase the use of
satellite communication links in the
military's total C3 posture, and in fact the
Pentagon relies on such satellite links for
more than 70 percent of its long -haul
communications. Half of this capacity is
leased by the Pentagon from commercial
vendors and half is provided by Pentagon -
owned satellites such as those of the
Defense Satellite Communications
System. The Air Force is thinking of in-
stalling satellite ground stations at the
phased -array radars just going into opera-
tion along the Massachusetts and Califor-
nia coasts. Plans are underway to equip
the launch control centres of the 1000
Minuteman missile silos scattered across
the American heartlands with satellite
ground stations. At least 400 Navy ships
have satellite links, and so on. While cost

An artist's concept of the Space Test Program satellite used for surveillance. These satellites, while effective, are vulnerable to anti -satelliteweapons.
(Illustration courtesy of U.S. Air Force).



is one of the reasons the Pentagon increas-
ingly relies on satellites, a major reason is
survivability. X-rays from a nuclear blast
in space can produce a high voltage elec-
tric pulse in a satellite (called 'system
generated EMP'). But unlike huge ground
based networks, a satellite can be tested to
ensure that EMP hardening procedures
work. A factor against satellites is that
they are vulnerable to Soviet satellite
killers and the possibility of a direct
nuclear hit. It is for this reason that the
Strategic Satellite System proposed by the
Air Force was scrapped. It was decided
that a "proliferated" system was more
survivable than a handful of "dedicated"
emergency satellites which could be easily
spotted and attacked. As such, dozens of
US satellites whose primary mission lies
elsewhere are equipped to send war
messages. The Naystar Global Positioning
Satellites, for example, carry an addi-
tional payload known as a single channel
transponder for EAM signals.

Yet when all is said and done, ex-
ecuting an EMP attack against the United
States with the chaos and pandemonium
that would result, forcing the American
President into a "use it or lose it" Hob -
son's choice, is simplicity itself. All that
would be required is one thermonuclear
bomb detonated high above the central
United States, and the US power grid
would shut down; all electrical appliances

"Failure to properly
understand EMP coupled

with the Pentagon's
unwillingness to accept

that their communications
network would collapse

has cost billions of wasted
dollars."

without a separate power supply stopping,
commercial telephone lines going dead,
military channels going off the air. Yet
this is a worst case scenario, based on the
calculation of physicists who in the early
1960's looked at a few unanticipated
events surrounding a 248 mile high
weapons test in the Pacific and wove them
into a theory that predicts catastrophic
events. Perhaps they were wrong.

It is precisely due to this uncertainty
that the Defense Nuclear Agency has, for
funding purposes, latched so carefully on-
to what is known as the Jackson
Safeguards. In 1963 when the Limited
Test Ban Treaty was on the Senate floor,
Senator Jackson proposed four condi-
tions for the Senate's acceptance of the
treaty. The third of these calls for the US
to maintain an "atmospheric test
readiness capability", such that should
the Soviets break the treaty, the US would

be instantly capable of commencing ex-
oatmospheric nuclear testing. The
Defense Nuclear Agency is empowered to
fullfill this criterion, and does so in part
by the maintennance of a 165 -person force
on Johnson Atoll in the Pacific. Under
their direction is a missile launch site with
a thermonuclear warhead ready for in-
stallation and firing. Three days after the
Soviets broke the test ban treaty, the US
would have fired the missile, detonated
the bomb exoatmospherically and deter-
mined once and for all whether the EMP
threat is as great as believed, and whether
the hardening procedures work.

Until then, or until a nuclear war oc-
curs, a slight question mark remains. But
only a slight one.
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HOPE.PASS IT ON.

It's easier than you think. Just
insert one little sentence in your

will: "I give to the Canadian Cancer
Society the sum of dollars!'

With those precious dollars you
leave behind, you support valuable
cancer research. Only two-thirds of the
Society's total costs can be met from
our annual fund-raising campaign and
all money received from bequests is
spent on cancer research, unless other-
wise stipulated in the will.

So after you provide for your loved
ones, consider the Canadian Cancer
Society.

You, the people, are our real hope.

Canadian Cancer Society.

CAN CANCER BE BEATEN?
YOU BET YOUR LIFE IT CAN.
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LITTLE INTELLIGENT COMPUTER FROM MITAC INC.

KEYBOARD -

UPPER CASE

CPU BOARD
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MULTIFUNCTION
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LOWER CASE

"All -In -One
Personal Computer"

MODEL LIC-3001
UNIT PRICE

$1,199.00
 Dual processors Z -80A and 6502,

64KB RAM on board.
 CP/M and Apple II compatible.
 U/L case and numeric key pad.
 Built in two disk drive interfaces.

Built in parallel interfaces for
printer.

 Color generation capability
 80 Column by 24 line display
 External expansion
 Graphic symbols Dealer Inquiries Invited

MEMORY
QUANTITY DISCOUNT
THIS MONTH ONLY

2716 2Kx8 (NEC or
Hitachi) 10/$45.00

MX80, EPSON Printer
Compatible Model CP80
w/Graphic $599
D. Eprom Erasing Kit
E. 48K 6502 Gold Plated

$69.95

2732 4Kx8 (NEC) . . . . 10/$60.00 P.C.B. $59.00
2764 8Kx8 F. 48K 6502 Tin Plated
(Mitsubishi) 10/$99.00 P.C.B. $45.00

a) Parallel Printer Card
With Cable
b) 16K RAM Card
c) 80 Column Card
d) Floppy Disk Controler
Card
e) Z80 Card
f) RS232 Serial Interface

$99.00
$69.00
$99.00

$79.00
$79.00
$89.00

Upper and lower case
1. Computer Keyboard (Apple com-
patible) Upper & lower case switch -
Exclusive in Canada $99.00
2. A.B.S. Case (Apple look -a -like)

$75 00
3. Color R.F. Modulator with switch &
10 ft. cable $22.50
4. Joystick (Self -centering)

$39.95
S. GOLD Switching Power Supply
(+5V, 5 AMP, +12V, 2.5 AMPS, -5
1/2 AMP, - 12V -'h AMP). Heavy
duty. Hydro approved $95.00
Run 2 drives and lots of peripherals.

SPECIAI 'ST IN JAPANESE IC COMPONENTS
MODEL AD -1
Mechanism

Electronics Board
Manufacturing

PCB Quality

Alignment

Warranty

MEMORY SPECIAL
4116150n5 $1.99
4116 250 or 300 nS $1.75
4164 150nS 1x64K $8.85
2708 1Kx8 $5.55
2716 2Kx8 $4.88
2732 4Kx8 $7.99
2532 4Kx8 $8.75
2764 8Kx8 $11.99
4864 $10.99
CPU
ZSO $6.45
Z80A $6.75
6502 $6.99
6502A (FASTSPEED) $7.79
6522 $6.99
Wholesale Distributor for NEC.
Toshiba, Hitachi, Fujitsu, Mitsubishi

MITAC DISK DRIVE
Field proven for 5 years by Apple
Inc. in nearly 1 Million Disk II
sold see note 1
Factor Flow Soldered & Burn -in
Tested. Very Tight Quality Con-
trol.
Computer -Grade PCB with Gold
Platin
Guarantee to Run '/2 rack Pro -
',rams
1 Year parts & labour

A. 51/4" MITAC DISK DRIVE
(NEW MODEL)

$459.00
c/w controller card

$379.00
without controller card.

 AppleMate Is a trade mark of MITAC Inc.  Apple II, Disk l( and DOS 3.3 are registered trade marks of Apple Computer, Inc.  CP/M is
a registered trade mark of Digital Research Inc.  Pascal is a trade mark of UCSD.

NOTES: 1
The fact that the mechanism (Shugart SA390) is world-wide recognised for its reliability and the electronics board is burn -in tested gives
us the confidence to announce a 1 year Warranty Period for covering labour and parts if the malfunctioning is not caused by mis-
handling or mis-use.

B. 51/4" TEAC SLIM
DRIVE $429
c/w controller card
SPECIAL $359
without controller card.

IMO

Japanese precision 90 day warranty (opera-
tion manual included) Guaranteed run 1/2

track programs. Items A & B for your Apple II
use. Dealer Inquiries Invited

C. Eprom Programmer for AppleTm Special $99.
Programs 2708, 2716, 2732, 2764. (Does not re-
quire disk or any software) (Made in Japan).
Operation instructions included.

D. 6502 64K Computer Assembled
90 day warranty

E 12" Zenith Monitor (Green)

$649.00

$149.00

Service Centre and Retail Outlet, 4051 Sheppard Avenue East (at Kennedy), Agincourt, Ontario M1S 158 (416) 298-3280

INTERNATIONAL LTD.
C Box 577, Stn. J. Toronto, Ontario.

M4K 4Z2

Mail Orders: Send a certified cheque or
money order plus 5% for shipping and
handling. For Special Delivery, please
add $1.00 extra. Ontario residents add
7°0 P S T Visa & Mastercard accepted.
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Inside Memory Systems
A microscopic look at the brain
cells of a computer. Gary
Branscombe opens that black
passage for a tour.

REMEMBER WHEN data used to be
stored in magnetic cores. These cores, or
toroids, were like tiny donuts measuring
approximately 20 mils in diameter. The
cores were made of ferrite, and conse-
quently they could easily be magnetised.

When a thin wire was wound around
the core and a current passed through it,
the core could be magnetized in either a
clockwise or a counterclockwise direction.
This is illustrated in Fig. la and lb where
"@" represents the direction of
magnetization. This characteristic allows
us to write a 1' or a '0' simply by feeding
the core positive or negative current.

Fig. 1. The ferrite core of a magnetic memory
can store a "1" or a "0", depending on the
direction of current flow.

To prevent the computer from being
illiterate, it must be able to read. This can
be done by running a sense line through
the center of the core. This sense line takes
the data and passes it out to the data bus.
Here we encounter a problem. Each time
a read operation is performed the core
would be reset to the '0' value. This is
known as a Destructive Read Out (DRO),
because the data is changed (and thus
destroyed) when read. This was not nice,
and to retaliate, one more wire was added.
This was called an inhibit line.

The easiest way to overcome DRO
was to always write a '1' into the core
after each and every read operation, and
here occurs the use of the inhibit line.

If we read a one, then the inhibit line
lies dormant and the computer writes a
one back into that cell. If we read a '0'
then the inhibit line goes low. This op-
poses the writing current and the com-
puter does not get to write a '1' into the
core. Thus the core stays at the '0' level,
and this is what we had to begin with.
Now the memory is said to have a Non
Destructive Read Out (NDRO).

X's, Y's but no ZZZZzzz's
This system works nicely, yet has but one
more problem. It is not practical when us-
ed with more than 10 bits, as each bit
would require its own sense lines, inhibit
lines, and write lines. To overcome this
bulkiness, a very clever computer freak
spent many sleepless nights developing
what has come to be known as the X -Y
coordinate scheme.

This allows each memory plane to use
only 1 sense line, inhibit line, and of
course the X,Y lines. A simple 4 x 4 matrix
is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. 4x4 core matrix

To select the desired core, all you
have to do is choose the corresponding
X,Y coordinate. The required core will be
at the intersection of these lines. A city is
laid out in a similar manner. To find a
computer freak, go to any city centre; a
byte to eat can be found in the suburbs.

A core requires a certain amount of
current to magnetize it in any one direc-
tion; one amp is a good approximation.
Using the the X,Y scheme, we send .5
amps along each line, and this is not
enough to change magnetic direction.
However, the lonely core that sits on the
intersection point will get hit with 0.5
amps from each direction. This adds up to
one amp, and this can change the logic
level.

Some Plane Geometry
Obviously a 4 x 4 array is pretty useless as
far as a practical memory system goes. To
maximize its efficiency, the cores are ar-
ranged on a plane and the address lines
are multiplexed.

Cores are assembled on a plane that
usually contains a 32 x 32 array, or 1024
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Fig. 3 Simplified block diagram of a RAM cir
cult.
bits. These planes are stacked in parallel
to get a byte, a word, a long word, etc.

Since 1024 bits require 10 address
lines, we send 5 lines to the X axis and 5 to
the Y. These 5 lines pass through a buffer
to a decoding matrix. This decoder will
select one of 32 depending on the binary
input. Fig. 3 shows a very simple diagram
of a plane with the address bus, buffers,
and decoders.

For a quick example, let's assume
that the binary number 0000 0000 1010
0011 is on the address bus. We are only in-
terested in the lowest 10 bits. These 10 bits
will be divided evenly between the X and
Y decoders. X gets the low 5 bits (00011)
and this selects the 3rd column. Y gets the
higher 5 bits (00101) and this decodes to
the 5th row down on the Y axis. This is il-
lustrated on the diagram (Fig. 3). We will
gain access to the single bit where these
lines intersect. We can read its value or
write in a new one.

Magnetic cores did work, but they
had many drawbacks. They were slow
with access times of up to lOus, compared
with today's memories at 150-250 nS.
They were big, drew a lot of current and
had to be hand wired, usually by some
buggy -eyed, drooly-faced computer freak
who threaded the cores with wires the
diameter of human hair. Fig. 4 shows an
actual size picture of a 1K x 1 RAM of
magnetic core compared to today's 256K
x 1 dynamic RAM chip. With increased
efficiency in silicon manufacturing, it was
no longer feasible to pay anybody to wire
these things. The world turned its atten-
tion to semi -conductor memory.
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Inside Memory Systems

RAMSES AND ROMSES
So far we have looked only at core
memory. This system is a member of the
RAM family of memory devices. RAM
means Random Access Memory. The
name says it all. These little articles allow
random access to any cell in the memory
block for reading from it or writing to it.

RAMs are available in two
technologies (bipolar transistors and
MOSFETs) and two functional styles
(static and dynamic). This is illustrated in
Fig. 5. RAM is a volatile memory and,
like alcohol, will evaporate on a power -
down situation.

And now the mysterious ROM creeps
into the picture. The ROM is a Read Only
Memory and is the brains of the computer
system. It tells the microprocessor (MPU)
how to process the information. Without
it the MPU may spend all its time playing
games in the video RAM.

A derivative of the ROM is the
PROM. This is not a dance but a User
Programable Read Only Memory. Many
quasi -Apple owners are familiar with this
particular item.

Then comes the EPROM. This is
similar to a PROM, but allows you to
make mistakes because it is erasable with
ultraviolet light. If an error crops up, just
sit it in the sun for a year and the informa-
tion will mystically disappear. Or else take
it to an EPROM store and they will erase
it overnight for a nominal charge.

t ig. 4. Comparing size of a 1024 x 1 bit
magnetic core memory to a 256K x 1 bit
dynamic MOSFET memory (16 pin DIP)
(MCM 6256)

MEMORIES

ROM

PRO

EPROM

EEPROM

RAM

BIPOLAR

STATIC

MOSFET

STATIC DYNAMIC

Fig. 5. Semiconductor memory families.

matrix organization regardless of the
technology used. This is slightly different
to the X,Y scheme in that it only uses one
decoder. It is much simpler to manufac-
ture than RAM and consequently, it can
be used in Extremely Large Scale In-
tegrated Circuits (ELSI). Fig. 6 shows a
simple 16 x 4 bit ROM.

LET'S GO TO THE PROM
The PROM is very similar in construction
to the ROM. This chip can be programm-
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Fig. 6. 16x4 bit ROM circuit. A FET at any intersection will go high.
Finally there is the EPROM. This is

an Electrically Erasable Read Only
Memory. The information on this chip
may be altered electrically while in the cir-
cuit.

ROManticize
The ROM is mask programmed by the
manufacturer. The mask is the machine
language program that is etched into the
ROM during the manufacturing process.
It is a costly procedure that has to be done
in large batches to make it economically
feasible. A typical application may be a
large appliance manufacturer who re-
quires a specific ROM for a
microprocessor controlled washing
machine. Preprogrammed ROMs are also
available. Examples may be:

*BCD to ASCII conversion
*Sin look up table
*Arc Tan look up table
*The quick brown fox . . .

The ROM is always structured using

ed by anybody who has the need and/or
desire to program his own memory. It is
not erasable, so if a mistake is made, that
$8.00 chip is reduced to junk. It is
available in the form of all '1's and you
zap in the '0's, or all '0's and you zap in
'l's.

Each cell in the PROM array con-
tains a fuse. This fuse can either hold the
data lines high (all 1's) or low (all 0's).
Zapping is the procedure of applying a
short burst of current in order to blow the
fuse. Don't get carried away or you may
end up paying a visit to your friendly
neighbourhood parts counter. If Fig. 6
were a PROM, it would be all l's, the
FETs representing an intact fuse and the
spaces representing a blown fuse.

EPROM's
The EPROM is ultraviolet light erasable.
It has a little window on the top that
should be covered if you value the pro-
grammed contents. Do not expose this to
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direct sunlight. When programming, the
data is stored as a charge on the gate of a
FET. Because of this, programming must
be accomplished by executing a number of
passes to set or reset the charge on each
FET in the memory. We must do this to
guarantee the installing of reliable infor-
mation. The number of passes may vary
from 200 to 1000 and usually takes place
within 1 sec.

Fig. 7a shows a block diagram of a
typical 1K x 8 EPROM. Fig. 7b shows a
giant -sized EPROM.

are generally faster and easier to handle.
Fig. 8 shows a typical bipolar arrange-
ment. If Q is high, the latch hath stored in
it logic 1. The diagram beside it shows
how the memory sits with respect to a
large memory block.

A single memory cell of MOSFET
can be constructed using only 8 tran-
sistors. This does, however, require a
single line for the zero bit and the 1 bit. If
T2 is conducting, then a logic 1 is stored.
The single cell is illustrated in Fig. 9 and
the block of big memory is beside it.
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Fig. 7a 1Kx8 EPROM block diagram.

RAM, DATA, and STATIC
CLING
The diagram (Fig. 5) shows that RAM is
broken down into MOSFET and
BIPOLAR technologies, and this is
broken down into static and dynamic
types.

The static RAM holds its data in an
R -S type flip flop. This flip-flop can be
constructed from either bipolar or MOS
transistors. The type chosen depends
largely on the application of the chip. The
FET takes up less space so it can be pack-
ed into a high density format; the bipolar

DYNAMIC RAM
The dynamic RAM is probably one of the
most mysterious, yet most versatile RAM.
It takes advantage of the fact that there is
a tiny capacitor between the gate and the
substrate of a FET. The data is stored in
the form of an electric charge on this gate.
Using this technique, engineers have been
able to drop the number of FETs per cell
from 8 down to 3. This has allowed very
high density RAM to be manufactured
and put on the market.

Since the data is stored on an
equivalent capacitor, it is subject to nor -

WIRE "AND" POINT

0 POINT

READ/WRITE

X AXIS

DATA

V AXIS

COLUMN DECODER

BASIC MEMORY CELLS

Fig. 8. A single bipolar memory cell built from NAND gates. Each NAND gate may contain 5 tran-
sistors. At the right is a block diagram of memory cell organisation.

mal capacitor leakage. Because of this, we
must refresh the memory. This is ac-
complished by sending the chip a refresh
pulse at least every 1 mS. Some chips can
stand as long as 4ms between refresh
cycles. Refreshing is the process in which
the data is read from the cell, amplified,
and then written back into the same cell.
Newer chips provide an automatic refresh
whenever the R A S or C A S lines go
low. A dynamic RAM cell is shown in Fig.
110. T2 holds the data as a charge on its
gate.

Fig. 7b Large family sized EPROM.

A QUARTER MEGABYTE
TO GO
Motorola has announced a 256K x 1 bit
high speed dynamic RAM. Housed in a 16
pin DIP, the memory cells are accessed by
multiplexing the address lines. This allows
the use of only 9 of these lines. The
decoding is done by the chip itself and
controlled by the C A S . This simplifies
the external circuitry and allows for
greater flexibility.

The MCM 6256 (catchy name, don't
ya think?) also has a "nybble mode"
meaning that you, the user, can access 4
bits of data in serial fashion. Now you can
store 64K bytes of data in 2 16 pin DIPs. It
also features tri-state data output, single
voltage power supply requirements and
low power dissipation.

With a minimum access time of 100ns
in the bit mode and speeds of up to 2Ons in
the nybble mode, this product will be a
serious contender in the silicon market.

The block diagram is shown in Fig.
11.

TINY BUBBLES . . .

Magnetic bubble memory is coming of
age. Known for its ability to store data in
a very high density form, it is being used
in very harsh environments. Areas which
would normally choke the life out of a
disk would be prime targets for the bubble
memory. It has also found applications in
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Fig. 9. Top - basic MOSFET memory cell. This is a static type arrangement.
Bottom - This is the structure of a static RAM chip. Note the separate 0 and 1 logic lines.
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Fig. 10. Typical dynamic RAM cell capable of
storing 1 bit.
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Fig. 11. A 256K RAM.

point of sale terminals, military use, fast
auxilary storage and electronic disks.

Magnetic bubbles are very tiny cylin-
drical magnetic areas. The areas can be
created or destroyed at will by using the
magnetic fields of the X -Y coils. The
magnetic domain (area) can be either pre-
sent or not present at a particular loca-
tion; thus binary information can be
stored.

The bubble is part of a magnetic -
resistive element whose resistance changes
with respect to magnetization. To retrieve
the data, a constant current is forced
through the element. The output voltage
will fluctuate according to the resistance,
and the voltage level of the output will
determine the logic level of the binary in-
formation.

A bubble memory
coil drivers (X & Y), a
sense amp, a controller
tiny bubbles.

Fig. 12 shows a
diagram of an entire
system.

unit requires two
function driver, a
and of course, the

functional block
magnetic bubble

AND IN CONCLUSION . . .

The computer has definitely come a long
way since the days of core memory, but
even with storage capacity of 256K on a
chip, we are still only scratching on the
surface of the tip of the semiconductor
iceburg. With refined chip -producing
methods, companies like Rockwell Inter-
national have been able to produce a com-
plete computer -on -a -chip. There is no tell-
ing when this explosion will stop, if ever.

If you wish to look further into
memory systems, here is a list of books on
the topic:

+12 V + 5 V

DATA

110

CONT. 40-4.
SENSE

X TIMING X COIL
DRIVER

TIMING
COILDRIVER I

FUNCTION

TIMING

AND DATA

qq
QO

XCOIL

YCOIL

FUNCTION

DRIVER

GENERATE

SWAP

REPLICATE

- MAP
MAGNETIC BUBBLE
MEMORY

Fig. 12 - A functional block diagram of na-
tional semiconductors magnetic memory
system.

 Simplified Guide to Microcomputers
 Bocchino
 Microcomputers and Memories
 Digital Equipment
 Motorola Memory Data Manual
 National Semiconductor Memory Data

Manual
 Computing Now! May 1983 p22

(Memory Systems)
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These are two examples of computer -aided machines. The Takisawa TX -3 CNC Lathe is shown
with shield open to reveal the drum turret which holds eight different cutting tools. The machine
is programmed through the CNC (computer numerically controlled) unit at the far left to select
the cutting tools in order from the rotating drum turret for making the appropriate cuts in the

material. The control station to the right of the opening allows the operator to override the pro-
gramming to adjust the spindle speed, feedrate or other functions. The Nakamura TMC-4 Turn-
ing Centre is shown being operated by a worker from B. Elliott (Canada) Ltd. which distributes

the machine. Note again the CNC unit, with character display screen.

Computer -aided manufacturing
and design is expanding many
companies' horizons rapidly, and
the machines rarely call in sick. A
look at the prevailing technology
by Eric McMillan.

AT THE Wonderful Widget Company of
Canada, the lights go on only when a crew
arrives to carry out repairs and preventive
maintenance. The rest of the time the
plant works in darkness because machines
do not need light to function.

Production continues twenty-four
hours a day, seven days a week. An
observer would hear machines turning on
and off as they're needed. Apart from the
maintenance tour, the only human intru-
sions are occasional deliveries of raw
materials through the chute at the back of
the factory and weekly visits by trucks
which cart off the finished widgets.

Meanwhile, at the head office in New
York, an engineer sits down before a ter-
minal with two blank screens. As he
presses keys, the smaller screen responds
with printed questions and a list of
choices. He makes his selections and the
larger screen comes alive with a network
of multi -coloured lines. Called up from
the company's central computer, this is
the blueprint of the new widget he's been
designing the past month for production
at the Canadian branch plant.

It's almost completed. He consults
the menu on the small screen again for the
code to display the design from eight
perspectives. As the large screen divides
into eight windows and begins drawing
three-dimensional widgets at varying
angles, the engineer folds his arms in
satisfaction. Almost done, and right on
schedule. He remembers the bad old days
when a new model widget spent half a
year on the drawing boards. But that was
before CAD.

He adds some finishing touches by
moving the cursor to the left side view and
tapping a special function key as the cur-
sor touches two lines. Another tap and a
third line connects the two points. Simul-
taneously the line appears on each of the
seven other perspectives.

But something's wrong. On the wid-
get with the 45 degree forward tilt, he can
see that the edge he's just drawn conflicts
with a previous line. Mistakes like this us-
ed to infuriate him since he'd have to start
over with a fresh sheet of paper. But with
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CAD he removes the line as easily as it was
drawn.

Another part of the widget is too tiny
to be seen on this scale. He chooses a
perspective and has it fill the entire screen.
With the cursor he outlines a small seg-
ment which is quickly expanded, revealing
lines which were not visible in the overall
design.

And so he works away the day, using
the graphics terminal not only to draft the
blueprint but also to measure parts, to
evaluate stress factors and even to project
manufacturing costs.

Tomorrow he'll have the design put
on paper by a three -colour plotter run by
the same computer as his terminal. If the
blueprints are approved upstairs, the com-
puter can be transmitting instructions to
the Canadian plant by next week. It used
to be that a new model could be introduc-
ed only after extensive adjustments were
made to the machines'by employees who
interpreted the design specifications. But
that was back in the days before CAM.
Now everything from the new dies to the
machining sequence is worked out by
computer.

And since the Wonderful Widget Co.
is a leader in CIM, all the processes from
ordering materials to handling pieces be-
tween machines are fully automated.
When the engineer punches the keys to
send the design to Canada, the world's
latest widget will be as good as made.

CAD and CAM and CIM
CAD, CAM and CIM are the acronyms
that has industry buzzing and puzzling
over as the North American industrial
economy enters the era of high-tech pro-
duction. The above scenario is slightly
futuristic but is becoming a reality pro-
bably quicker than you might think.

Of the three, CAM (computer -aided
manufacturing) has been around the
longest in the form of numerically con-
trolled machine tools. A 1982 survey
50-AUGUST-1983-ETI

found that thirty-six percent of the large
companies in Canada and forty-five per-
cent of the medium-sized ones are using
NC (numerically controlled) machine
tools. These are machines which perform
according to a program read from punch-
ed paper tape by optical or mechanical
means. When a small digital computer is
mounted on the machine to operate it
directly, it becomes a CNC (computer
numerically controlled) machine tool.

CAD (computer-aided/assisted/-
automated design) is less prevalent than
CAM with twenty-three percent of the
large companies and ten per cent of the
medium-sized companies in Canada
reporting the use of computers for
engineering design and analysis. But then,
the invention of CAD has been more re-
cent.

The first significant uses of CAD
were in the automotive and aeronautics
industries where computers have been
analyzing designs for over a decade. The
giant corporations that simulated pro-
ducts on graphics terminals for computer -
testing began to realise that the same in-
struments could create the initial plans.
By the later 1970s, Boeing was designing
aircraft wings by computer and by the
1980s, most General Motors cars had
bodies which were sculpted on video
screens before being manufactured in the

Canadian company Modern In-
dustries Melbourne recently in-
troduced the "Trudo" (how
Canadian can you get?) 4 + 1
Machining Centre, which was
developed with assistance from
the Federal and Quebec
governments and from the
University of Sherbrooke. The
CNC unit can be seen at the ex-
treme right. The large round
drum at top is an auto tool
changer which holds 20 tools
weighing up to 20 kg each.
Tools are changed automatical-
ly in six to ten seconds. Cutting
can be done on five axes as the
piece is turned before the tool.
MIM says the Trudo can per-
form operations that normally
would require a number of dif-
ferent types of machines. The
company hopes this Canadian -
designed and manufactured
machine will penetrate the
North American market at the
rate of 5-10 per cent.

factories. Today CAD is finding a place in
a wide range of businesses, especially with
the steel and plastics manufacturers.

Computer -aided drafting can be done
on various types of terminals. One system
moves a cursor around the screen by
means of keys, dials, joy -stick or
trackball. Special function keys are
depressed to mark points, draw lines,
shade areas, and so on. The rest of the
keyboard is the usual alpha -numeric sort
for entering typed commands.

Other systems allow the designer to
draw directly on the screen with a light
pen or on an electronic board which
transfers the lines to the screen. As with
hardware and software in general, dif-
ferent makes of CAD computers offer dif-
ferent capabilities. Some, for example, let
the draftsman reproduce a section of the
design many times - in drawing a
highrise building, he might just sketch a
single apartment balcony, indicate where
identical balconies belong, and the com-
puter will quickly put them in place and
allow him to work out the unique details.

The trend toward user-friendly com-
puters and high-level programming
languages is a boon to user's with a draf-
ting background rather than computing
experience. Menu -driven systems can take
the designer step-by-step through the pro-
cess with plain English, except for the
drafting terms.

Computerised design and manufac-
turing becomes the catchphrase
"CAD/CAM" when the two technologies
are linked. Practically all phases of a
manufacturer's operations can be con-
nected by computer.

The automation of a company from
the 1960s to this decade might take the
following route. In the 60s, the company
acquires a few numerically controlled
machines which are later joined by their
computerised mates, the CNCs. From
these stand-alone units, the company
moves towards relating several controlling
computers in a hierarchy to coordinate the
machine's activities, while retaining
manual methods of forwarding each
workpiece from one station to another.
The next obvious step is to replace human
hands between machines with an automat-
ic materials handling system. At this point
it become sensible to let a mainframe
computer handle the entire operation. All
that remains for employees on the
manufacturing side of the business is
loading and unloading materials at the
beginning and the end of the process.

In the meantime, on the information-
processing side, the drafting terminals are
joined electronically with other work sta-
tions for designing dies and determining
machining sequences. This whole area can
then be linked to the production side
through the mainframe. Distance is no
impediment with current technology for
transmitting data. The computer can
direct operations spread over several
cities, even countries.

The connection of all information
about design, manufacturing and re-
sources in a single database, accessed by
every person and machine involved, is the
aim of CIM computer -integrated manu-
facturing.

Going With The Flow
Unfortunately, many factories have
automated in stages such as those outlined
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Illustrated is the Draft -Aid compu erised drafting system
designed and sold by Richvale Telecommunications, 10610 Bayview

Ave., Richmond Hill, Ontario. It consists of a plotter, an 80 -column PET, and a 2 -
megabyte disk system. The graphics editor allows the user to enter shapes directly to the

screen, where they can be manipulated and redrawn until satisfactory; the graphics are then sent to the high-speed
plotter. Shown with the photograph is a reduction of a sample plot of a printed circuit made with the Draft -Aid; it was plot-

ted as a test copy with a fibre-tip marker on drafting paper. A technical pen and Mylar would give much sharper traces.
For users already equipped with the necessary hardware, the software is to be available separately for about $300.

above, creating pockets of computerisa-
tion which are difficult to integrate due to
incompatibility of equipment. Changing
over to complete CIM in these cases can
be expensive. Consultants recommend
that management approach the task with
a concept of the total manufacturing pro-
cess from idea to finished product as one
long flow of information rather than as a
combination of separate operations.

A typical company might survey the
seemingly disparate aspects of its produc-
tion and find CAD stations, some NCs
and CNCs, perhaps robots, varieties of
materials handling operations, a research
and testing department, some machines
grouped together to make related parts,
several stock -taking mechanisms, and of
course, employees.

By thinking of the whole works as a
continuous information flow, the com-
pany can reduce it conceptually to a hand-
ful of functional areas to be linked in the
central computer.
 Computerised graphics involves pro-
duct design, testing, drafting, tool design
and more.
 Storage and retrieval takes the infor-
mation from the graphics terminals as well
as from the other sections to make all the
data pertaining to the parts being produc-
ed accessible to all concerned.
 Management and control of resources
keeps track of the requirements for, and
availability of, labour, machines and
materials.
 Control of machines is CAM's duty
and includes conventional machines as
well as robots.
 Materials handling may or may not be
a separate function. As automation in-
creases, it become difficult to tell where
one machine ends and another begins.

North American industry seems to
have recognised that this is the direction it
has to go. American companies have
already invested $610 million in
CAD/CAM and robotics and the figure is
expected to quadruple in the next two
years, according to a recent survey by

Evans Research Corporation of Toronto.
The report estimates that Canada alone
will have installed half a billion dollars
worth of CAD/CAM equipment by 1987.

The trend does face some resistance,
however. Fears have been raised in the
media about the potential loss of
thousands of jobs due to automation. A
CIM plant is a plant without workers on
the shop floor, the media has warned. A
national newspaper has speculated that
the microprocessor which runs factory
operations is creating a new class of peo-
ple called "techno-peasants," who cannot
understand or compete with the com-
puter.

CAD/CAM In Education
"It will still be a long time before we have
many factories without people in them,"
says David Coates, Chairman of Engin-
eering Technology at Seneca College in
Toronto, which offers courses in
CAD/CAM.

Coates said there are two schools of
thought as to how CAD/CAM will affect
the manpower market. One school pro-
jects a demand for "smart jobs" in
designing the new equipment, programm-
ing the computers and applying the
technology, and a lot of "dumb jobs" re-
quiring little formal education. The
"dumb jobs" are necessary for setting up
CNC machines (a task which requires
more flexibility than robots have) and for
general machining, since human workers
acquire a knowledge of "tricks of the
trade" that cannot be taught to computers
as yet.

The second school of thought holds
that more and more of this expert
knowledge is being built into the software,
although it is admitted that the point at
which the ability of humans is equalled by
computerised machines is still in the
future.

On the CAD side, some resistance
has been exerted by veteran employees.
One draftsman told me he knew CAD was

the coming thing but he had trouble, after
doing the job by hand for years, adjusting
to the computer. He maintained he could
work faster with pencil and paper, but
others have found that designing with
CAD is up to seven times as fast as old
methods.

Courses such as Seneca's help to en-
sure that a generation of engineers and
designers are going to enter their profes-
sions just as comfortable with graphics
terminals as previous generations were
with slide rules.

Certainly governments see it that
way. The CAD/CAM laboratory at Sen-
eca was built with three-quarters of a
million dollars from Ottawa. Operational
since January, 1981, it includes six train-
ing terminals, plus one for faculty and
development; a high-speed, electro-
mechanical plotter with two pens; a
graphic numerical control terminal for
determining tool paths for NC program-
ming; a controlled machining centre; an
injection molding machine; and other
items, all supported by the college's VAX
11/780 computer.

The Nova Scotia government opened
a $1 -million CAD/CAM centre at the
Technical University of Halifax in
cooperation with Control Data Canada in
April, 1983. Nova Scotia industries are ex-
pected to use the facilities.

In Ontario, centres are opening up all
over the province. Proclaiming "the
computer -driven factory of the future is in
sight," the Ontario CAD/CAM centre in
Cambridge offers to show manufacturers
how to apply the state -of -the -industry
computer technology to their businesses.
A robotics centre has been established in
Peterborough, and in Ottawa, the Ontario
Centre for Microelectronics has installed a
$1.5 -million CAD system to aid com-
panies.

Although experts may disagree on
how fast the new technology is replacing
the old and whether it is a good thing,
most agree that it is taking over.
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by Steve Rimmer

THIS MONTH we're going to have a look
at some of the basics of machine language
programming for systems that run CP/M.
There are getting to be quite a number of
these . . . even if you have a relatively
cheap computer, like an Apple clone or a
Commodore 64 you can, or shortly will be
able to, get a CP/M package to run on it.
CP/M is a very good trip . . . it makes life
a great deal easier even at the machine
language level . . . as this example might
illustrate.

If you have ever done any machine
language programming before, you will
probably have discovered that it is in-
tolerably tedious because you have to
write code to look after every scruffy little
detail of what you want to do. Even if all
you're up for is sticking a character up on
the screen, you have to get into writing a
whole special routine to handle it. This is
a downer, because you spend a lot of time
fighting with very trivial programming.

Part of the operating section of
CP/M is a large program called the
BDOS, for Basic Disk Operating System.
For the purpose of this example, it can be
thought of as being a large program which
contains a number of useful functions . . .

actually thirty-seven of them in CP/M 2.2
. . . and a steering section that decides
which one is to be executed. Most of the
functions, predictably, refer to disk
operations, but the earlier ones do screen
and keyboard handling, and are quite
useful even if you are doing fairly simple
programs.

The BDOS is dead easy to use. You
load the processor's C register with the
number of the function you want. If the
function is supposed to take something in,
as in the case of printing a character, you
put it in the E register. If it's supposed to
return something, as in getting a character
from the keyboard, it will appear in A
after the BDOS is done. Then you do a
CALL to location 0005, which will, in
turn, leap to the actual location of the
BDOS in high memory.

The following is a program which will
illustrate the use of the first two BDOS

BDOS EQU 005H LOOP1 MVI C,2 ;set the call to 2
BLOCK EQU
SPACE EQU

160
32

MVI E,BLOCK ;make BDOS
print a block

CLS EQU 26 PUSH A ;save counter
CALL BDOS ;go for it

ORG 0100H POP A ;get counter back

START:
MVI C,2

INR A ;increment
counter

MVI
CALL

E,CLS
BDOS

CPI 80 ;have 80 been
printed yet?

JNZ LOOPI ;no, go do
CALL BAR ;draw a bar another one

MVI A,0 ;set counter to 0 RET ;otherwise we're

LOOP3 PUSH A ;save counter done

CALL FRAME ;draw one frame
line FRAME:

POP A ;get counter back MVI C,2 ;print 1 block

INR A ;increment MVI E,BLOCK ;

counter CALL BDOS ;

CPI 21 ;done yet? MVI A,0 ;zero counter
JNZ LOOP3 ;if not, do LOOP2 MVI C,2 ;set up to print

another one MVI E,SPACE ;space character
PUSH A ;save counter

CALL BAR ;draw another CALL BDOS ;print it
bar POP A ;get counter back

INR A ;increment
MVI C,1 ;hit any key to counter
CALL BDOS ;continue CPI 78 ;done yet?

RET ;go home
JNZ LOOP2 ;if not, do

another one
MVI C,2 ;print I block

; SUBROUTINES MVI E,BLOCK ;

CALL BDOS ;

BAR: RET ;we're done
MVI A,0 ;set the counter

to 0 END

functions, with heavy emphasis on the se-
cond, which takes a character in the E
register and prints it. It will draw a box
around the screen of your computer.

The inital EQUates set up the con-
stants that are used in the program. The
rest of the code is actually pretty simple
once you get into it. Printing a character
always takes the form MVI C,2, load C
with 2, MVI E,CHR, load E with
whatever character we want to print and
the CALL BDOS to execute the instruc-
tions we've just set up.

Note that, if you say PRINT "A" in
BASIC, what you are really saying is
PRINT "A",CHR$(13),CHR$(10);.
BASIC always moves the cursor down to
the next line unless told otherwise. BDOS
does not . . . if you want to go to a new
line after printing something you have to
print characters 10, a line feed, and 13, a
carriage return.

Finally, this program uses the A
register of the processor as a counter.
Notice that, just prior to any CALL it is
PUSHed, and then, just after RETurning
from the CALL it is POPped. This is
because both the subroutines and BDOS
make use of the A register for themselves,
and it would come back mangled.
PUSHing it stores its current value
away and POPping it brings the value
back and puts it in A again. Thus, you can
use A for several things by saving the first
value prior to sending poor overworked A
along to deal with the second. You can
PUSH and POP any number of A values
providing you remember that, in order to
get back what you PUSHed, the values
must always be POPped off in reverse
order.
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AUDIOVISION
COMPUTINGIELECTRONICS

Parts, Kits and Accessories
EASTERN CANADA
578 MARLEE AVE.,

TORONTO, ONT., M6B 3J5
TEL: (416) 781-3263

64K Compute
Assembled
& tested

 On -board dynamic 64K RAM
 Keyboard with upper and lower case numeric keypad
 Plug in Z80 to run CPIM
 Plug in optional interface to run ready -in the -market software.
 Ideal for personal, and small business

WESTERN CANADA
P.O. BOX AMF23581,
VANCOUVER, B.C.
TEL:(604)271-7539

FOR THE PROFESSIONAL

AND HOBBYIST

VEROBOARDCIRCUIT BOARDS
ACCESSORIES. WIRE WRAPPING

CASES & BOXES
WRITE FOR YOUR FREE CATALOGUE TODAY

Electronic Packaging Systems Ltd.
P.O.BOX 481, KINGSTON, ONTARIO, K7L 4W5
PHONE (6131384-1142 TELEX 066-3243
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WHY SPEND A FORTUNE ON A
DIGITAL CAPACITANCE

METER?
As a matter of fact you don't have to pay
$200 to $500 and up anymore for a Digital
Capacitance Meter that is both depen-
dable and rugged with good accuracy.
The MC100A comes completely assembl-
ed and calibrated and at $89.95 is an
outstanding value. The extensive range of
30 pF to 9,999 uF (no external meters re.
quired) and true hand held portable size
(only 43/.." x x 1V,") make the
MC100A an extremely practical and easy
to use instrument for the hobbyist techni-
cian or engineer.
CHECK THESE OTHER FEATURES
Basic accuracy 2% (± one count) on
pF, nF ranges, 5% ( ± one count) on uF
range.
Uses single 9V battery (not included).
 Decimal points light up when battery is
low or when capacitor is overrange.
 Full 4 digit high efficiency LED display
uses special circuitry to save on batteries.
*Maximum conversion time for 9,999 uF
is less than 6 seconds.
*Constructed with a tough impact resis-
tant plastic case.
90 day parts and labour warranty.

DAETRON
935 THE OUEENSWAY, BO% 341
TORONTO, ONTARIO MU 5Y9
(415) 4994221
DEALER ENQUIRIES INVITED

ON ON OFF

DAETRON

i TEST

' a....'.,f

$89.95
PLEASE SEND ME

(Quantity) MCIO0A(s) (4 $89.95
Ontario residents add 7% PST
Postage - 81.85 (per instrument) (C.O.D. orders add $1.59)

I ENCLOSE CHEQUE MONEY ORDER BILL MY VISA
VISA CARD NO

$

TOTALS

EXPIRY DATE SIGNATURE
immediate shipping on orders with money orders, VISA or certified cheque.
Personal cheques please allow 2 to 3 weeks for clearance.
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY PROV. POSTAL CODE

MAIL TO DAETRON 935 THE OUEENSWAY BOX 641 TORONTO ONTARIO M8Z 5Y9
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4200 MHz

Satellite TV Receiver Part 2
In this second of two parts, the
author describes how to turn the
signal from your dish antenna into
a TV picture. By Ron D. C. Coles.

THE NEXT stage in the receiver chain is
the down converter. This is the piece of
electronics which converts the 4 GHz
microwave frequencies down to a more
manageable 70 MHz intermediate fre-
quency (IF) and also where the individual
video channels are separated from the
block of 24 which have been amplified
and rescued out of the noise by the anten-
na and LNA. The down converter consists
of a voltage tuned oscillator (VTO), a
mixer and an IF amplifier (see Fig. 1). The
4 GHz signals are fed into the RF port on
the mixer, and the output of the VTO is
fed into the local oscillator (LO) port of
the mixer. The VTO generates a frequency
which is varied between 3, 630 MHz to 4,
130 MHz; this frequency mixes with the
incoming RF, which contains the 24 car-
riers between 3, 700 MHz to 4, 200 MHz.
The resultant is a 70 MHz IF which is then
amplified to make up for the conversion
loss in the mixer. The 70 MHz IF contains
the selected video and associated audio
subcarrier information which is frequency
modulated 18 MHz either side of the 70
MHz.

RF 3700. DOUBLE
BALANCED

MIXER

UMX4420

TUNING
VOLTAGE

MWA 110 MWA 110

VOLTAGE CONTROLLED
LOCAL OSCILLATOR (VCO)

3630-4130 MHz
TVO 8370

Fig. 1. Functional diagram of the down con-
verter.

The process sounds complicated, but
it is made very simple by three unique
devices. The VCO, the mixer and the
modular amplifier, until a few years ago,
required extensive circuitry carefully
designed with discrete components. It re-
quired considerable adjustments and tun-
ing to set it up, was quite bulky and cost in
the $1000 range. Now thanks to manufac-
turers like Avantek Inc., 317 Bowers
Avenue, Santa Clara, CA, all the above
problems are solved. Avantek manufac-
tures a complete range of microwave
VTO's, mixers and modular amplifiers
which are housed in 4 pin TO8 and 3 pin
TO39 transistor packages.
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Fig. 2. Printed circuit
layout for the VCO and
mixer.

UMX4420
MIXER

1.3/8"

RF IN

TUNING VOLTS IN
+310 + 10V 1000p CHIP

SHADED AREAS TO BE ETCHED AWAY

2 1/8"

MWA 110

IF OUT

GLASS TEFLON
MICROWAVE BOARD

7815 REGULATOR

+ Vin + 17 10 + 30 V

Drill through at places marked X. pass short length of woe
though, and solder both sides for ground pia..

In the circuit described below I used
Avantek's TVO 8370 and UMX 4420,
VCO and mixer. The TVO 8370 is
powered by + 15Vdc, the output power is
+ 10dBm (10 milliwatts) and the frequen-
cy is adjusted by changing the tuning
voltage between approximately + 3 volts
and + 10 volts. The matching mixer,
UMX 4420, is optimized for the 3.7 - 4.2
GHz TVRO band, and as it is a passive
device, requires no power. The MWA 110
type modular amplifier is a complete
amplifier with a gain of 12-13dB over a
frequency band of 0.1 to 400 MHz with a
noise figure of 3.5 dB. The VCO and mix-
er are designed to mount on a microwave
PC board and for the sake of simplicity,
the MWA 110's are mounted on the same
board, as shown in Fig. 2. The only other
components required are the RF input
socket, (which should match the LNA
output socket, i.e., SMA or type N,
depending where you mount your mixer),
the IF output socket (BNC or type F), 1 x
3 .3uH RF choke, 2 x 1200 ohm resistors,
2 x 1000pf chip capacitors, 1 x lOpf chip
capacitor, 3 x .01uf disk ceramics, 1 x luF
electrolytic and a 7815 15V regulator.

The board can be etched to the
microstrip pattern shown. To avoid the
trouble of getting a negative printed, I
prepared the artwork using black plastic
electrical tape cut to the required pattern
to be etched and stuck to a piece of clear
plastic film. This worked well and I used
the same exposure and developing time as
I did with the LNA board.

NOTE: The critical dimension of
microstrip is the width of the track. For 50
ohm impedance on .03 glass teflon board,
the strip should be approx. 2mm wide.

Board Stuffing
In stuffing the board, again exercise cau-
tion against static discharge. The VCO
and mixer both come with mounting hard-
ware to ensure that the case are properly
grounded to the ground plane on the back
of the board, and they should be mounted
with this in mind. Take particular care to
make sure that the pins do not short to the
ground plane. Use a small drill bit to clear
the foil around the holes before inserting
the pins from the ground plane side. It is
important to ensure the MWA 110's are
also firmly seated on the ground plane
with the case making good contact; a
small amount of solder on the tab can en-
sure good contact. The VCO output pin,
and the mixer RF input & LO input pins,
are conducting the 4 GHz microwave fre-
quencies; therefore extra care must be
taken to ensure that these solder joints to
the microstrip track are neat, with a
minimum of solder.

With all the components mounted as
shown, except the 3.3 uH choke, apply
+17V to +30V to the regulator input,
and - VE. to ground; check that the
regulator is providing + 15 volts. Measure
the voltage drop across each of the 1200
ohm bias resistors; the voltage drop
should be approximately 12 volts, in-
dicating that the devices are drawing
about lOmA each. When you are satisfied
that the IF amplifiers are drawing the cor-
rect current, you are ready to connect the
+ 15V to the VCO. Remove the power
and solder the 3.3 uH choke in place.

You are now ready to mount the mix-
er and down converter in its housing. The
same considerations with respect to hav-
ing a ground plane above the microstrip



that were discussed in the section on the
LNA also apply to the mixer, i.e., the box
you house the mixer in should preferably
be quite shallow with the lid appox. "
from the top of the board. Remember the
VCO, mixer and amplifiers stick out on
the underside of the board; therefore,
spacers should be used to provide enough
clearance from the bottom of the box to
the board. See Fig. 3.

ENCLOSURE LID

1/4' rmr-

SPACERS

PC BOARD

Fig. 3. Side view of the down converter board.

As mentioned earlier, the RF input
conection should be type N or SMA, and
the IF output can be BNC or type F; the
latter connectors can also be used to feed
the tuning voltage into the VCO. The
power should be fed into the housing via a
1500pf feed -through capacitor, and the
tuning voltage can be derived using a 1K
ohm 10-turn potentiometer connected as
shown. See Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. The VCO tuning voltage wiring.

If you do some careful planning, the
down converter can also be mounted at
the feed assembly of the antenna, in which
case you will have created your own LNC
(low noise converter). With this arrange-
ment, the cable running from the LNC to
your receiver can be RG59U. This works
well at 70MHz, and is reasonably inexpen-
sive compared to RG214U which will be
required to connect the LNA to a separate
down converter mounted behind the disk
in a suitable waterproof box. Of course, if
your bank balance is overflowing, you can

run expensive Andrew's LDF4-50 low loss
coax all the way from the LNA to your
receiver, and thus you will be able to keep
the down converter in the warmth of your
living room.

It is interesting to note that in my ear-
ly attempts to get a signal into the house, I
decided in desperation to prove to my son
that 4 GHz would not go down a RG11U
cable. I connected 150 feet of this 900
MHz cable between my rather unprofes-
sional collection of antenna circuits and
the receiver sitting on my TV set. Much to
my chagrin and a chorus of "I told you
so" from my son, I discovered that 4 GHz
did indeed go down RG11U.

I never did get around to measuring
the loss, but I'm sure it was quite high. At
least it was a testimonial to the sensitivity
of the down converter and receiver.

Testing Your Down Converter
Now, as in the case of the LNA, unless
you have access to some pretty
sophisticated test gear, you will not be
able to check out your down converter in
terms of gain, loss and noise in dB, but as
you are now looking at a 70MHz signal,
you can determine if you have a output.
Your common or garden variety TV set
tuned to channel 4 (66-72MHz) is a selec-
tive receiver and should display something
if you are picking up a signal from one of
the satellites. The IF from your down con-
verter is frequency modulated, and your
TV is looking for an amplitude modulated
video, so don't be disappointed if you
don't get a picture and audio. You can get
excited if you detect something which goes
into noise when you move your antenna a
few degrees off in azimuth, because that
means you are receiving a signal which
now requires you to get cracking and
finish the complete receiver.

The IF signal coming from your con-
verter is still quite low: let's take a look at
our gains and losses so far. The signal
entering the LNA was in the region of -91
dBm, the LNA provided 40 dB of gain,
giving us -51 dBm at the input to the down

converter, and the mixer introduces a loss
of around 7 to 8 dB which is compensated
for by approximately 20 dB of IF gain at
the down converter output. This gives us a
level of approximately -39 dBm. Now,
allowing for a small loss in the IF cable
from the down converter to the receiver,
we will need approximatley 40 dB of IF
gain. There are several ways of achieving
this gain; surplus CATV amplifiers,
surplus microwave receivers, using 3 to 4
more MWA 110's, or by building the cir-
cuit shown in California Eastern Labs,
Santa Clara, CA USA application note
AN82302. This is a 55-85 MHz, 75 ohm
amplifier using two NE74114 Bipolar
Microwave Transistors (Fig. 5).

The application note is quite com-
prehensive and gives all information
necessary to build the 36 dB gain, 2dB
noise figure amplifier. The design also in-
cludes a matched band pass filter at the in-
put. If necessary an additional NE74114
stage can be added to give about 50 dB of
IF gain. If you decide to achieve the re-
quired gain by some other method the
band pass filter is still necessary in order
to select the individual required carrier
from its adjacent carriers. Now the next
step is to build the FM demodulator to
recover the video, and audio subcarrier.

FM Demodulator
This part of the receiver circuit is where
the video and its audio subcarriers are ex-
tracted from the IF. The conventional ap-
proach, making extensive use of discrete
components, has now given way to IC's
which have been developed for the televi-
sion industry. The circuit shown in Fig. 6
makes use of two of these IC's, the
MC1357 and the LM733. The MC1357 is a
quadrature demodulator originally pro-
duced to extract the FM sound from the
4.5 MHz IF in television receivers, but
which was found by several experimenters
to work satisfactorily up to and beyond 70
MHz. Some equivalent IC's manufac-
tured by other manufacturers do not per-
form well at 70 MHz and should be avoid -

INPUT

L1

39p

70 MHz BANDPASS FILTER
22 p 22 P .005u

L5
27 p 39p

L2 L3 fl L4

L1 to L10 are air core, #22 ga. enamel wire

L1,5 5 turns, 1/4" dia.
L2 7 turns, 3/16"
L3 5 turns, 3/16"
L6,9 6 turns, 1/8"
L7 7 turns, 1/4"
L8 9 turns, 1/8"
L10 6 turns, 1/4"
T1 3.1/2 turns #26 insul. wire
on iron core with centre tap
RFC 5 turns #26 enamel wire on
iron core, evenly spaced.

2STAGE 36 dB GAIN
68p 27p

RFC

470

OUTPUT

Fig. 5. A 36 dB gain IF amplifier. t11-AUGUST-1983-55



Satellite TV Receiver

ed. The LM733 is a two stage differential
video amplifier which can provide ad-
justable voltage gains of up to 50 dB.

The 70 MHz IF is fed into the
MC1357 demod chip where the internal
discriminator is tuned to the 70 MHz ± 15
MHz IF by adjusting trimmer capacitor
CTI and inductor T1, which should be
mounted as close as possible to pins 10 &
12 on the MC1357 chip for the best pic-
ture. The output of the MC1357 is video
and associated audio subcarriers; the
signals are split at the base input to VT1
and VT2. The video is amplified in VT1
and fed to the standard CCIR 525 line
video de -emphasis network. This corrects
the pre -emphasis slope which was applied
prior to modulation back at the source of
the up -link to the satellite. The next stage
is the video LP filter to reject the audio
subcarriers which are usually sitting at 6.2
and 6.8 MHz. The signal is then fed to the
video amplifier chip LM733 which has
provision for + VE or - VE output
polarity depending on whether you use the
upper or lower local oscillator frequency
in your mixer. Pin 7 would be used in the
normal application where the LO is on the
low side, i.e., 3.63 to 4.13 GHz. The video
output adjustment is made to achieve 1 V
peak to peak at the output of the receiver,
or the level necessary to drive your
amplitude modulator which feeds the
signal into your TV set. This will be
discussed later. The video output from the
LM733 is now almost ready to view on a
video monitor, but requires one final
treatment, and that is the clamp.

This part of the circuit is used to
remove a 30 Hz oscillation which was ap-
plied before the signal was up -linked in

Fig. 7. RCA XL100
(PM200) sound recovery
board.

For 6.8 MHz, change C1 and C2 to 33 p

1

C2 MC 1358P

.047u

10K TONE
AUDIO OUT

.047 urX

10K VOLUME

L1

11

.0471

220

4p

+ 12 V 6.8 MHz

subcarrier IN

order to disperse the energy waveform of
the signal being transmitted from the
satellite. This is because the 4 GHz band is
shared by terrestrial microwave systems,
and the 30 Hz oscillation of the whole
signal ensures that the transmitted spectral
density, even when high energy content
static waveforms are present, will not
cause interference with terrestrial systems.
The removal of the 30 Hz oscillation is
done with a high speed switching diode
IN9I 4, which is biased with a 6.2 V zener
diode and a 2.2 K ohm resistor.
Sound Recovery
You now have raw video and will need to
demodulate the audio from the 6.2 or 6.8
MHz subcarrier. I tried using several cir-

70 MHz IN

10K

5K6

T1

P _711--7P

T1 i 4 turns 1/4
01

22 ga enamel wtre
2N2222

1000p

10 12 2

4

MC1357P

6 7 8 5

.01u 1000 p

..Lt000

680

1K2

2K

2N2222

75

.12 V
0

001 u

SUBCARRIERS OUT

50 uH

270

16 75 75

009 u

6 uH

750 p

BASEBAND OUT

75

DEMODULATOR CCIR
DEEMPHASIS LOW PASS FILTER

20 u

10K

47 T

01 u

14
10

LM733C

12 3

7

4K7

10K

2N2222

470

VIDEO POLARITY
2K2

2K2

2N2222

N914

6V2

500

470

9 12 V

00u

56
VIDEO OUT

VIDEO AMP CLAMPER

Fig. 6. The receiver and video conditioning circuit.

cuits, one of which worked reasonably
well, using the CA3065 or MC1358 chips
which are found in TV sound recovery cir-
cuits. The outboard circuits used with
these chips required minor modification
to change the 4.5 MHz TV FM sound car-
rier to the 6.2 & 6.8 MHz frequency for
the satellite subcarrier. The sound
recovery module from a RCA XL 100
(PM -200) TV receiver chassis retails for
about $14, and with a few component
changes as indicated, was made to work
satisfactorily. The subcarrier frequency
on broadcast receivers is 4.5 MHz, and
the frequencies you are primarily in-
terested in recovering are 6.2 and 6.8
MHz, so the input filter Cl & LI and the
tank circuit of the oscillator C2 & L2 have
to be changed to accommodate the dif-
ference. See Fig. 7.

For 6.8 MHz the values of Cl & C2
should be changed to 33 p. The only pro-
blem with this arrangement is that there
are minor differences in the sub -carrier
frequency from transponder to
transponder, and this requires constant
retuning of the filter frequency. However,
I found the simplest way to recover the
audio was by building a simple crystal
oscillator running at around 90 MHz and
heterodyning the subcarriers up to the FM
band at 88-108 MHz in a double balanced
mixed I happened to have laying around.
This allowed me to feed the signal into the
antenna terminals of my FM stero system,
and afforded complete tuning of all the
subcarriers using the quality front end
selectivity of the stereo system.

Fig. 8 shows a simple oscillator cir-
cuit which will give a stable crystal con-
trolled output. Using this with an inexpen-
sive double balanced mixer, such as mini
circuits "SBL1", will give you an output
FM signal which you can receive on a $15
Canadian Tire pocket FM radio, even if
your spouse won't let you near the FM
stereo.
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It's worth noting that when I started
to look for the circuit for a 90 MHz
oscillator, I dusted off some piles of old
manuscripts and found a copy of "More
Circuits" from ETI; lo and behold, on
page 93 I found the circuit shown. (We
regret that this title is sold out - Ed.) In
fact some of you faithful ETI readers may
have already built this oscillator. By using
a crystal between 27.5 and 33 MHz the
3rd Harmonic will deliver between 82.5
and 99 MHz; this, when mixed with 6.2 &
6.8 MHz, will deliver your FM subcarrier
between 88.7 and 107.8 MHz. Your stereo
system does the rest.

196 MHz OUTPUT

001

6 2 n L3 L2

a.7 b

001 u

.610.9V REG
0

32 MHz
2TAL

LI. 4 nun tonner. F29 slu (booed AZ assembly)
30 turns 4 mm enamel wi e
12.13 7300 CAN TWO 72211 FORMERS F29 SLUGS
(Neosid double assembly) 12 turns 63 nun enact).
yore

Fig. 8. 96 MHz crystal oscillator.

A 32 MHz crystal which fits the re-
quirement is available from Jameco, a
U.S. supplier. The capacitor values will be
slightly different from the table given in
"More Circuits", depending on your
choice of transistor. Once you have
recovered the audio, the one remaining
task is to get the video into your TV set.
There are several kits available to do this:
one is sold by Radio Shack for around
$20, and many other complete modulators
are now in use with home computers and
VCR's. If, however, your creative genius
is still bubbling over, there is a one -chip
modulator which requires some outboard
circuitry and a suitable shielded box for
the RF circuitry. The chip is a MC1374
manufactured by Motorola, and the cir-
cuit in Fig. 9 shows the outboard circuitry
required to make it work. There are
several other TV modulator IC's which
can also be used: the LM1889 from Na-
tional Semiconductor, and the M1373
from Motorola are but a few. Every video
game and home computer is likely to host
one. There are also several pre-packaged
units manufactured from discrete com-
ponents; one such manufacturer is Astec.

Well, now you are ready to read the
whole article again and make that
monumental decision whether or not to
start your project.

Look Angles
In order to help you make the decision to
start your project, you need to know if
you can see the satellites from your back
yard. This is particularly important if you

,7777

5-25 p

470

470

001 u

MPN3401
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1 uH

vv
470

.001 u

/7j/77

T6 p

/7)77 ±
01 u

6K8

120 p L2
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I I---
50 p .001 u

3K3

2K2

MC1374

75

001 u

L3 L4

.22 uH I .22 uH

22 p

17 p

47 p

56K I 220

560

MODULATED
OUTPUT

.001 u

1-
22 p

14 

2k2

L1 4 turns #22 ga enamel wire, 114" dia. close wound air core

L2 43 turns #36 enamel wire, 3/16" dia. close wound. fer-
rite core
L3,L4 .022 uH RF chokes

30K

IN914

VIDEO IN

10u

180K

O
+ 12 V

1 u

+ 1_4 AUDIO IN

Fig. 9. A TV modulator using a Motorola MC1374.

live in the East; as mentioned earlier,
some of the satellites are almost on the
horizon.

The look angles can be calculated by
using the following formula. The
latitutde, longitude and magnetic varia-
tion for your particular site can be found
on the appropriate Energy, Mines, and
Resources Survey Map for your area.
Don't forget to correct for the magnetic
variation for the current year, based on
the annual change and the date of the
map.

E = tan"' (cosG cosL - (A/(D+ R)))

(1 - cos2G cos2L)
Where:
L = site latitude
G = satellite latitude - site latitude
R = radius of the earth (6370 km)
D = sat, height above equator (35,800 km)
E = antenna elevation

H = tan"' (tanG/sinL) + V + 1

Where:
H = compass heading
V = magnetic variation, degrees W of N

Parts
Parts availability can be a problem, par -

thefor microwave LIG4UGLIS., sec

tion of your project. I have gone the
labourious route of writing to manufac-
turers and finding that many of them
quote prices for carload quantities and
have minimum value orders. The final
crunch, when you decide to go out on a
limb and buy more than you need, is the
realization that the Government of
Canada wants its pound of flesh and you
get zapped for Duty and Taxes. The final
irony is that the duty and taxes are
calculated on the Canadian value of the
U.S. dollar, which today is more than
$1.20. The net result is that the cost of the
components is in the region of 1.5 times
the U.S. dollar figure. I have attempted to
acquire many of the obscure parts such
as GaAsFets, microwave bipolars, chip
capacitors, microwave PC boards and
connectors in quantity, and will be pleas-
ed to share my booty at reasonable costs.
For more information, please send a
stamped, self addressed envelope to
R.D.C. Coles, RR#2 Tantallon, Halifax
County, N.S., BOJ 3J0.

The author would like to acknowledge his debt
to various journalists and electronics pioneers
for their contributions to the TVRO hobby:
Steve Birkill, Robert Cooper, Oliver Swan,
Taylor Howard, Bob Coleman, and NormTr.
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Pay T.V.

PIRACY
The issues encompassing "free"
Pay TV reception are complex and
involve much more than meets the
eye. Eric McMillan takes a look at
the situation.

THERE ARE TWO main methods of
receiving Pay TV signals without paying
for them, and they're both illegal.

But your chances of getting caught
and prosecuted, particularly if you are a
user of illegal devices rather than a
manufacturer, are probably slimmer /Ian
for many other kinds of stealing:

Bear in mind that pirating TV Sigifitle,
is indeed stealing as defined by the c.
dian Criminal Code. Section, 287 o
code is titled "Theft of Telecommunica-q
tion Service" and telecommunication

:refers to almost any kind of transmission
by "radio, visual, electronic or other elec-
tromagnetic system."

The following paragraph, Section
287.1 (1), deals with anyone who
"manufactures, possesses, sells or offers
for sale or distributes any instrument or
device" designed to obtain telecom-
munications without the required pay-
ment.

Pared of legalese, this item says you
can receive up to two years in jail for mak-
ing or using those illegal boxes you've
heard about for decoding the scrambled
signals by which Pay TV is piped into our
homes.

But anyone who has ever been involv-
ed in court proceedings knows that
nothing is quite so cut and dried.

There are different ways of stealing
Pay TV. There are various laws which
may be used by the companies that
transmit Pay TV against the consumer at
the illegal receiving end. But the accused
also have recourse to a number of
defences, provided they are caught in the
first place.

Before getting into it, however, please
note that this article does not constitute,_
legal advice. Nor should it be construed as
promoting the unlawful reception of
58-AUGUST-1983-ETI

televisi als. We are simply reporting ,4.
the legdSitnation as we find it. Remember "0 -
that lafkers and judges make a large por-

M Of .their ies out of interpreting
aw . . offer only a general

overview
Via.

Cab. ollusion
Outside of Saskatchewan, where
provincially -licensed Pay TV has operated
for s, no cases of Pay TV piracy have

bt/yet - prosecuted under Section 287.1,
unless you consider ordinary cable service
a kind of Pay TV (yo .ay for it, don't
you?).

The Ontario,
Attorney -General
illegal receiving
mon charge e
cable comp
prOgrammi
necessary. T
to climb a pol
remove a "tra

istry of the
t possession of

been a com-
ther police or
ordinary cable

into the house is
irate may have
the line and to

plated there to prevent
cable signals coming thtough. Houses that
have been previously wired for cable may
have the line already in place and only the
trap need be removed. We've heard of an
ins nce in which a couple moving into a
n home found a clear line dangling
f m the -outside of the house: they merely

ad to run it into their living room to get
free cable TV for the two years teat they
ived there.

Paul Temple, manager of Pay TV for
Rogers Cablesystems, told us it is
technically possible for cable companies

etect illegal users from their end but
f the time the companies learn of

sttch use from neighbours or repairmen.
Often a family member will place a service
call to fix faulty reception without realis-
ing that another family member had rigg-
ed up cable without going through the
company. The companies do not hesitate
to prosecute.

"We can't allow people to steal from
j'. says Temple, who compares TV

piracyNto shoplifting. Successful prosecu-
ti nsually result in fines rather than im-

*dm' ent, perhaps reflecting the percep-,
ort of telecommunication theft as a

"white collar" crime that otherwise law-
abiding folks indulge in.

Pirate Pays the Piper
To steal Pay TV signals, using the most
common method, you need the clear line
for cable reception as well as a decoder to
unscramble the signals for Pay channels.
If you already have cable, you may have a
better chance to get away with taking Pay
TV for free. For one thing, you don't
have to expose yourself to curious
neighbours by climbing a pole. You can
still get service calls for cable without giv-
ing away your secret, provided you
remember to disconnect and hide the
decoder before the repairman arrives.

Although cable companies have
hinted they can tell who's receiving the
Pay signals for free, illicit decoder
manufacturers are skeptical. Even if it is
possible, they say, the expense of checking
out every home would be prohibitive.

The threat that the Pay TV scrambl-
ing could be changed to make the
decoders obsolete makes sellers of the
devices scoff. The trouble and expense to
the cable companies would more than off-
set any advantage gained by disabling the
small percentage of illegal boxes.

One Toronto lawyer who deals in
broadcasting matters expects the cable
companies to attempt to prosecute a few



individuals as examples to warn other con-
sumers against Pay TV piracy. He sees a
potential problem in proving theft
because theft ordinarily involves depriving
someone of something, whereas theft of
telecommunications does not take
anything away from anyone else . . . ex-
cept the potential fee from the cable com-
pany.

The phrasing of the Criminal Code,
however, does not make depriving
another person of the service a necessary
condition. It simply refers to the obtain-
ing of telecommunications without paying
the lawful charge as a form of fraud. A
good lawyer could argue the point.

Another possible defence for the per-
son caught with an illegal decoder in the
house is to argue that it was used for pur-
poses other than de -scrambling Pay
signals, but the Saskatchewan case has
shown that the prosecution does not have
to prove the decoder was being used. The
fact that it was hooked up was enough for
a conviction.

The Criminal Code specifies that the
mere possession of a device whose design
renders it "primarily useful" for obtain-
ing signals "under circumstances that give
rise to a reasonable inference that the
device has been used or is or was intended
to be used" to fraudulently obtain such
signals is an indictable offence.

Obviously, you are not going to get
far with the explanation that you paid a
hundred dollars for a decoder, attached it
to your television and to the cable . . .

but, really, your honour, you never
thought of using it. If the decoder was
found on your workbench with other elec-
tronic parts, you might be able to claim it
was just another project that you didn't
intend to use. With anything in between
these two examples, you take your
chances.

As Temple of Rogers Cablesystems
notes: "Obviously it's better to go after
the manufacturers of these devices. This is
pretty easy since he has to go public to sell
any."

The law expressly deals with
manufacturers, sellers and distributors in
addition to possessors of such in-
struments. The backroom decoder fac-
tories have received enough media
coverage to allow anyone who's interested
to find them in a matter of minutes. Yet,
as of press time, no charges have been
laid. The Ontario Attorney -General's of-
fice says that there is concern but no cases
have been brought to its attention by
police, although local crown attorneys
may be considering action. So far, the
cable operators have been too busy pro-
moting Pay TV to press charges.

Fee Or Free TV?
In addition to the Criminal Code, other
bodies of law may be employed against
Pay TV piracy. The Radio Act, for exam-

ple, deals with the standards that elec-
tronic equipment must meet and it pro-
vides penalties for danger or interference
caused by such devices.

The Copyright Act may also come in-
to play. Whenever an audio -video produc-
tion is sold to or played for the public, the
creators receive renumeration. Authors,
songwriters, actors and other artists often
make their living off of these royalties. If
you tape a production off the air and sell
it (or even give it away) without permis-
sion of the copyright holder, you are
violating copyright.

But what if you don't tape it?
Theoretically, if you invite your friends
over to watch a movie on Pay TV which
you receive illegally, a case could be made
against you that you are infringing
copyright by distributing the presentation
without compensating the cable company
which compensates the Pay TV company
which in turn compensates the producers.

Practically, however, the case is too
tenuous and the fines too low to make it
advantageous for the companies to pro-
secute unless you are doing it on a regular
basis and charging admission or
distributing it to a large number of peo-
ple, say, through closed circuit TV in a
hotel or condominium.

The same would apply to people who
use the second, less common method of
accessing Pay TV.

Dishing It Out

Instead of decoding cable signals in the
privacy of their livingrooms, some people
erect satellite reception dishes or antennae
and snatch the Pay signals out of the air
before they even get to the cable com-
panies for local distribution.

A great deal of misconception has
surrounded the Canadian government's
new broadcasting stategy which does away
with the requirement to license TVROs
(TV Receive -Only earth statons) for in-
dividual use.

Many people have understood this to
mean that they are free to access any ser-
vices they desire with a TVRO. They are
correct only as far as that goes . . . the
government has NOT exempted anyone
from having to pay the company which
produces the services. Under "Limits to
Exemption" the document says, "It
should be noted that, despite these exemp-
tions, operators of earth stations may still
require permission to receive satellite pro-
gramming signals from their originators."

That is to say, you can set up a dish
but the usual relation between the seller
and buyer of TV programming still ap-
plies.

Although a number of questions re-
main to be answered regarding the
government's broadcasting strategy, it ap-
pears that acquiring Pay TV with a TVRO

without paying for the service could still
constitute theft of telecommunications
under the Criminal Code and the distribu-
tion of the service through a community
(or housing complex) could infringe upon
copyright.

An advantage of going this route for
the pirate is that he cannot be charged
with possessing (or making, selling, or
distributing) an illegal device, as he could
with the secret decoder. One disadvantage
is that he can't very easily hide a TVRO
on his roof or among the zucchini in the
backyard. The cable company will know
he has one. Some signal distributors in the
U.S. have resorted to hiring teenagers to
look for such antennae. When confronted
with the evidence, a large proportion of
pirates have consented to becoming
regular Pay subscribers. The rest have
become potential targets for court action
in which the companies try to prove the
dish was picking up Pay TV.

The Pay channels may take another
approach that they've been threatening to
use in the US. They may scramble the
signals bounced off satellites. The local
cable distributors would decode it and
then send it out to subscribers as they do
now (with their own scrambling).

Of course, the response from pirates
would be to install devices on their
TVROs for unscrambling the satellite
signals. It's a cat and mouse game that
could go on indefinitely. However, in
Canada at least, this would bring the of-
fence more fully under the Criminal
Code.

Receiving dishes may be acceptable
under the present broadcasting strategy,
but no one has yet pronounced a verdict
on decoders. Such decoders, like the ones
for livingroom use, would be "primarily
useful" only for picking up unauthorised
signals, as mentioned in the Criminal
Code.

The fight goes on between the
transmitters and originators of telecom-
munications and people who don't con-
sider themselves "pirates," "thieves," or
"shoplifters" who feel they should be
allowed to receive television programming
without any costs beyond the price of
equipment.

The Criminal Code, the Copyright
Act and other statutes were drawn up
before Pay TV, video recording, cable
programming and satellite transmission
began to really change the way we receive
images on the tube. With Canadian law
based somewhat on the British system of
precedents, much will depend on how the
first batch of cases regarding Pay TV
piracy are decided.

Cases are already underway in
Canada, but the verdicts have not been
returned.

Fee TV isn't about to see itself
transformed into Free TV without a fight.

CCU
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The Fun of Electronics
THE rAers PLACE
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"I know it doesn't work, but I can't give you your money
back. If you read the data sheet closely, you'll find it's not

supposed to work."

'11111111
6E4 E12,

"I'm have trouble getting CSA approval for my new
microwave hairdryer."

"My chess program isn't working properly yet ... it's still
able to beat me."

501 alfZTZ 7: V. ,FAIR
"LiCaE rHE TELE visiou Pro& E "

"We want you to take that sign down. We're the television
people."

"A shift register is one which
works nine to five."

"We want something the pupils can relate to, try a T-shirt on
it."
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BEST PRICE & BEST QUALITY ETI ORDER FORM

I

48K 6502 Kit
(A+B+C+D) Only
Assembled
& Tested $549

MAIL ORDER
Send certified cheque or money
order. Ont. res. add 7% sales
tax. Plus 4% delivery charge.

A. Mother Board
(A&T with blank
2716) $299

B. Power Supply $89
C. Plastic Case $59
D. Keyboard $99
E. Joystick

(Auto -center) $19
F. Modulator $19
G. Printer $499

Disk Cont. Card
80 Column Card
Printer Card
16K RAM Card
Z-80 Card
RS232 Card
IC 2716 each
IC 4116 each

$59
$79
$69
$59
$69
$69

$5.90
$2.50

Lincoln Computer Co.
621 Gerrard St. E. (rear flat), Toronto,

M4M 1Y2
Tel. (416) 469-2110.

Circle No. 10 on Reader Service Card.

nuunuuuuuuuuuuuununnununnnniuuuuuunnuuuununuuuunnuuuur=
Quality Boards & Kits All AppleTM Compatible

A. 6502 PCB 38.00

C. Power
supply

It*

ABS Case

65.00

Disk Controller Card 69.00
80 Column Card 89.95
New Printer Card 99.00
EPROM Programmer Card 89.95
Z-80 Card 85.00
New RAM Card (Cable Less) 75.00
*Communication Card 95.00
 6522 via Card 95.00
'Buffer Board 16K (For Printer) 165.00
Universal Card (Prototype)
Price for above PCB $10.00 ea.,

$15.00 ea., kits also available.
6502 kit (w/blank ROM) 249.95
Switching power supply 5V/5A, 12V/3A,
- 5V/V2A, - 12V/ Vz A 99.00
Super special this month
(Qty. limited) only
6502 48K tested & assembled 559.00
650248K kit A+B+C+D only 489.95
Joystick (self -centering) 30.00

Terms: Send Cheque or Money order (Allow 2
weeks for personal cheque). Credit cards
welcome. No COD., Quebec Res. add 9%
sales Tax. Min. order 10.00. Add 5% for shipp-
ing and handling. 201 restocking fee for
returned merchandise. Prices and availability
subject to change without notice. Do not send
cash.
Dealers Inquiry

Welcome
VISA

111

New 6502 Mark 1111
64K RAM plus built-in Z-80

6502 Mark V
Has on board provision for
192K RAM $CALL

sunnnnnuuuuuuunuawuuuuuuunniuininuiuuununuuuuunuunnum.
Circle No. 3 on Reader Service Card.

FUJICOMP INC.
6420 RUE VICTORIA

SUITE 3
MONTREAL, QUEBEC.

H3W 2S7
Tel. (514) 733-5612

BACK ISSUES: Please circle issues desired.
1977 February July
1978 June August September November December

I 1979 January February March April May
August September October November December

I 1980 January March May June July
October November December

1981 January February March April June July
August September October November December

I 1982 January February March April May June
July August September October November December

I1983 January February March April May

I QTY. ITEM AMOUNT
Back issues @ $3 (mark choice above) $

More Circuits @ $4.95
Hobby Projects @ $3.95
Electronic Circuit Design © $3.95
Projects Book No. 2 @ $3.95
Circuits File @ $3.95

Subscriptions @ $18.95/$33.95

ETI Binders @ $8.00
Ontario residents add 7% PST except for subscriptions.

ETI BOOKSHELF
ORDER FORM

Code Title Price
(e.g. BP12) (Short -form is O.K.)

$

$

If we cannot complete your order
Iwould you like a refund
or held for a backorder

Sub Total $
Tax (Ont. Res) $

Postage $
Total Enclosed $

REMEMBER TO PUT YOUR
NAME & ADDRESS ON THIS
FORM.

5

Do you currently subscribe to ETI
Have you even subscribed to ETI

Yes 0
Yes 0

No 0
No 0
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Into Digital Part 12
In the last part of the series, Ian
Sinclair provides a brief introduc-
tion to microprocessors and how
they use the techniques shown so
far.

LET'S LOOK in detail at what has to be
done to AND two lots of eight bits. First
of all we need to store the first set of eight
bits, the first byte of the mouthful, in a
register. There has to be an instruction for
this, which will open the correct gates
within the microprocessor to transfer our
first byte into a register (see Fig. 1) For
this operation, the register will usually be
the main working register of the micro-
processor and is called the accumulator.
One instruction byte will therefore
prepare the path from the eight data pins
to the accumulator, and the next byte will
be our first set of eight bits which are to be
ANDed. Having loaded them in, we now
need to tell the microprocessor what it has
to do next. The next byte is therefore
another instruction which calls on the
microprocessor to AND the bits in the ac-
cumulator register with the next set of bits
which will be fed in, and to store the result
in the accumulator. Quite a mouthful
that, so we abbreviated it to AND -
immediate.

Following that instruction, the mic-
roprocessor expects to find the next set of
bits we want to AND with the first lot.

The last operation is to deliver the
results, so another instruction has to be
sent to the microprocessor calling on it to
connect the accumulator to the eight pins
which we used to enter each byte, and so
transfer the resulting byte out again. At
the end of this instruction, the byte ap-
pears on the eight pins (the data pins) and
the process is completed. The total score is
three instructions in, two bytes of data
(the bytes we wanted to AND) input, and
one byte (the result) output: a total of six
steps.

Now, for ANDing two bytes of bits
together, you might think that six steps of
microprocessor action is a pretty poor ex-
change for just having a couple of AND
chips working on two lots of eight bits.
You would be quite correct, it is a pretty
poor exchange, and if you only ever had
to AND two bytes together you'd be a
mug to go to all the expense and bother of
setting up a microprocessor to do it.

Where the microprocessor starts to

Figure 1. Sequence of operations
for an 8 -bit AND. A similar se-
quence would be used for any
other 8 -bit logical operation.

1. INSTRUCTION: Read a set of data bits

2. DATA (8 bits = 1 byte) IN

3. INSTRUCTION: AND this byte with the next set

4. DATA (second byte) IN

5. INSTRUCTION: STORE - send the result out

6. DATA (byte sent out) OUT

score is in applications which need more
than just a couple of bytes ANDed
together. A lot of machine -control units
would need several boards full of ICs just
to carry out one of the operations which
they do. Because the microprocessor
operates on instructions, you can add
more tasks just by adding more instruc-
tions. In addition, you can change the in-
structions without having to change the
microprocessor. If you have a digitally -
controlled machine which turns out one
part, and the controller uses separate

gates, then to make it turn out a new part
means swapping boards around. That's
what's called a hardware exercise. If the
same machine were microrprocessor-
controlled then only the instructions
would need to be changed, and that can
be a whole lot simpler.

Once Upon A Time . . .

You'll have started to suspect that this
microprocessor caper probably calls for
close timing, a bit of the old strict tempo.

DATA
PINS

0
ADDRESS 0
PINS

O
O

O
O
O
O
O
O
O

O
O
O

0
O
O

MEMORY

1

UNITS

DATA BITS FROM 2
OR TO MEMORY
UNITS

3

4

5

6

7

SELECT WHICH
MEMORY UNIT
IS USED 8

9

Figure 2. Using memory to ensure that instructions and data follow each other in the correct sequence.
It is impossible to tell without knowing the sequence whether a byte is an instruction or data.
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Into Digital

How right you are! Each stage of micro-
processor action is started by a clock
pulse, and the clock pulse generator is
usually a crystal -controlled oscillator
working at 1 MHz or more, so that the in-
structions are carried out pretty quickly.
Now that speed, gratifying though it is,
leads to further complications. Remember
what the sequence of events was? First of
all came the instruction (load) which set
up the accumulator to receive the first
data byte, then the data, another instruc-
tion (AND -immediate), more data, the
output instruction and data out. If the
clocking rate is as high as a 1 MHz
oscillator suggests, how do we make sure
that we are feeding the correct byte on the
pins at the correct time? Whether we are
feeding in an instruction or a piece of
data, it's just one byte at a time, and so
the sequence just has to be right. How is it
all synchronised?

Memory is the answer to the prob-
lem. Memory is not something mysterious
and new, it's just a word for a set of
registers. As far as most microprocessor
circuits are concerned, a memory will con-
sist of a set of 8 -bit registers, with gates to
ensure that only one set of eight bits is
connected to the data lines at one given
time. The gating system is called address-
ing, so that when we talk of addressing
memory what we mean is passing signals
to gates so that one particular register is
connected and eight bits can be stored in it
or copied from it (see Fig. 2).

In the early days, addressing was
rather primitive and a lot of memories us-
ed a sequence principle, so that the first
byte stored in was the first byte out, and
the rest followed in sequence. We still use
this idea for cassette -tape storage - you
start at the beginning of the tape and you
record or replay until you are finished.

For a lot of purposes, though, it can be
very much more useful if you can pick a
byte out of any part of memory without
having to go through all the bytes which
were placed there earlier. This idea is cal-
led 'random access,' and all the IC chip
memories that we use nowadays have ran-
dom access.

It's addressing which makes this ran-
dom access possible. If you make your
gates so that each binary number placed
on a set of inputs - the address inputs -
will connect a different register on to a set
of data lines, then you have the random
access you need, because you don't need
to go through the binary numbers in se-
quence. The old memory system which
didn't use address lines (one byte was con-
nected in or out at each clock pulse) is
never used these days.

Getting It All Together
Now we can start to see how the
microprocessor can carry out its instruc-
tions. To start with, all the signals which
it's going to need will be stored in memory
chips. Taking our example of the ANDing
of two bytes, we would need all six bytes
stored in memory. The simplest way to do
this would be to store them in the same
order as they are used, with the 'load first
byte' instruction first and the 'store
answer' byte last. All we need then is some
method of arranging that a byte is con-
nected to the data lines of the micro-
processor at each clock pulse, and this is
done by 'address lines' from the
microprocessor. The address lines come
out on pins, usually sixteen of them,
which can be connected inside the
microprocessor to various counting
registers. Their job is to signal to memory
which memory byte is wanted.

8080A CPU FUNCTIONAL
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Sixteen lines allow us to use binary
numbers of up to 16 digits, which in
familiar terms means a range of 0 to
65,536. Being able to select up to 65,536
different bytes sounds good, and most mic-
roprocessor systems need a lot less, but
it's worth remembering that large com-
puters need a lot more memory, which is
why microprocessor chips with 24 or even
32 address lines are being developed.

For our ANDing, then, we could ar-
range things so that the first instruction
was connected to the data lines of the
microprocessor when the address was 1.
(You don't want me to write out fifteen
Os and a 1, do you? I'll stick to ordinary
scale -of -ten if you don't mind!) This ad-
dress is obtained by a counting register in-
side the microprocessor whose name is,
appropriately enough, program counter.
At each clock pulse, the program counter
simply advances by one digit unless we in-
struct it otherwise. When the 'load a byte'
instruction has been digested, therefore,
the next clock pulse will advance the pro-
gram counter to 2, and this has to be the
memory address for the first of the two
bytes we want to AND. At the count of
three, the byte which is stored is the AND -
immediate instruction, and address
number four brings in the second byte to
be ANDed. At step 5 another instruction
comes in - an instruction which has quite
a different effect, because it commands
the microprocessor to send a byte out on
the next clock pulse. Clock pulse number
6, then causes a byte to be stored - in this
example in memory location number 6.

How do the registers tell the dif-
ference between sending a byte from
memory to microprocessor (reading) and
sending a byte from microprocessor to
memory (writing)? Easy, there's a pin
which carries a read/write signal. The
signal from this pin is normally logic 1, so
that the microprocessor reads from
whichever part of memory has been ac-
tivated by the address signals. When the
WRITE instruction is received the next
clock pulse puts the read/write pin to
logic 0, and holds it like that until another
clock pulse restores it. That way, a similar
pin on each memory chip can be held low
to ensure that the gates inside the memory
chips are arranged to receive a signal (at
the register inputs) rather than send one
out (from the register outputs).

Yes, of course there's a lot more to it,
but this outline should dispel some of the
mystery and explain some of the new
words which fly around the microproces-
sor business. The important point is that
once you have swallowed the ideas of
digital electronics, microprocessors are
just one more byte!

Next month, we begin a new series,
Designing Micro Systems, and in the first
part, examine the basic architecture of
CPU's.

Figure 3. The functional layout of the 8080 Central Processing Unit.
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FOR ONLY
$599.00

Completely assembled, tested,
with 90 day warranty

Mail Order Send A Certified Cheque or
Money Order Plus 5% for
Shipping and Handling.
Ontario Residence Please add 7% P. ST.

SEi111113011IES Inc Circle No. 26 on Reader Service Card.
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
ETI's classified advertising section
allows you to reach about 30,000
Canadian readers nation-wide for $1.00
per word. For as little as $20 per inser-
tion (there's a 20 word minimum) you
can promote your business from coast -
to -coast.

WHAT DO YOU DO?
Send us your typewritten or clearly
printed words, your permanent ad-
dress and telephone number and your
money (no cash please). Make your

cheque or money order payable to 'ETI
Magazine'. We're at Unit 6, 25 Overlea
Blvd., Toronto, Ontario, M4H 1B1.

WHAT DO WE DO?
We typeset your words (and put the
first word and your company name in
BOLD capital letters). If we get your
message by the 14th of the month, it
will appear in ETI 11/2 months later. For
example if we receive it by October
14th you (and thousands more) will see
it in the December issue.

HYDROGEN GAS GENERATOR plans and
starter kit, $12.PRAIRIE POWER
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, P.O.
Box 8291, Edmonton, Alberta. T6H OLO.

WSI RADIO - SWL Radios - Ham radios 18
Sheldon Avenue North, Kitchener, Ontario
N2H 3M2. Tel. (519) 579-0536. Write for 1983
catalogue, $2.00 (VE3EHC).

ZX81 interface board featured in April ETI
complete kit $34.95, circuit brd only $12.00.
ZX81 motherboard accepts two vector or
Radio Shack type multi -purpose plug boards,
plus all Sinclair accessories
Also ZX81 video amp, drives composite type
monitors $9.95. Include $2.00 each order P &
H. JDC 5-14 Sentinel Rd., Downsview, Ont.
M3M 2Y5.

J&J ELECTRONICS Ltd., P.O. Box 1437E,
Winnipeg, Manitoba R3C 2Z4. Surplus and
Semiconductor Specialists. Do you get our
bargain flyer? Send $1.00 to receive the current
literature and specials and to be placed on the
mailing list for future publications.

BEARCAT 250, Pro 2001 owners get 140 MHz
with full sensitivity across the band. Pro-
gramable board with instructions BC250
$48.50, Pro2001 $60.50. Send cheque, money
order, visa card number and expiry date to
ALBERNI INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS
LTD., 5328 Argyle St., Port Alberni, B.C.
V9Y 1T8 604-723-5911.

CORONET ELECTRONICS, 649A Notre
Dame W., Montreal, Que. H3C 1H8,
Catalogue IC's, Semi's, Parts, send $1.00 to
cover postage. Monthly specials at crazy prices.

FOR $10 per kit $2 handling, receive free flyer
and any of the following. #1: 1000 asst'd pcs,
choke - capacitor - resistor - transistor - hard-
ware - etc. Capacitor specials: #2: 200 asst'd
ceramic - #3: 100 asst'd silver mica - #4: 100
asst'd mylar - #5: 50 asst'd tantalum - #6: 50
asst'd electrolytic - #7: 50 asst'd feed -through
-#8: 50 asst'd metallic silver mica (Elmenco)
-#9: 25 asst'd variable. All new material. Un-
conditional guarantee. SURPLUS ELECTRO
QUEBEC, 2264 Montee Gagnon, Blainville,
Quebec J7E 4H5.

MULTIFLEX owners, screen oriented
Operating System and Editor for your com-
puter. We also sell CANADIAN MADE ter-
minals. Write or call ZEMOS SYSTEMS, 1190
Conyers Cres., Mississauga, Ont. L5C 1K1
(416) 273-3315.

OSCILLOSCOPES starting as low as $319.00!
Full line of LEADER Products. Quantity dis-
counts on LED's, IC's, Capacitors, Resistors
and more! Send for your FREE Catalogue
now. HOBBILT ELECTRONICS, 7303A
Dumesnil. St. Leonard, Que. HIS 3A7.

APPLETm-builders need "APPLE -SEED" or
"SURF Comprehensive step-by-
step instruction manual for assembling your
microcomputer kit. 60 pages, 70 illustrations.
Send $9.95 (includes postage) to: NUSCOPE
ASSOCIATES, P.O. Box 742, Stn. B,
Willowdale, Ont. M2K 2R1. Quantity dis-
counts.

NEW catalogue of components available. Get
on our mailing list for regular bits and bytes
specials. M.O. ENTERPRISES, Box 2066E,
Bramalea, Ontario. L6T 3S3.

TIMEX 1500 16K, moving keys $139.95.
Timex 2040 printer $139.95. Write for infor-
mation: STREAM COMPUTERS, P.O. Box
113, Ajax, Ontario L1S 3C5 Phone 9 to 5 (416)
839-0323.

ZX81 Edge Connectors $8.95. Full size
keyboard plans $2.95. "Mastering Your
Timex/Sinclair," new 208 page book with over
65 programs $6.95. Send stamp for free
catalogue. PORTER ELECTRONICS, 17
Harper Way, Thornhill, Ontario L3T 5A4.

OPPORTUNITY to build your own backyard
satellite dish and pay -TV decoders. Send a
S.A.S.E. to: J.C. SYSTEMS INTERNA-
TIONAL, Dept. 306, 7305 Woodbine Ave.,
Markham, Ont. L3R 3V7 for free information.

COMMODORE 64 owners. We offer a fine
selection of programs. Send for free catalogue.
SANDISON SOFTWARE, Box 1403,
Chatham, Ont. N7M 5W8.

LONDON, Ontario is the location of one of
the most diverse and frequently changing in-
ventories of bargain priced manufacturers
surplus! Thousands of parts to excite your im-
agination! Visit FOREST CITY SURPLUS
LTD. (519) 438-0233.

EDUCATIONAL -SOFTWARE. Apple, Com-
modore, VIC-20, TR80. Dealers Inquire with
letterhead. Education is our business. FROS-
TY'S, Box 821, Caughnawaga, P.Q. JOL 1BO.

FORBIDDEN FRUIT. 6502 Project Manual
covers all the unknowns. Hardware -firmware
comprehensive how to's and where from's.
$15.00 from J.L. LEWERY, 98 Orsett St.
Oakville, L6H 2N9. Ont.

APPLE game tapes, $10 each, $15 for two,
Pacman, Frogger, Pinball, Crazyclimber,
Pool, Starwars, GrandPrix, Falcon, etc. Top
quality Apple joysticks, perfect for games,
$19.95 each, 5% shipping, 6% PST in BC,
T.E. LTD., Box 65356, Station F, Vancouver,
B.C., V5N 5P3.

TIMEX 2000 48K, Colour, sound. $299.00 in-
cludes delivery. Write for information:
STREAM COMPUTERS, P.O. Box 113,
Ajax, Ontario L1S 3C5 Phone 9 to 5 (416)
839-0323.

ZX-81 46 Pin edge connectors, wire wrap only,
$4.25 each, includes postage. PATRICK
SOOLEY, 16 Trenton Terrace, Toronto, Ont.
M6K 106.

APPLE CLONES: first ever detailed circuit
and hardware description. Over 100 pages with
full schematics, waveforms and tutorials. Easy
to understand. Ideal for all owners. Essential
for servicing, repair and interfacing. Send
$18.95, cheque or money order, to
MICROTRONICS ENGINEERING, Box 358,
Pinawa, Man. ROE 1LO.

SINCLAIR Software - Hardware Serial
1. General 2. Education 3. Games - Graphics
4. Home - Personal 5. Math - Engineering
6. Program Aids 7. Business - Financial
8. Hardware 9. Books - Listings. Each serial
$2.00 (order refundable) COMPUTER
SOURCE CENTER, Box 3637, Stn. C,
Ottawa, Ontario KIY 4J7.

ZX81-SUPER DATA SAVE Fast powerful
SAVE, VERIFY, LOAD system. 16K in 30 sec.
48K in 90 sec. SAVE -LOAD data independent
of programs. Name programs & data files.
Many other features. Includes filter & manual
$54.25 SAE for details & product list. P.
HARGRAVE, Site V, RR 4, Nanaimo, BC,
V9R 5X9.

APPLETM compatible peripherals: 80 column
$85.00, Z-80 $70.00, 16K $70.00, Disk Con-
troller $70.00, RS232 $95.00. Certified cheque
or M.O. + 4% shipping (Ont. resident 7%
P.S.T.) to PERSONAL COMPUTERWARE,
P.O. Box 15961, Stn. F, Ottawa, K2C 3S8.

VIC20 4K RAM kit; $39.95, assembled and
tested $49.95 (case not included). Boards can
be modified to 8K, are block selectable,
EPROM compatible and have provisions for
battery back-up. Ont. res. add 7% sales tax.
CANADIAN MICRO PERIPHERALS, Box
123, Waterloo, Ont. N2J 3Z9.

TRANSIENT ANALYSIS and NETWORK
THEOREMS, two new texts by Dr. Harry E.
Stockman. Request Flyer. SERCOLAB, Box
78 C, Arlington, MA, U.S.A. 02174.



ETI Special Publications
If you enjoy ETI, why not try some
of our highly successful special
publications.
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Available from your local elec-
tronic parts store or direct from

ETI please add 45c each to
cover postage. Send money to:

Electronics Today Magazine,
Unit 6, 25 Overlea Blvd.,

Toronto, Ont.,
M4H 1 B1
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TECH TIPS
Car Radio Latch
A. Miller

When fitting a car radio or cassette player
into a car, one problem is deciding which
side of the ignition to connect the supply
lead. If it's connected to the ignition side,
the keys must be in to use the radio, a
potential hazard if children are left listen-
ing. On the other hand, if it's connected
to the battery side you have to remember
to turn off the radio every time you leave
the car.

The answer is simple - you connect
to both using the circuit shown here. Nor-
mally the radio is left switched on and it
will go on and off with the ignition. But if
the ignition is off, switching the radio off
and then on again also turns the radio on.

The circuit consists of a latch using
QI and Q3, which controls a driver stage
Q4. The LED indicates the state of the
latch and is optional, but it doesn't con-
sume any extra power since without it, the
power would only be dissipated in R6. C2
serves to trigger the latch on and off with
the ignition, and R4 prevents false trigger-
ing during starting. If the radio goes off
after starting, R4 should be increased, and
if the radio fails to go on and off with the
ignition, R4 should be reduced.

When the latch is in the 'off' state, a
small current passes through R7 to the
radio. While the radio is on, C3 and C4
will remain discharged, but if the radio is
off, C3 and C4 charge to the full battery
voltage. If the radio is switched on, C4
rapidly discharges through the radio leav-
ing C3 to discharge via Q5 and DI and
produce a current in R8. This turns on
Q2, triggering the latch to supply power to
the radio. Cl ensures reliable triggering.

Q1,2,3 and 5 are all general-purpose
transistors, such as the 2N3904 type, and
Q4 is a power Darlington with at least 2 A
rated collector current. No heatsink
should be necessary for Q4, as it is always
either off or in saturation. DI is a general-
purpose diode such as the 1N4148. R4 is

the only component with a critical value
and may need adjusting as mentioned
earlier. All the component values are
those used in the prototype and any
similar values should work. The quiescent
power consumption is either 2 mA or 10
mA depending on the state of the latch,
but if the vehicle is to be left standing for
longer than two weeks, the unit (or the
battery) should be disconnected.
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COMING SOON!

E MICRO COMPUTECH ELECTRONICS LT
rffir .ear

ATI FDD-810
The "FDD-810 minifloppy disk drive is a high performance and

economical mini type disk drive which is specially designed for AP-
PLEIITm personal computer. SLIM TYPE DISK DRIVE IS 1/2 THE

HEIGHT OF CONVENTIONAL MINIFLOPPY DISK DRIVES. HALF
TRACKING ABILITY - AUTO EJECT - FULLY COMPATIBLE WITH

APPLE IITM - FAST DATA ACCESS (12 msec. between tracks) -
SOFTWARE TRANSPARANT - HIGHER PRECISION POSITIONING

THAN CONVENTIONAL DRIVES - USES STANDARD 51/4 DISKETTE.
- HIGH -RELIABILITY, LOW NOISE DC MOTORS PROVIDE AN MTBF

OF OVER 8,000 HOURS, BACKED BY A 120 DAY PARTS AND

$319 with controller $379 LABOUR WARRANTY.

ALL IN ONE PERSONAL COMPUTER
64K RAM, Z80, 80x24 Video, Floppy Disc Controller, Printer Interface, R.F. Modulator,

Colour Generation Capability,

External Expansion  4 Special Function Keys  Help Command Key  12 Key Numeric Keypad  52 Upper & Lower Case
Keys  26 Semi Graphic Symbols  CP/M Apple M Compatible.

$995.00 REGIONAL DEALERS REQUIRED

STAR 64 COMPUTER
* 64K byte RAM memory on board expandable to 192K * 24K byte
ROM * APPLE IITM hardware & software compatible * 8 APPLE
compatible I/O slots. * Speaker annunciation output. * ASCII
output full size keyboard with 4x4 numeric pad. * Full Nkey
rollover. * Upper and lower case capability with lower case
locking key. * 27 Programmed function key in DOS & CP/M.
* Power on indication light. * ABS case. * Epoxy socketed
circuit board. * Heavy duty power supply. * 120 day parts &
labour warranty. $795.00

ABS CASE WITH NUMERIC PAD
KEYBOARD WITH NUMERIC PAD
HIGH WATTAGE POWER SUPPLY

$89
$109
$99

"SAVE" Complete Package 5289

MEMORY CHIPS
2716 $4.95
2732 $8.00
2764 $11.00
4116 (200ns) $1.89
4164 $8.00
Low prices on TTL's Quality IC sockets
1capin 1/4 W 5% Resistors 2 for 5c

ELECTROHOME MONITORS
12" P31 Green $159.00
9" P31 Green $130.00
RGB Colour Monitor

Med Res $399.00
High Res $489.00

NTSC Interface $59.00
Super Colour Card $165.00
Gemini 10 Printers $489.00
Gemini 15 Printers $689.00

80 x 24 Video Card
Z80 Card
16K RAM
Controller Card
Parallel Printer Card
EPROM Programmer
RS232
RF Modulator
RF Modulator
(VV/Sound)
Joystick self centred
All Bare Boards (Gold Plated)
DISKETTES
Verbatim SSDD Plastic Box
Verbatim SSDD PaperBox
Verbatim DSDD Plastic Box
Control Data Paper for
Printers 91/2 x 11 plain 500 sheets
Box of 2850

$89.00
$89.00
$62.00
$69.00
$79.00
$99.00
$95.00
$18.00

$21.00
$45.00
$12.00

$37/box
$35/box
$55/box

$11.00
$35.00

Parking Available
One Block West of

Spadina

HIGH QUALITY PROTO BOARDS 61/2" x 21/4" 522.00 - 6" x 5" 549.00

APPLE IITM IS A TRADE MARK OF APPLE COMPUTERS INC.

MAIL ORDERS
Send a certified cheque or money order (do not send cash).

Minimum order is $10. ADD 5% for shipping cost.
ANY EXCESS WILL BE CREDITED. Ontario residents add 7% provincial sales tax.

VISA and MASTERCARD accepted. Send card No. signature expiry date and name of bank.

Price Subject to
change without

notice.

QTPFN ST., W., TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA, M5V-2134 (416) 864.03
ALL PRICES ARE IN CANADIAN FUNDS, 9% FEDERAL SALES TAX INCLUDEDmismaiiiimmaigl
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Tech Tips

Scope Bargraph Unit
Graeme Durant

This circuit is designed to be used in con-
junction with any ordinary oscilloscope
which has an X -deflection input, and
allows it to be used as a bargraph display.
The screen has 10 useable columns.

The heart of the circuit is IC1, and
LM3914 bargraph driver. The input to
this, pin 5, is connected to a sawtooth
generator running at about 1 kHz, formed
around Q 1 . Q1 is a constant current
generator supplying 5 mA and charging a
330nF capacitor to create a linear sweep.
As the voltage on this capacitor reaches
the upper CMOS threshold, about two-
thirds supply, a latch formed by IC5b and
c is triggered by IC5a. This rapidly

discharges the capacitor through IC8d.
When the voltage has dropped to the
lower CMOS level, about one-third sup-
ply, the latch is reset and the capacitor
starts to charge up again. Thus a linear
sawtooth waveform is produced.

This is buffered by IC2 and fed out to
drive the X amplifier in the scope.
However, as this sweep also drives a
bargraph IC which has its upper and lower
limits set to be similar to the two CMOS
switching levels, the 10 outputs go low,
one at a time, in sequence. These outputs
are used to drive a multiplexing system: a
set of 10 analogue switches (IC6b to
IC8c). These are driven via inverting
Schmitt triggers, diodes and pull-up
resistors due to the limited drive capability
of IC1 at logic 1.

The multiplexed output is sent to the
scope's Y input via another analogue
switch, which is normally on, but cut off
while the sweep capacitor discharges so as
to blank out the 'flyback'. Alternatively,
the `Z modulation' input of the scope
could be used if one is available.

In use, the internal sweep generator
in the scope is turned off and the circuit is
connected. It is recommended that a
regulated supply of 15 V is used so as to
provide adequate X output drive. The X
sweep level is adjusted until a suitable
width of display is produced (this being a
horizontal line at the present), which
should be moved to the bottom of the
screen. Now the inputs to the scope may
be connected and the Y sensitivity of the
scope adjusted to give a good display.

TO X INPUT TO Y INPUT

0 0
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IC1 IS LM3914
IC2 IS 741
IC3,4 ARE 40106
IC5 IS 4011UBE
IC6,7,8 ARE 4066
01 IS BC214L
01-D10 ARE 1N914
ZD1 IS 5V6 ZENER

R16
1k0
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Low Resolution Pulse Generator
G. Foote

This circuit produces pulses whose width
is controlled by a three bit word and
which can be used to control motors and
similar devices where high resolution isn't
needed.

ICI is a decade counter with outputs
`0' to '9' going high in turn. Here it counts
from '0' to 48' and is reset by the '9' out-
put which is connected back to the reset
pin. Outputs '0' to '7' are connected to
IC2, an eight -line -to -one -line multiplexer.
The output which is connected to pin 3 by
the internal switches of the IC depends on
the value of the three -bit word on pins 9,
10, 11.

IC3 is configured as a bistable and is
set by the '8' output of IC1. It is reset by
70-AUGUST-1983-ETI

one of the other outputs of IC1; the one
selected by IC2. The length of the output
pulse at pin 3 of IC3a depends on which
output of IC1 is used to reset the bistable,

the output being selected by the three -bit
word input to IC2. Note that the 4051
could be replaced by a 4512 data selector.
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4 9-0 B
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4 15

2
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/ Top Selling Hardware for
TS1000 and ZX81

Gladstone
Professional
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The finishing touch to a Timex Sinclair
computer! system. The ZX Printer offers full
alphanininerics and highly sophisticated
graphics.

A special feature is COPY, which prints out
exactly what is on the whole TV screen without
the need for further instructions.
At last you can have a hard copy, of your
program listings - particularly. 1 when
writing or editing programs.

ZX
PRINTER
11':5

I.

1.

And of course you c n print out you results for
permanent records or sending to a fiiend.
Printing speed is 50- characters per second -
with 32 characters per line and 9 lines per
vertical inch.
The ZX Printer connects to the rear of your
computer - using a stackable connector so
you can plus in a HAM pack as well. A roll of
paper (651t long x 4 in wide) is supplied. along
with full instructions. S70 $119.95
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registers and ma machine rode programs. 240 $ 9.95

Machine Code Monitor and
Disassembler
ZXBUG s.1 pouetfol tool for machine language
progra ming. h is -11( long and uses mvmory from
71E0 t top nuntoty. ZX BUG works in hexadecimal
abase I . not decom I. so alladd esses are all,' `t 111111111

241 519.95
-28 commands

Top Otig
Games

ZX Sera ble You are flying into the heart of
Heft territo They repond with missiles and flying
robs. Dest y them e they destroy you!

90 $19..95

Trader ogy o ogrammes dist combine
to give an epic 48K graphic 'adventure. As is galactic
trader, you de I with some very bizarre customers
indeed. Will you live to tell the tale? 1 .

PIO $24.95

Galaxy Invaders An her arcade lassic.
masterfully- translated to the 1400 and XXI.
Protect your lives agai st fleets of stile
invaders. Fast. ex ing and tmpr 'ctable. Z9I S 9.95

'NEW LOW PRICE
$59.95
Dependable 16K RAM Module
Versatile module allows access to greater amounts of
user data and an increased iarieti of more
sophisticated software.

$69.95
Compact Personal Computer Programmable IX
home computer with full range math and scien-
tific functions, plus graph drawing and animated
display. Syntax -check and report codes.

Full range of software and books available!

For orders, call toll free
1-800-268-3640

Have your VISA or !MASTERCARD

In Ont. (416) 787-1448
For further information

GLaDSTOI7E-,',',1,1rELECTROIlICS
1736 Avenue Rd., Toronto, Ont. M5M 3Y7

'store his: Mon. through Sat. 9 am to 6 pm. Thurs. until 9 1,111
Mail orders acc led
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Unleash the power
of the ATOM

for as low as $199.95
The Acorn ATOM is everything you need in
a personal computer. A powerful, full
facility computer at an extraordinary low
price. It's full sized professional keyboard
is easy to use and has a hardware/software
combination of incredible power and
versatility. Just connect directly to any
domestic TV and you're ready to begin. The
next stage is to increase the ROM and RAM
on your basic ATOM, from 81( + 2K to 12K
+ 12K. This will give you direct printer
output , floating point mathematics,
scientific and trigonometic functions, and
high resolution graphics. From there you
can expand indefinitely!

Just look at these features!

 *Colour  Sound  *High resolution graphics 
*9 different graphics modes  RF modulated and
composite video output  Built-in cassette
interface  Expandable to 64K RAM plus 6K of
fast graphics RAM  Excellent low-cost software 
Mneumonic 6502 Assembler including Macros
and conditional assembly  Printer interface avail-
able.

* 12 + 12 models only

FREE Manual
Free with every ATOM is a complete, easy to learn
computer manual. The first section explains and
teaches you BASIC, the language most personal
computers and the ATOM operate in. Within no time
you'll be writing your own programs. The second
section is a reference for you giving a full
description of your ATOM's facilities and how to use
them. Both sections are fully illustrated with sample
programs which makes learning fun!

The Acorn ATOM features :

Software: Pre-recorded selection of cassette -
based and ROM based software  Languages built
in are BASIC and ASSEMBLER. and can be
adapted to LISP and FORTH  fascinating games,
household and business applications and
educational programs  Allows high speed
execution  Links to machine code programs.
Circle No. 32 on Reader Service Card.

Hardware. Full-sized QWERTY keyboard 
6502 microprocessor  rugged injection molded
case  12K ROM  12K RAM  Audio cassette
interface  TV output with high resolution colour
graphicsisound  6847 video display generates
video signals for 9 different modes  Wide range of
serial I/O functions and dual timers.
Acorn ATOM Computer
21K RAM/8K ROM (B &W) $199.95
12K RAM/12K ROM (B &W) $349.95

12K RAM/12K ROM (Colour) S439.95

Many additional RAM add-ons and plug-in ROM's
available. AC adaptor also available.

FOR ORDERS, CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-268-3640

24 hrs.
Have your VISA or MASTERCARD ready!

In Ont. (416) 787.1448
For further information

maosron LECTROMCS

1736 Avenue Rd., Toronto, Ont. M5M 3Y7
Mon. through Sat. 9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m., Thurs. until 9:00 p.m.

Mail orders accepted


